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1 Introduction 
Sometime in the 1970s a split between users and designers of information technology was born 

(Grudin 1991). Until then the designers – scientists and engineers working in research laboratories 

and other development organizations – had created computer systems, hardware and software, 

largely for their own consumption. It was a specialist’s tool, designed by specialists for specialists. 

When the computer gradually began spreading beyond its institutions of conception into the 

workplace more generally, this all changed. Designers could no longer rely solely on their own needs 

and requirements for sound design: ‘the user’ or more typically the requirements of the user’s or-

ganization had to be taken into account. The designers were in other words kicked out of their eden-

ic bliss of self-absorption. A difference had been born between themselves and ‘the Other’; between 

the practice of design and the practice of use of information technology. 

This condition is of course not unique to IT design but rather a sign of a maturing discipline. Most 

design disciplines deal and have dealt with this problem over time and often build various institu-

tions and practices around the problem. The relationship between architect and contractor is one 

example, the relationship between an organization consultant and her client another; we might even 

include filmmakers, authors and other creative professionals, who need to take their audience into 

account. Originally, the engineering disciplines may have served as the role model for IT design, most 

perspicuously in, for example, systems development and requirements engineering, but the source 

of inspiration has expanded greatly. Interaction design is an obvious example of a field in IT design 

seeking inspiration in more ‘soft’ and less scientistic approaches. Indeed, it might be argued that 

aside from the narrow technical IT disciplines, the whole field of information technology – academic 

and professional, one way or the other, is occupied with – or at least is involved in – the alignment of 

use and design. Human-computer interaction (HCI), for example, often from a psychological perspec-

tive attempts to understand the relationship between computer users and computers; the tradition 

of Information Systems (IS) focuses on the relationship between organizational processes and design 

of information technology and Computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) is – as the name sug-

gests – occupied with computer support of collaborate work and so on and so forth. In these and 

other cases the question arises – although in very different forms and with very different conse-

quences – how information technology should bear on use and vice versa. Use and design must sup-

posedly be managed in a disciplined manner somehow. 

Although not always acknowledged, there is in fact a more primordial split to take into account than 

that between users and designers, and that is the split between present and future. By definition 

design deliberately introduces a difference into the world. To manage the relationship between use 

and design is therefore not only to align two groups of people, two different practices, with each 

other; it is also to align present and future. Thus, the problem of the management of use and design 

is the management of two sets of differences: a socio-practical and a temporal. 

To articulate the question of use and design of information technology in terms of the practical spa-

tio-temporal management of differences between use and design is a rather peculiar way to frame 

the problem, which is not how most of the approaches mentioned above would do it. Nevertheless, I 

hope to show through the thesis that it is a fruitful way to engage the problem. But the focus of the 

thesis is much narrower than the field of IT design in general. In fact, I would like to disengage from 

the broader disciplines and their solutions to IT design whether in the form of methodologies, theo-

ries or practices. The thesis does not attempt to situate itself in the larger tradition of it design but 
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only shares with it the issue of use and design as formulated above. The reason for this is simple: The 

tradition of IT design has not been part of my PhD work except for two specific approaches to the 

problem: participatory design and workplace studies. Thus apart from being part of a very general 

problematics I only attempt to contribute to the particular agendas, which animates these two ap-

proaches. Put differently, I would like to remain close to the experiences, practically and theoretical-

ly, of my project work, which, if I may be pompous for once, is the most honest and truthful I can 

report.  

However, it is important to stress that the thesis is not a simple extension of participatory design or 

workplace studies. Quite to the contrary is the thesis a reflection on the struggle to turn a research 

project into an academic case of primarily participatory design and secondarily workplace studies. It 

is, thus, in the light of a partly unsuccessful research project that I discuss the problem of the differ-

ence between use and design practice of information technology as articulated by the two ap-

proaches. To be able to understand what the struggle has been about, I shall first give a short intro-

duction to participatory design and workplace studies (they will be more thoroughly expounded in 

chapter 2 and 3) and the research projects I have been part of and then continue the description of 

how the encountered troubles more precisely have shaped the subject of the thesis.  

1.1 Participatory design and workplace studies – in brief 
Before outlining participatory design and workplace studies, I should say a few more words about 

why exactly those two traditions have played a role in my PhD work. The main reason is autobio-

graphical. My interest in participatory design and workplace studies reflects the academic setting in 

which I am situated where they both have a strong presence. This is true both in relation to the aca-

demic institutions I'm part of and in relation to the broader Scandinavian setting, where especially 

participatory design has had and still have a relative strong position in design of information tech-

nology at least in an academic setting. Thus, it was part of the original plan of my PhD work to con-

tribute to one or both of these traditions, but it was also because there was ‘market’ for especially 

participatory design research as we shall later. As a matter of fact the demand for workplace studies 

was not as high and therefore participatory design came to play a more central role in the actual re-

search activities. In writing the thesis, however, I have re-emphasized the tradition of workplace stu-

dies because it is an interesting alternative to participatory design, and because – I believe – the ex-

periences from the research work may be consequential for workplace studies as well.  

Participatory design is an approach to design of information technology which emphasizes the direct 

involvement of users in the design activity – hence the name. Participatory design or sometimes just 

‘PD’ has its roots in Scandinavia and the struggle for workplace democracy in 1970s and 1980s but is 

today an internationally held and more pragmatic approach to IT design. The focus is on user in-

volvement but the particular goal of workplace democracy has largely been abandoned. Still many of 

the same attitudes and methods have prevailed.  

Initially, the role of participatory design – as a child of the Students Movement – was to empower 

workers and increase their influence on the application and design of computer systems for the 

workplace. Existing technological solutions were perceived to be unduly oriented towards manageri-

al concerns of rationalization and control, and comparable little concerned about workers interests 

in quality of work and influence on working conditions. The participatory design movement was 

headed by researchers – typically computer scientists – in collaboration with workers’ unions and 
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together they worked for more worker friendly information technology. Thus from the beginning 

participatory design regarded use and design of information technology as a political question. It 

was important to secure that workers were represented in the design process and that the technol-

ogies developed would not impede their interests.  

To achieve this goal, in various parts of Scandinavia,  projects were established where union repre-

sentatives, workers and researchers worked together on in the first instance to educate workers 

about information technology and later to collaborative design new information technologies for the 

workplace. It was figured that when workers were participants in the design process their interests 

would be represented and it would possible to draw directly on their knowledge about work. The 

designers, who were typically also researchers, would learn from workers and workers would learn 

about technological possibilities bringing them closer together. Thus to manage the difference be-

tween use and design in accordance with the espoused political goals, participatory design created a 

common forum where workers and designers could meet, learn from each other, and jointly create 

politically and practically relevant technologies. As such participatory design attempts to manage – 

and to some extent overcome – the difference between use and design by narrowing the distance 

both physically, socially and professionally between users/workers and designers: designing with and 

for workers.  

Parallel with and to some extent as results of the pragmatic turn away from a particular brand of 

(Marxist) inspired labor politics, the group of stakeholders involved in participatory design was in 

1990s and onwards expanded in two respects. First, in principle, all stakeholders were invited to par-

take in a participatory design including management. That is, the notion ‘user’ was expanded from 

the worker to all people who in principle had stakes in the technology resulting in a broader set of 

concerns represented, but not in an abandonment of notion that design of IT is political. And second, 

participatory design became no longer exclusively engaged in design of information technology for 

the workplace. Many participatory design projects today are in concurrence with the uptake of in-

formation technology in society at large engaged in design projects beyond the workplace, but since 

the methods and techniques are mostly the same, it has not brought about a significant change in 

what constitutes PD. 

In principle participatory design is a design approach independent of academia but in practice most 

participatory design projects have been carried out as part of research. The absence of participatory 

design projects outside academia might be an indication of its missing commercial viability until 

now, while its presence in academia is due to the original ideals of practicing politically and practical-

ly relevant research. More precisely is participatory design as a research approach a species of action 

research focusing on intervention and learning in practice. It is believed that research will improve 

by staying close to and learning from the problems of practitioners and professionals in contrast to 

cultivating supposedly more distant interests and rationalities. Thus, participatory design attempts 

to not just minimize the difference between use and design, but also to reduce the difference be-

tween research, use and design practice. 

In contrast to participatory design, the problem of aligning use and design practice of information 

technology is not regarded as a political question. It is not the representation of initially workers’ 

and later users’ interests in technology design, which is seen as the core issue. Rather the problem is 

regarded as epistemological. The central argument of workplace studies is that many computer sys-
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tems in the workplace err, are ineffective, and even hazardous, because designers rely on impove-

rished, distorted and at times even fantastical accounts of work, which fail to convey the intricacies 

of the work activities being designed for. Design practice – after being separated from use practice – 

is simply too ignorant about the important specificities of the work the technology is supposed to 

support.  

Historically, the tradition of workplace studies is closely related with the field of CSCW where it has 

been argued that cooperative aspect of work is often overlooked in individual-centered information 

technology. One important aspect of workplace studies is therefore to document how work practice 

as a socially organized phenomenon works. More generally, workplace studies sets out to correct 

the problem of designer ignorance by conducting ethnographic fieldwork in workplaces – in some 

instances up to more than a year – and create naturalistic accounts of how a piece of work in focus is 

accomplished – from filling out a paper form to running an atomic power plant. Thus, workplace 

studies are meant to inform designers’ choices about new technology design. In practice, a designer 

read a workplace study about the work domain being designed for, or more realistically solicit an 

ethnographer to do a workplace study for the particular design project. 

To manage the difference between use and design, workplace studies do not attempt to narrow the 

distance between workers and designers. Instead they insert the ethnographer/ethnography-

/workplace study between the domain of use and the domain of design. Sometimes the workplace 

study might function as the only mediator being ‘thrown over the wall’ to the designers and some-

times the ethnographer will help explain and interpret the study together with designers. As a re-

search strategy, the tradition of workplace studies has made ethnographic descriptions of work, 

sometimes in relation to an IT design project, sometimes not.  Thus, the discipline of workplace stu-

dies might contribute to a growing body of ethnographic descriptions of work (and sometimes de-

velop sensitizing categories for analysis of work), and it might partake in the development of me-

thods for practitioners to employ ethnographic methods themselves. 

In contrast to participatory design – where users participate and contribute to the design process 

and thereby – at least in principle – become aligned with the new designed future, the tradition of 

workplace studies does not attempt to mediate this second difference between present and future.  

Workplace studies is satisfied with aligning designers with users’ present affairs and it is assumed – 

unlike participatory design – there is no need from the point of view workplace studies to manage 

the difference between present and future. As such it might be argued that doing a workplace study 

is not an IT design strategy but simply an ethnographic description of the workplace. However, as we 

shall see later, the field of workplace studies is intended to be part of an IT design strategy for man-

aging the difference between use (work) and design and therefore it is more than ‘mere’ descrip-

tions of what workers are up to. 

1.2 Research projects  
The principal activity of my PhD project has been the participation in and running of two research 

projects, which were supposed to contribute to participatory design and workplace studies – both in 

collaboration with industrial partners.  The first project was named ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ (Halse 

et al. 2005) and the second ‘Mobility in Manufacturing’ (Pedersen and Zouzou 2006).  Pivotal to the 
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projects were the partnership with International Business Applications (IBA)1, a large developer of 

ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) software, who was interested in experimenting with new forms 

of user research practices to inform and inspire their extant development process. Each project in-

volved a third partner and customer of IBA’s software as well, who provided the workplace being in 

focus. Thus, the project involved researchers from ITU, designers, developers and managers from 

IBA and workers and their managers from the third partner. 

In the first project, ‘Mobility in Maintenance’, the third partner was a producer of snacks and crisps, 

and maintenance work of smiths and electri-

cians was the primary subject of the project; in 

the second project, ‘Mobility in Manufactur-

ing’, the partner was a manufacturer of mix-

ers, taps and other bathroom accessories and 

focus was on manufacturing work among for-

mally un-skilled workers. Common for both 

projects was an interest in workers mobility 

and the challenges it posed for information 

technology support.  

With varying intensity, each project lasted about one year from the initial overtures to the delivery 

of the final results. ‘Mobility in Manufacturing’ was an off-shoot of ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ to 

compensate for the original intention to not just cover maintenance work but also manufacturing 

work. Both projects followed essentially the same template containing three main activities (Figure 

1-1): 

- Fieldwork studying the workers’ work at the shopfloor.  

- A so-called ‘collaborative workshop’ where the workers, their managers, representatives of 

IBA (and their partner in the second project) and researchers together discussed the present 

work conditions based in the fieldwork and created concepts and scenarios for future work 

supported by new information technologies. 

- Enactment of the concepts and scenarios developed in the workshop back at shopfloor sup-

ported by foam mock-ups of the imagined technologies. 

The activities are typical of participatory design, but with a mix of fieldwork and worker participation 

the project also reflects more recent ethnographic inspirations participatory design has received 

from workplace studies. The process was intended to be iterative and alternate between fieldwork 

and collaborative design activities. Like video-recordings from the work were supposed to inform 

and inspire the first workshop, video-recordings of the enactment of the first future scenarios, would 

feed into the next workshop, which again would create more refined scenarios and so on and so 

forth towards, in principle, more and more realistic and implemented technologies. However, it was 

only possible to do a single iteration in each project so the deliverables contained just a description 

of the first iteration and its preliminary results (enactment of future scenarios stemming from one 

                                                           
1
 The names of the industrial partners as well as persons in the thesis are pseudonyms. I do use some images 

where people can be identified that have been approved for research publication. The projects were con-
ducted under a non-disclosure agreement (NDA), and the policy of anonymization is  mainly due to the protec-
tion of sensible business issues, which potentially could arise. 

Figure 1-1 The three main events of the project: Fieldwork, Col-
laborative Workshop, and Enactment. 
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workshop). Because of the restricted process, the deliverable was designed for the partners to pur-

sue their specific interest in the material, albeit in more restricted fashion than a new iteration 

would permit. 

The particular shape of the projects was not entirely decided from the outset, and the motivations 

and goals of the projects also developed as the process progressed. Originally, it had been envisaged 

that the projects could be carried out in a much shorter time frame. Especially, in the first project it 

was imagined that a single iteration would take a couple of months, which would allow ample time 

for more iterations if the interest was there. Despite the need for adjusting the ambitions of the 

project, the general purpose of the projects was relatively stable. In addition to informing and inspir-

ing the development process at IBA, it was pictured that the technological concepts formed in the 

project could contribute to IBA’s product development with fresh ideas. In relation to the participat-

ing work organizations, it was hoped that the project would facilitate reflections on their work prac-

tice and present and future use of information technology. And from a research perspective the 

projects were supposed to contribute to our interest in collaborative design methodologies, mobility 

and mobile technologies (hence the titles of the projects), and more generally, based in the field-

work, to make ethnographically inspired descriptions of the work practices in focus possible.  

1.3 Crisis 
Having carried out the research projects, writing them up to an academic case of either participatory 

design or workplace studies turned out to be far more difficult than envisioned. Especially, the fact 

that neither of the projects proceeded beyond a single iteration meant that each project did not 

produce more than 8 hours of fieldwork, 3 hours of collaborative workshop and about 3 hours of 

enactment. The consequence was, for example, that in workshops playing three design games (a 

common PD collaborative design method) the participants had one hour to understand the work 

domain they were designing for; one hour to create new technological concepts; and one hour to 

create realistic future technology scenarios. Thus, the amount of participatory design had been mi-

nimal, and being applied so sparsely, it is difficult to seriously assess the concrete methods and their 

effect – not to speak of contributing to the discussion of collaborative design methods in general. It 

does not help much that the same methods were used twice across two projects; as long as the va-

lidity of the each application can be questioned, an additive or comparative analysis does not make 

sense. Moreover, the methods and techniques used were rather standard (except in their limited 

application) and we could not claim to have innovated experimentally. Lastly, the concepts coming 

out of the project were not particularly revolutionary and in themselves meriting a design contribu-

tion beyond the limited interest they found in the project (we shall meet some of the concepts lat-

er). 

Similarly, the prospect of writing a workplace study based on the research projects was not better. In 

fact it was worse. To write an ethnography of the work from eight hours of fieldwork, the workshop 

and a handful of meetings would be impossible, and even to label it a ‘quick and dirty’ study would 

be a stretch. An analysis of, for example, ‘mobility in shopfloor work’ across the two projects would 

also be a very difficult exercise to entertain. Not only would two work domains at two different fac-

tories have to be made comparable and differentiated – in itself a large task – it would still have to 

be done on the basis of less than 20 hours of fieldwork –  in effect making it unattainable to live up 

to the demands of a workplace study.  Had two or three more iterations materialized in each project 

or more fieldwork simply added, it would have begun to be sensible to write a study of limited as-
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pects of the work. And it would have been possible to discuss whether a heterodox mix of fieldwork 

and collaborative exploration with users is a more effective way of analyzing use practice for design 

than ethnographers’ often solitary analytical work.  But none of this, obviously, happened. 

I shall emphasize that it does not mean that the projects might not been worthwhile for the partici-

pating organizations or that it has not been an instructive experience to partake in. It is not to say 

either that it has not been a privilege to work with and learn from the people involved. In fact, it has 

been both a gratifying and edifying experience in many respects. But it is to say that we did not suc-

ceed particular well in achieving the goals set for our common endeavor. In addition to the problems 

of making an academic case, I'm not aware IBA’s development methodology has been informed by 

the project or that the future scenarios have inspired new IT products. I also doubt the projects have 

resulted in any significant changes to the work organizations in focus. Thus, although carried out in 

the spirit of action research, the projects have had – as far as I can see – no lasting and systematic 

impact on the partaking organizations, which can be traced back to the application of a participatory 

design methodology. 

Now, the problem is that it was not, that we did not try. The projects lasted with some overlap, and 

depending on how it is made up, between a year and a half and two years though with varying work 

intensity. Some of this is no doubt due to inexperience especially on behalf of the researchers. Look-

ing back, it seems unrealistic and unfocused wanting to contribute both to participatory design and 

workplace studies in the same research project. The academic ambition should probably from the 

start have been limited to one agenda in line with what the projects eventually gravitated toward: 

participatory design. Still, it would not have solved all problems – far from – because it was, as we 

shall see, difficult to bring the participants of the projects together in a committed collaboration 

over a lengthy period of time. The question is, then, where does it leave us? Where does it leave the 

thesis? The negative answer is: Too bad – you had a good time but it did not have much to do with 

academic research. Better luck next time! Obviously, this is not a very encouraging reply, but I do not 

think it is completely accurate either. In fact, and more to the point, I think it evades maybe the 

most interesting questions the thesis can raise, namely why what I shall call the protocols of partici-

patory design and workplace studies were not followed to an extent that – in their terms – a valid 

outcome was the result. That is, I'm interested in asking – and that is the main problematic of the 

thesis – what it means to impose a specific set of – in this case – research and design protocols on 

practice and what it implies when we fail to do so. In other words, I want to investigate the becom-

ing of research in lieu of promoting its results or lack thereof. It is to paraphrase Bruno Latour 

science and design in-the-making and not ready-made science and design. Instead of being fixated 

on the negative outcome – on what the research did not do, I suggest we look at what actually hap-

pened. To describe this is in just reasonable detail means that I shall only focus on the first of the 

research projects, ‘Mobility in Maintenance’, and leave the description of ‘Mobility in Manufactur-

ing’ for another time. The two projects were relatively identical in the manner in which they were 

carried out, and ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ was a template for ‘Mobility in Manufacturing’ – hence I 

stick to the first project.  

To shift the spotlight from the project outcome to the project process, to change the subject, can be 

seen as a shrewd way to avoid accountability to participatory design and/or workplace studies. This 

is not the case – I hope. The purpose of the thesis is to be in dialog with the two disciplines although 

it is not a direct disciplinary contribution. Thus, I suspect that the experiences we had in ‘Mobility in 
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Maintenance’ might be relevant especially to participatory design but also to a lesser degree to the 

tradition of workplace studies. When things do not turn out the way they were supposed to, it might 

be tempting to ask the question: what should have been done differently? As nice as it would be to 

know, it is a temptation I attempt to stay free of. As long as we do not have a better understanding 

of why it turned out the way it did, it is a hypothetical exercise at best and meaningless at worst. But 

the reader is of course free to make her own assessment. 

1.4 A new academic case 
What do I mean more precisely by describing the ‘becoming’ of ‘Mobility in Maintenance’? In es-

sence, it is to take the open-ended nature of the project seriously. It is to examine how the project 

evolves – sometimes in unforeseen directions – as a consequence of a host of different concerns in 

practice including – but not exhausted by – the attempt to arrange the project in accordance with 

specific research protocols. This change of perspective to the practicalities of doing a research 

project might seem quite innocuous and it is – to a certain extent. It permits us to see the course of a 

research project not as the simple adherence or deviation from specific research protocols but more 

realistically as the practical achievement it is. Such an exposition is hopefully valuable to other re-

searchers struggling with similar issues. It is the sharing of practical experiences among like-minded 

professionals we might say. As such, I hope a more detailed presentation of the doing of the re-

search project will be of practical value to researchers occupied with in particular participatory de-

sign, but also more generally researchers interested in the problem of use and design of IT should 

possibly find it a valuable deliberation about the practicalities of research. 

However, shifting the focus from pure research methodologies – and their corollary pure research 

objects – to the messy practice of research is not just an amicable service to fellow colleagues; it is 

also, potentially, a more mischievous – if not outright impertinent – questioning of the realism of 

more purified accounts of scientific methodologies and results. Over the last thirty years the field of 

Science and Technology Studies (STS) has over and over again demonstrated – from a practical pers-

pective – the incomplete and even fictional nature of  many methodological accounts of science (see 

e.g. Latour and Woolgar 1986; Law 2004; Lynch 1993; Pickering 1995). Methods – like other recipes 

– usually do not account for the necessary practical tinkering, fitting, and discipline, which is a pre-

requisite for their successful application.  

This is also the case of the methodological accounts of most participatory design and workplace stu-

dies. We rarely, if ever, hear about the personal contacts that made a project possible; how a project 

is constrained and formed through the negotiation with its participants, partners and informants; 

how sensibilities in the setting being studied and designed for have restricted, excluded and trans-

formed certain ways of doing research; how particular research methods or theories are chosen be-

cause they are what we know, are expedient or in vogue and so on and so forth. It is not that reflec-

tion on practical difficulties, personal preferences, theoretical and philosophical inclinations are 

completely absent. Participatory design has been relatively explicit about its political commitments 

and workplace studies about its phenomenological heritage – as we shall see – but it is presented 

mostly as principled imperatives and normativities and not as deliberations over concrete practical 

concerns in a project. How did our political commitments or phenomenological attitudes shape, en-

able and constrain the project, and how did the project shape, enable and constrain them? Such 

questions are rarely raised and much less answered. 
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Thus, looking at the becoming of ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ from a practical point of view does not 

only sensitize us to important formative practicalities of the project; it also directs our attention to 

formative circumstances not accounted for in research projects more generally. Of course we might 

imagine that only we had to deal with a host of practicalities challenging the seamless imposition of 

research and design protocols, but that is obviously not very realistic. More critically, the question is 

whether the ever present practicalities may be regarded as ‘mere’ practicalities and safely ignored. 

Inspired by recent writings in Science and Technology Studies in particular Annemarie Mol’s ‘The 

Body Multiple’ (2002) where she describes the becoming of atherosclerosis in and through the my-

riad of practicalities of hospital work, I suggest, that it is not the case. Practicalities are formative for 

the research we conduct and the results we get. More about that in a moment. 

Yet, because the practical formation of participatory design and workplace studies research projects 

is rarely expounded and published, we do not have the ability to assess whether the adherence to 

and execution of the propounded method was an unproblematic fact or more hidden work has gone 

into the establishment and sustainability of the project than the methodological accounts reveal. 

Similarly, we are in a bad position to question the factuality of the proposed results. We must take 

them as transparent reflections of objects out-there, because that is how they are presented to us,  

and can only suspect they could be bastards born in concealment in-here. What we can do, howev-

er, is to examine the ways in which participatory design and workplace in principle articulates the 

problem of use and design of information technology more specifically. It is the assumptions, theo-

ries and methods – what I have called the protocols – of participatory design and workplace studies. 

We cannot see them in action, but we can explore the ideal course they chart for themselves and 

consider if it is indeed realistic principles. 

The realization that the difficulties in making an academic case out of the research projects had to 

do with research and design protocols not being followed (how obvious it may sound now) has then 

led to two questions: First, what are the principled protocols of participatory design and workplace 

studies and how do they more precisely articulate the relationship between use and design of in-

formation technology? Second, how were those protocols implemented or not implemented in prac-

tice in ‘Mobility in Maintenance’? Attempting to answer those two question should, hopefully, ena-

ble us to better appreciate the practical side of doing in particular participatory design projects, and 

critically appraise the realism of those protocols in the first instance in ‘Mobility in Maintenance,’ 

but I shall also cautiously attempt to draw some more general implications.  

The way I have framed the issue – and which will be substantiated throughout the thesis – participa-

tory design and the tradition of workplace studies are two different disciplines stipulating a set of 

protocols for managing the differences between use and design practices and between present and 

future where workplace studies is primarily occupied with the first difference. Another way of saying 

it, is that use and design are two different social practices and probably often belonging to two dif-

ferent organizations, and which must be aligned with each other in a principled manner as a sound 

basis for design. We might also call it the alignment of different social worlds or social orders as 

would be preferred in workplace studies as we shall see. Despite the naming and the particular soci-

ological traditions it might invoke from Marxism to ethnomethodology the crux of the matter is that 

I take the problem to be social, material and practical in nature. I shall not make a great deal out 

these terms except that it is the background assumption of what I write. Questioning, however, the 

readily extension of research and design protocols onto the practices of use and design means that 
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research itself must be seen as a distinct practice on par with the two others. That is, researching use 

and design adds a third difference to be managed; that between research and use and design. Not 

only is it a question of aligning users and designers and present and future it also a question of align-

ing researchers with the rest. The management of this third difference is not made a topic in partici-

patory design or workplace studies but is crucial to the account of my own research. It is to take the 

researchers into account and not when writing the story up – writing them out.  

If turning the attention to the practicalities of research is more critical than expected, it might also 

be more radical than we think. If the protocols, the very criteria, for what can come into being and 

what can be known cannot be relied upon as conditions for the research and design activity but 

themselves are negotiated in the encounter with practice, we cannot take the objects of participato-

ry design and workplace as unproblematic givens. If they are the results of an intervention as the 

imposition of specific protocols they cannot be independent of those protocols but are a conse-

quence thereof (Latour 1987). Or to put it more conventionally, the objects of research are paradigm 

relative (Kuhn 1996) dependent on specific methods, machinery, theories, bodies, etc., which are 

necessary for bringing the objects about. Thus, the reality of the objects we have or not have are 

infused with disciplinary powers (Foucault 1980; Latour and Woolgar 1986) and where to find those 

objects as well (Gupta and Ferguson 1997). What does this mean more specifically? Commonsensi-

cally, we would think that the focal object of ‘Mobility in Maintenance’, maintenance work, can be 

found inside quite strict temporal-spatial boundaries – at the shopfloor of the participant factory to 

be more specific, and that it exists there both before and after the project –  maybe in an altered 

form if the project succeeds. However, what is up for grabs in the project is exactly those protocols, 

which would allow us to place maintenance work in a specific spatio-temporal location. For example, 

the protocols of an ethnographic workplace study which would place maintenance work firmly at the 

shopfloor in the present is not – as we shall see – found particular interesting, while a protocol of 

placing maintenance work in a new and technology mediated future on the other hand is welcomed. 

What maintenance work is, can be, and where it is found is therefore not obvious, but part of a play 

of conviction, power, allurement and more. This problem also surfaces very practically even if we 

place maintenance work in a tight spatio-temporal frame at the shopfloor. It can still be asked where 

to find it and how best to ‘see’ it? Is it the foreman or the maintenance workers who knows the real 

maintenance work or is it both parties? Do smiths know it better than electricians? What about the 

production planner, who wants to schedule maintenance work when the production stand still? 

What does he know of maintenance work? Is he part of it? What about the production workers, who 

often help solve a problem? And machines are they also part of maintenance work? And so on and 

so forth.  

Thus, because any definition of maintenance work is founded in conventional criteria and those very 

criteria – whether they belong to researchers, users, designers or whoever have a stake in mainten-

ance work – is a consequence of the practical interference (Mol 2002) between partakers in the 

project, I shall not take maintenance work  to be the ideal object as stipulated by the protocols, but 

what it is made out to be in and through the practicalities of the project. It is in this sense that prac-

ticalities are not ‘mere’ practicalities but actually constitutive of the object of the project. Because 

this object comes into being in and through bodies, documents, videos, mock-ups, talk, etc., it does 

not fit the traditional four dimensional topology of (western) common sense. It is a multiple object 

(ibid.), which comes in many shapes across different context. I shall call this entity the ‘object of con-

cern’ because its existence and shape cannot be regarded outside the interested engagement of the 
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partakers as will be more obvious later. And the various shapes in which it exists I call articulations2. 

It is not a socially constructed object made of the fluffy stuff of intersubjectivity alone. But it might 

be a designed object. Designing maintenance work is one articulation, video-recording it another, 

and doing it a third. Therefore, the articulations of the object of concern is what maintenance work 

came to be for all practical purposes in ‘Mobility in Maintenance’.  

Dispensing with our commonsense belief that objects are out-there independent of our articulation 

raises a difficult question: If objects are not ‘objective’ but dependent on their site of production, 

how can they represent more than the particular circumstance, which have brought them about? I 

shall attempt to give answer to this question in chapter 13. However, it is important to point out  

that this dispensation of commonsense is methodological and not foundational and here I distin-

guish myself from parts of science and technology studies literature I draw on – especially Bruno La-

tour and Annemarie Mol who attempts to make an ontological argument and thereby effectively 

subverting the commonsense belief in objects out-there. It is not the intention of the thesis – it is a 

proposal and not a new fundament eradicating earlier articulations – a point which shall be elabo-

rated in the last chapter, chapter 14.  

1.5 The structure of the thesis 
The thesis has four parts. In part I, chapter 2 - 3, I describe the theoretical and political assumptions, 

methods and techniques, which constitute the protocols of respectively participatory design and 

workplace studies. I attempt to describe their core principles, which make them distinct disciplines. 

Obviously, it cannot in this space be a complete exposition of the two fields but it should be suffi-

ciently detailed to permit an understanding of how the two disciplines in principle articulates the 

problem I have outlined above of the management of the difference between use and design prac-

tice on the one hand and the difference between present and future on the other. The crux of the 

argument is that participatory design and workplace studies apply two different protocols of repre-

sentation to cope with the problem. 

The exposition of the protocols of participatory design and workplace studies serves to make it more 

comprehensible how ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ was affected, but not governed by the two discip-

lines. It also serves to make a discussion of participatory design and workplace studies possible. In 

part II – the largest section of the thesis from chapter 5 to 11 – ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ is de-

scribed as the chronological becoming of the object of concern, maintenance work, through six dis-

tinct phases in the project. Each phase is characterized by a prevalent articulation of maintenance 

work in accordance with the demands of that particular period. As will be explained more fully in 

chapter 5, the introduction to ‘Mobility in Maintenance’, maintenance work is not described in each 

and every articulation nor have I sought to convey a seamless transformation of maintenance work 

throughout the project. Rather the phases stand as juxtaposed and linked expressions of the predo-

minant articulation in that phase. As such – and this is important to point out – the description of 

maintenance work is to some degree more formal than substantial. I have attempted to convey 

enough from each phase to make it recognizable and possibly to take lessons from what is happen-

ing. But since the point is also to demonstrate the transformation of maintenance work across the 

project as a consequence of both stipulated protocols and varying practicalities it has been neces-
                                                           
2
 Mol (2002) argues that we should talk about ‘enacting’ objects. I prefer ‘articulating’ because it emphasizes 

that something indefinite comes into shape and that this always has a semiotic component. In addition, 
enactment is sometimes used specifically in participatory design to designate the staging of future scenarios. 
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sary to cut down on the detail of each phase. If the meticulous documentation of every transforma-

tion of maintenance work had been the purpose, an analysis of the collaborative workshop, for ex-

ample, could have merited a dissertation of its own. 

In part III of thesis, chapter 12 and 13, I discuss participatory design and workplace studies in light of 

the experiences from the case. In chapter 12 I return to several points already made here but now 

more substantiated. I elaborate on the question of the management of the ‘third’ difference, that 

between research and use and design practice – especially do I discuss the need for interesting par-

ticipants as a condition for participatory design. In chapter 13 I take up the question of the political 

and epistemological ’representational’ strategies of participatory design again. Rooted in the expe-

riences from ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ and drawing on inspiration from Michel Callon, I suggest, 

that a fruitful way of understanding the encounter and alignment of research, use and design prac-

tice is to speak of it in terms of representatives and constituencies. This formulation attempts to 

capture both the epistemological and political nature of representation and avoid realist-

representationalist tropes of ‘mirroring’, which do not account for the active and dynamic nature of 

the encounter very well. 

In part IV, chapter 14, the concluding chapter, I return the question touched upon above about the 

status of the thesis itself when the formative practicalities have been exposed. I here argue for what 

I call pragmatic pragmatism. We should not take practice studies – as is often done – as foundation-

al. That is, ultimately they are also groundless and can only be justified in use, by their usability, as 

any other designed object. 

1.6 A word on words 
Finally, before proceeding further, I should clarify the use of a few important words. If not stated 

otherwise ‘technology’ is used synonymously with ‘information technology’, which again is used 

synonymously with ‘digital information technology’. In a few instances I also speak of, for example, 

paper as an information technology but not as a digital information technology. Thus by ‘informa-

tion technology’ I generally mean computers, mobile phones, PDAs, networks, applications, and the 

rest very close to the manner in which it is spoken about colloquially. As such it is not a technical de-

finition. ‘Design’ is also a word, which is used frequently. It is also applied in a rather unspecified 

manner. Mostly it is used to designate – as typically in participatory design and workplace studies – 

the deliberate activity of bringing change about where information technology is involved one way 

or the other. ‘Designing’ therefore also includes, for example, organizational alteration as a conse-

quence of the introduction of new information technology. Although the distinction between design 

and use in participatory design is deliberately blurred, I employ mostly ‘design’ in contrast to ‘use’. 

This might tend to underestimate such a thing as design in use, which have recently been a popular 

topic. It is mostly a subject I do not deal with – except in the staging of future scenarios in chapter 

10.  
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PART I  
 
PARTICIPATORY DESIGN & WORKPLACE STUDIES 
Part I describes the protocols of participatory design and workplace studies, that is, how the rela-

tionship between research, use and design practice is articulated through theories, methods and 

concrete studies. It serves to place the research project ‘Mobility in Maintenance’, described in part 

II, in an academic context and permits a discussion of participatory design and workplace studies in 

light of the experiences of the research project, in part III. Participatory design is presented in chap-

ter 2, workplace studies in chapter 30 and the two approaches are compared in chapter 4. 
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2 Participatory design  
In this chapter I describe core principles and practices of participatory design. It is not an attempt to 

review participatory design in all its multiplicity, but to give a reasonable accurate overview of how 

research, design and use of information technology get articulated in and through political and theo-

retical assumptions, methods and techniques, and concrete projects. I admit a Scandinavian bias in 

the exposition. It is not to frame participatory design as inherently a Nordic phenomenon, but to ac-

knowledge its roots in Scandinavia and more importantly it is the participatory design tradition, 

which I have been part of. It is does not mean that other accounts with different accentuations could 

not be written; the name itself, ‘participatory design’, betrays that it should be an exclusive Scandi-

navian endeavor. Participatory design was originally called the ‘collective resource approach’ in 

Scandinavia (Ehn 1993) and does some times go under the name ‘cooperative design’ as well. In this 

respect, the moniker ‘participatory design’ is an anachronism in much of its history. For the sake of 

simplicity, however, the term is used to characterize the movement from the first overtures in the 

1970s in Norway till present day global participatory design activities. Still, even if the presentation is 

chiefly confined to the development in Scandinavia, it is still a complex beast, which has developed 

considerably over its more than 30 years of history. To make it more perspicuous what participatory 

design I'm more precisely talking about, and from where principles and practices originate, I shall 

give a brief outline of its historic development. More specifically, I shall identify four generations of 

participatory design each roughly belonging to a decade from the 1970s-2000s. This classification 

should not be taken too literally. It is not part of any official history but for the purposes in the thesis 

this division makes reasonable sense. 

Participatory design is born at a particular place and at a particular time –  more precisely as part of 

the Students Movement and the struggle for workplace democracy in Scandinavia (Bansler 1989; 

Ehn 1993). It might be argued that participatory design is primarily bound to this particular context 

and should retire as the Student Movement and the idea of workplace democracy largely has. Al-

though a relevant discussion, I do not engage it for two reasons: The first reason is that participatory 

design – as we shall see – has been transformed in some respects and as such is still practiced in an 

altered form. The second and more important reason is that the thesis is not occupied with a general 

evaluation of participatory design, but with a fairly particular discussion limited to the experiences of 

the research projects. Thus, the point is neither to discuss participatory design in relation to the 

broader context of IT design nor the development of society more generally3. 

When the development of participatory design has been outlined over three decades, the more spe-

cific principles and practices constituting participatory design as a research and design approach is 

described, while finally participatory design is discussed in relation to the overarching concern of the 

thesis: how is the relationship between use, design and research articulated and how are their dif-

ferences managed. 

2.1 A brief history 
Participatory design started out in Norway in the 1970s when computer scientists – led by Kristen 

Nygaard – began to collaborate with the Norwegian metal workers union in the NMJF project. The 

                                                           
3
 Participatory design has also more recently by feminist and post-structuralist arguments been criticized for its 

humanist and modernist inclinations (see, e.g., Ehn and Badham 2002; Finken 2003; Markussen 1996). Again, it 
is not a discussion I engage in general, but my own discussion is indebted to some of these critiques.  
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purpose of the project was to educate unions and workers about information technology. They were 

perceived to be short of ‘resources’ in these matters (why it is sometimes called the ‘collective re-

source approach’), and consequently their interests were not duly defended in the labor market. 

Typically, computers systems were – as the name indicates – designed from a ‘systems’ perspective. 

They were intended to rationalize and control work following a Taylorist scheme implemented by 

management and capital owners leaving workers vulnerable to de-skilling, dislocation and lesser job 

satisfaction (Bansler 1989; Kensing and Blomberg 1998).  

To counter this development researchers – starting with the NMJF project but spreading fast across 

several projects in Scandinavia4 – began to educate union representatives about information tech-

nology helping them to assert their interests in negotiations with employers and gain greater control 

over the implementation of computers in the workplace. The consequence of these initial projects 

was both a strengthened position of workers in local negotiations and a greater influence on nation-

al law initiatives stipulating certain worker rights vis-à-vis the introduction of technology in the 

workplace (Kensing and Blomberg 1998).   

Although, the first generation of projects was not collaborative design projects per se, they were a 

great inspiration to later projects, and many of the attitudes and rationales were carried over. Most 

notably  that tools and technology – in a Marxist tradition –were seen as important actors in the 

class struggle – potentially oppressing, but also potentially emancipating if designed properly (Ehn 

1990). By increasing workers’ influence on technology design, and thereby on working conditions, 

the workplace would be become more democratic. Thus, from its inception participatory design has 

regarded information technology a political matter and user influence on its design an imperative. 

Despite these advances in rights and influence over information technological decisions in the 

workplace, it was felt, however, that available technology solutions and development methodologies 

were inadequate and inscribed too many agendas working against the interests of the workers (Ehn 

1993). Consequently, the next generation of participatory design projects sought to explore not just 

a democratic decision process in the acquisition and employment of information technology but also 

a democratic design process involving workers directly. Probably, the most prominent of these next 

generation participatory design projects was UTOPIA (1981-1985)5, where graphic workers were in-

volved directly in design of new computer tools, an early version of desktop publishing, supporting 

their work.  

Initially, the collaboration between users and designers, i.e. researchers, in UTOPIA was founded on 

a traditional division of labor. Following consultations with workers researchers would propose de-

signs for new technology, which then would be the basis of a joint critique. However, it turned out 

that conventional means for expressing computer designs, typically various formal representation 

schemes, were found incomprehensible by workers and consequently did not support the intended 

collaboration between workers and researchers. The format of formal representations was neither 

conducive for joint participation nor did it support creative contributions from the workers in the 

design process (Ehn and Sjögren 1992). To overcome this problem the focus shifted towards the de-

velopment of more engaging and inclusive approaches to user involvement in design and to mutual 

learning between workers and researchers. Researchers had to learn from workers about work and 

                                                           
4
 The DUE (Danish for ‘Democracy, Education and EDP) project is an example of another first generation parti-

cipatory design project (Mathiassen 1997).  
5
 The Florence project in Norway working with nurses is another second generation project (Mathiassen 1997). 
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workers had to learn from researchers about design. This reorientation from empowerment through 

education to empowerment through more direct collaboration resulted in new participative me-

thods and techniques – a central contribution of the second generation participatory design projects 

of the 1980s. 

In the beginning of the 1990s, the consequent siding with workers and unions in participatory design 

were abandoned in recognition of management’s important and unavoidable role in the develop-

ment and implementation of information technology for the workplace. Simultaneously, manage-

ment – at least in the Scandinavian setting – had become more sympathetic to collaborating with 

workers and unions on technological issues  (Bødker et al. 2000). The consequence was the aban-

donment of the Marxist class analysis in favor of a reformist approach already dominant in the Scan-

dinavian labor market at large; a set of third generation projects, involving  stakeholders throughout 

the organizational hierarchy were embarked upon (Bødker et al. 2004; Kensing and Blomberg 1998).  

An example of the new approach to participatory design involving people throughout the organiza-

tional hierarchy was the AT project:  a collaboration between researchers and a branch of the Danish 

National Labor Inspection Service (Bødker 1996). Involved in the project were not just the prospec-

tive users of the information technology to be designed, but also their managers. In many ways, this 

arrangement turned out to be more turbulent than previous projects. Because the project did not 

proceed exclusively in a union context with select workers, but also took place inside the organiza-

tion, the number of different interests in the project was greater. There were not only differences 

among workers and management, but also among workers themselves. Moreover, working in a 

‘real’ organizational context – and as a consequence of the general technological development – the 

information technology could not be designed from the bottom up as it had been the case in the 

UTOPIA project. Design proposals had to fit standard technologies like Microsoft Windows and 

WordPerfect already in place in the organization. Thus, not only were there more human actors to 

manage also new non-human actors had been added to complicate the project.  

The upshot was that it was more difficult to agree on what to design. Management was interested in 

‘systemic’ solutions that connected to central national systems, while ordinary employees were in-

terested in ‘tool’ and ‘media’ based technologies – each reflecting their particular concerns. In addi-

tion, the researchers wanted to implement a Macintosh solution, because it was believed to be a 

superior technical system.  The AT project ended with the original research questions and design 

ideas abandoned, because they turned out to be irrelevant for the organization, and instead a much 

less ambitious role was assigned for the researches helping employees  tailoring standard systems to 

particular needs – for example by programming macros in WordPerfect (Bødker 1996).  

In first, second and third generation projects researchers were often designers of the envisioned 

technology as well. After about 2000 this has changed with a fourth generation of participatory de-

sign projects. It is no longer uncommon to invite ‘industrialists’ – design and development compa-

nies – into participatory design as representatives of the ‘design side’ of the project. In parallel with 

the general presence of information technology throughout society, the focus of fourth generation 

projects is not exclusively the workplace, but might be related to the home, leisure time, the 

workplace, the city or somewhere in between. Thus, academics do not necessarily play the double 

role of researchers and designers, and users and designers do typically not belong to the same or-

ganization or context; also the role of unions has waned if it is not completely absent. An example of 
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a fourth generation project is COMIT (Messeter et al. 2005), which served as inspiration for ‘Mobility 

in Maintenance’ as we shall see later. In COMIT researchers, ordinary users, and industrial partners 

collaborated, seeking to explore new (mobile) technologies in the context of work and home and 

what lies in between. While exploring particular research agendas (often methodological), the re-

searchers typically play a more facilitating and mediating role among the stakeholders (users and 

industrialists). The idea of user participation in design remains, but users are not necessarily work-

ers, and in principle there is no siding with the user’s interests at the expense of other stakeholders 

(cf. Johansson et al. 2002). 

Over four decades participatory design has evolved from a struggle for workers’ influence over in-

formation technology in the workplace to a more a general design methodology stressing the partic-

ipation of users in the development of information technologies. As such participatory design has 

become less overtly political and more pragmatic focusing on methods and techniques for participa-

tion of in principle all stakeholders of the technology being developed. However, as any methodolo-

gy it implicitly inscribes a political message in the policies and techniques it prescribes most notably 

the injunction of direct user participation in design, which sets participatory design apart from most 

other – if not all – IT design approaches.  

2.2 Principles and practices 

2.2.1 Concerns and commitments 

As we have seen, participatory design has developed over the last 30 years in response to various 

challenges, while some attitudes have remained the same. It is also the case with the relationship 

between research, design and use of information technology. Some matters have remained constant 

– most notably users’ direct involvement in design and researchers’ direct involvement in practical 

concerns – while number of different stakeholders included have steadily grown. 

The first generation may not have left many methodological traces as participatory design is prac-

ticed today. Few participatory design researchers are involved in educating workers and unions on 

information technology or involved in legal initiatives about IT in the workplace. Still, the first gener-

ation projects made some innovative shifts in the perspective on information technology and what it 

means to research it, which are still with participatory design today. Around its inception in 1970s 

the prevailing view of science and technology was that it was essentially value-free and rational; 

pointing out that information technology and scientific knowledge served particular interests – pri-

marily managerial and capitalist – was a major change. It made it possible to question the unques-

tionable role of computer experts and to ask whose interests information technology should sup-

port, and under what conditions it should be developed. Consequently, the role of the researcher 

was also in question vis-à-vis use and design of technology. Participatory design has answered these 

questions somewhat differently over time, but the general attitude towards research and informa-

tion technology has practically remained the same. 

If the PD projects of 1970s framed the central questions, the second generation of they 1980s gave 

many of the core answers. The first PD projects questioned received understandings about research 

and its role in relation information technology. The answer at the time was to work for more demo-

cratic technologies in the workplace by educating, ‘raising the consciousness’, of workers and their 

representatives, but the fundamental relationship between researchers and workers remained the 

same. Researchers were telling workers what information technology was about, and in some sense, 
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one set of experts had been replaced with another, but this time – self-proclaiming – on workers’ 

and not management’s side. This arrangement turned out to be inadequate when second generation 

projects began to not just educate unions and workers, but embarked on work-oriented design of 

information technology in collaboration with workers. To begin with, researchers used traditional 

system development methods stipulating a clear distinction between designers and users. After con-

sultations with workers, researchers would present their ideas for new designs, and the workers 

were supposed to evaluate them. This turned out to not work for several reasons. The formalistic 

system descriptions (e.g. information flows) did not capture the work in a recognizable manner for 

the workers and the proposed designs were also incomprehensible in their specialist language. 

Moreover, did the traditional systems development methods not allow the workers to contribute 

constructively to the designs, but only to evaluate them (Ehn 1993; Ehn and Sjögren 1992). These 

experiences led to an upend of the role of researchers and users – to a re-conceptualization of de-

sign and work – and to the development of more participative and engaging design methods.  

Workers became directly included in the design process as experts on their own work and active par-

ticipants in collaboration with the researchers. This allowed for a closer dialog emphasizing the need 

for mutual learning between researcher and workers. Researchers were experts on technology, 

while workers were experts on their own work practice (Ehn and Sjögren 1992). Thus, the epistemo-

logical and scientistic privilege, which lingered in the formal system descriptions were abandoned in 

favor of creating a common ‘language game’ – as Ehn (Ehn 1990) appropriating a term from Witt-

genstein’s language philosophy designates it; workers and researchers would jointly develop an un-

derstanding of existing work and future technology. In general, attempts to describe both work and 

design in formalistic terms were discarded. Work was taken to be a skilled and tacit practice evading 

complete systematic description and the same with design: design could not be reduced to a formu-

la, but demanded hands-on experience with design materials and the situation being designed for. 

Thus, the symmetry between work and design as skilled and artful practice was emphasized. 

Another way to characterize the development is that the engineering and scientific approach of tra-

ditional system development was substituted with a more craft-like design approach. Where a scien-

tific approach stress the exactitude of representations of work and technologies, the craft-oriented 

approach emphasize the experiential, creative and open-ended nature of the design course. In the 

second generation PD projects, the problem of good design becomes one of ‘experiencing the 

present and envisioning the future’ (Greenbaum and Kyng 1991). Thus, formal descriptions are 

deemed to be inadequate in capturing the experiential nature of work and – as analytical represen-

tations – to make a creative leap into the future. 

Hence, moving from education of workers to design with workers has had several consequences for 

the practice of participatory design. Workers are made to be direct participants in the design 

process. They are experts and representatives of their own work practice and contribute unme-

diated to design. Consequently, designers/researchers also learn about work from the workers 

themselves, who in turn learn about technology from the designers. But the problem is not only to 

learn about the ‘tradition’; it is also to ‘transcend’ it (Ehn 1990) and as such the problem of participa-

tory design of the second generation becomes not just one of supporting adequate understandings 

of use/work practice, but also to support creative transcendences. Secondly, the simultaneously in-

clusion of workers in the design process and the abandonment of system description leads to an ap-

preciation of work and design as skilled practice, which evades formal description. It makes both 
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work and design – as well as the exchange between them – a situated and embodied activity, which 

cannot readily be captured in formulaic descriptions but becomes a matter of practice  (cf. Ehn 1990; 

Greenbaum and Kyng 1991). 

It is probably fair to say that in how research, design and use were regarded the most important de-

velopments of participatory design happened in the 1970s and 1980s. Two important revisions have, 

though, happened since. The acceptance of a broader set of stakeholders in 1990s in many projects 

– most notably managers – and consequently the abandonment of the specific class analysis, which 

had been important in the two first generations; and the expansion into other domains than work 

around 2000, and the inclusion of industrial partners with development or design ‘stakes’ in the do-

main being designed for. The interventionist and action-oriented understanding of research and 

technology is intact as well as most of the methods, but the context of application has changed 

along with a less politicized attitude.  

2.2.2 Methods and techniques 

If the specific attitudes and concerns orient the general course of participatory design, it is the con-

crete methods and techniques that give participatory design a more distinct shape. To give an im-

pression of how the object of concern is articulated in and through these protocols – developed in 

response to the inadequacy of traditional system development methods – I shall outline some of the 

most common methods and techniques developed primarily in the 1980s and 1990s. 

Design games and future scenarios 

The formalistic style of traditional system development methods and the sharp division between 

designers and users they stipulated led to considerable problems when applied in a participative de-

sign context (Ehn and Sjögren 1992). Workers could neither recognize their own work nor under-

stand new designs when they were presented as information flow diagrams or other specialized no-

tational schemes of systems development. It was a language not well suited for the engagement and 

participation of users in design, and moreover it was problematic that formalized descriptions could 

not incorporate important but mostly tacit experiences of work and technology use. In the UTOPIA 

project –  to overcome these deficiencies –  and to involve workers directly in the design process, 

traditional system development techniques were abandoned in favor of close collaboration between 

workers and researchers and the use of representations and design artifacts expressed in ordinary 

language and culturally well-known materials understandable to all (ibid.).  

More specifically, in UTOPIA so-called ‘design games’ were developed helping researchers and 

workers to sit down and explore work and technology together using paper, card-board and other 

simple materials. The work in focus was graphical workers at newspapers and games were created in 

which workers could portray their work on a game-board, for example, by depicting its physical lay-

out, artifacts and tools, work tasks, and the organization of the work more generally. The point was 

not to ‘win’ a game but to play out and explicate in a perspicuous, concrete and hands-on fashion 

the characteristics of the work (Ehn 1993; Ehn and Sjögren 1992). As such, it permitted the workers 

to recount the work from their perspective, and the researchers to learn from the workers and also 

question aspects of the work they might find puzzling. When the work was well-understood, the de-

sign game could be used again, but this time playing through the envisioned work with new technol-

ogies, work tasks and maybe a new work organization. Here the researcher would play a more active 

role as experts on the technology and the game would allow workers and researcher to learn about 
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the consequences computers would have on the work. Later in UTOPIA, the concept of design game 

was extended from sitting at a table with a game-board to a more dramatized and theatrical ap-

proach. Work and technology arrangements were scripted, staged and acted out in small plays, 

which permitted a more embodied, experiential, and skill-oriented approach to the envisioned tech-

nology, while also encouraging an empathic attitude towards both present and future (ibid.) 

Apart from being more engaging, realistic and imaginative of work and technology use, the design 

games – whether played on game-board or staged as small plays – were also a comparable fast and 

economical way to simulate the consequences of the application of new information technology. 

Using flexible, cheap and disposable materials alternatives could readily be tested in relation to the 

work practice under design compared to much more expensive computational proto-types (Ehn and 

Sjögren 1992). More recently, the activity of exploring possible futures in design games is going un-

der the name of scenario-based design (cf. Bødker 2000) but the approach is essentially the same as 

developed in UTOPIA6. 

 Mock-ups 

An important aspect of participatory design – and closely related to the theatrical element of many 

design games – is the use of mock-ups of future technologies. Instead of working directly with ‘real’ 

computers – which might not be available and might be too suggestive in early phases of the design 

process – cheap mock-ups of the intended technology is created an experimented with both in situ 

and ex situ to assess some of its consequences. Compared to the detached reflections more formal 

system descriptions can occasion, the mock-up yields a hands-on experiences with the proposed 

technology making it easier to evoke constraints in and possibilities of its use. Because the mock-up 

is made out of familiar materials like card-board it is easily approachable and easily revisable if new 

ideas occur during its use.  Moreover, in its ‘cheapness’ it is recognizable as a mock-up and as such 

does not incur unrealistic expectations about a future product, which a more elaborate computer-

based prototype might express. Its status as design artifact is effortlessly recognizable (Bødker and 

Grønbæk 1992; Ehn and Kyng 1992).  

The prominent place of mock-ups and the comparable little attention paid to technical details often 

found in participatory design is indicative of the focus placed on use practice and experience. The 

important design problem is not the technical implementation as such (although it of course at some 

point becomes crucial) but how the technology is integrated with and part of the user’s practical af-

fairs. It is the wielding of the concrete artifact, the technology as tool (Ehn 1990) and not as a sys-

temic feature that is paid attention to. And deliberately semiotically underdetermined the mock-up 

attempts to support another principal concern of participatory design: the user as an imaginative 

innovator.  

Future workshops and metaphorical design 

As much as participatory design has been critical of extant information technologies and the political 

agendas they carry, it has also been occupied with creating new and more favorable technologically 

mediated futures, which design games, e.g., are a testament to. Other approaches, however, to sys-

tematically create viable visions for the future have been applied in participatory design. Kensing 

                                                           
6
For more recent use of design games see, e.g., Buur and Søndergaard (2000) and Brandt and Messeter (2004) 
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and Halskov-Madsen (1992) suggest two methods: ‘future workshops’7 and ‘metaphorical design’ to 

explore realistic alternatives to the present.  

A future workshop is supposed to identify important problems in the present, generate visions for a 

more preferable future, and to suggest a realistic course for their implementation. Accordingly, a 

future workshop is divided into three stages: a critique phase, a fantasy phase and an implementa-

tion phase. In participatory design, the critique phase has been used to shed light on problematic 

aspects of a work situation; the fantasy phase to explore ‘what-if’ scenarios, and the implementation 

phase to determine the resources needed to make realistic changes. As such the future workshop 

actively seeks to stimulate participants to think beyond existing constraints, while at the same time 

forcing the participants to relate their wishes to present conditions. In contrast to the design games, 

the future workshop is less committed to detailed and incarnate practicalities and more focused on 

finding a compelling vision for the future. But the two approaches share the ambition of staging a 

dialogue between the present and the future. 

The second method to create design visions, ‘metaphorical design’, is a more cognitive exercise. In-

spired by Donald Schön’s (1979) discussion of generative metaphors, Kensing & Halskov-Madsen 

suggest metaphorical design as a help in overcoming and reframing extant articulations of a situa-

tion. They describe, e.g., how they together with librarians – as a preparation for the introduction of 

IT, reframing the library in terms of ‘a warehouse’. This metaphorical shift generated many new 

perspectives on what a library is and what it could be in the future. Similarly, the library could also 

have reframed in terms of a supermarket or town-hall generating yet another understanding and 

visions about the present and future of a library. Thus, deliberately shifting metaphors may help see 

new aspects of an old situation supporting more elaborate understandings and imaginative uses of 

information technology.  

Ethnographic inspirations 

In the NMFJ and UTOPIA projects workers and work practices were represented by workers them-

selves or union representatives.  Researchers’ understandings work of relied heavily on workers’ 

own accounts in accordance with the pro-worker ethos of the projects. However, after participatory 

design became known outside Scandinavia in 1980s, it became itself influenced by other approaches 

to user representation in design.  Most importantly, probably, was the application of ethnographic 

methods to understand work practice and inform design as it had been practiced in and around es-

pecially Xerox PARC in United States at the same time.  Also a growing body of workplace studies 

came to play a role in this respect  (Simonsen and Kensing 1997). Many third generation projects 

began to rely not only on workers’ accounts of their work, but also describe the work by help of eth-

nographic inspired methods (shorter fieldwork), which were used in conjunction with users’ direct 

involvement in the design process. The main reason ethnographic techniques have been applied in 

participatory design is that they can function as ‘reminders’ of work practice (Kyng 1995). It is not 

always that users can account verbally for their actions with sufficient fidelity outside of the actual 

use context, for example, when playing a design game in a workshop with researchers. Due to the 

tacit character much skilled work much  non-verbal work might also go unnoticed (Blomberg et al. 

1993; see also Forsythe 1999). A secondary reason for application of ethnographic was that informa-

tion technology from the end of 1980s increasingly came be seen regarded as cooperative technolo-

                                                           
7
 Future workshops originates with Jungk and Müllert (1987) 
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gy and cooperative aspects of work might be difficult to articulate from the perspective of the indi-

vidual workers but apprehensible by an attentive ethnographic study (Blomberg et al. 1993). 

However, as a design-oriented discipline participatory design has never studied work ethnographi-

cally for the sake of studying it alone – as workplace studies do. Ethnographic descriptions are sub-

sumed the purpose of design – of creating an improved future and not in particular dwelling with the 

present. Fieldwork material in participatory design is therefore not used for documentary purposes 

alone. Rather it is approached as another ‘design material’, which might inspire as much as inform 

and constrain design (Binder 1999). Moreover, the field material is usually not taken to be authorita-

tive in itself, but rather regarded as another occasion for collaborative authoring of the present and 

the future across multiple stakeholders in the design process (Buur et al. 2000; Buur and Sønder-

gaard 2000). That is, ethnographic material does not in participatory design stand alone but is made 

part of the broader goal of ‘experiencing the present and envisioning the future’ from the different 

perspectives represented in the project.  

Design games, future scenarios, technological mock-ups, future workshops, metaphorical, and eth-

nographically inspired fieldwork are some of the central means by which participatory design at-

tempts to align, on the one hand use and design practice, and on the other hand present and future. 

What is obvious from the methods of participatory design apply is that the difference between 

present and future is not just managed it is actively sought. As such present and future is separated 

and re-aligned.  

2.3 Research, use and design 
In and through its practices and principles, its methods and techniques, participatory design articu-

lates and organizes research, use and design in distinct ways. It has changed, as described, to some 

extent over its history but many attitudes and approaches also cut across different generations and 

are part of what constitutes participatory design today. 

Probably the most distinctive feature of participatory is its insistence on direct user participation in 

design, which sets it apart from most – if not all other – approaches to IT design. In principle, re-

searchers do not have to be involved – it can be collaboration between designers and users – but in 

practice most participatory design projects have taken place under the aegis of research. It might be 

a consequence of the difficulty of participatory design to thrive in commercial settings, but it is also 

indicative of the action oriented and interventionist attitude of participatory design researchers. Re-

search is carried out in close collaboration with practitioners most notably technology users, but in-

creasingly also with industrial partners. The reasons are multiple for this. Originally, the argument 

was that researchers should empower and emancipate workers from oppressive uses of information 

technology. In the class conflicts of society researchers should arm workers with better arguments 

and better technology. When participatory design became less overtly political, the argument was 

still one of empowerment but now of a broader set of stakeholders. But the point was also that re-

searchers could only learn about the reality of use and design by being actively involved in it. Re-

searchers could not obtain an epistemological privileged position from the outside, but had to be 

engage perspectives and interests already present in practice. This position might have been sup-

ported by Marxist dialectical epistemology (Ehn 1990) but is also in line with the Schönian pragmatic 

tradition of action science, who speaks about design and research as ‘conversation’ with materials 

and practices (Schön 1983), which later came to influence participatory design (see e.g. Mathiassen 
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1997). Thus, the close collaboration with practitioners is not only justified by the political injunction 

of empowerment and emancipation; it also justified by an epistemological demand of knowing 

properly what is being researched and designed for.  

The need for close collaboration between researchers, designers and users is further supported by 

the view that work practice and later more generally use practice cannot be understood from a dis-

tance; due to its skilled, incarnate and tacit nature it has to experienced in and through practical ac-

tion. As such research and design cannot be detached reflections but must be closely involved with 

what it is trying to understand and design – an attitude which is revealed in the methods and tech-

niques of participatory design as described above. Hence, the manner in which the object of concern 

– that of human practice – is framed goes hand in hand with research and design protocols participa-

tory design comes to advance. Had the skilled and embodied character of work, for example, not 

been emphasized so strongly, other less participative and experiential design approaches would 

have seemed more compelling. 

Thus, the differences between use, design and research are managed in participatory design by at-

tempting to bring the parties closer to each other and to some extent make them more identical: 

researchers and designers experience use practice; users experience new technologies and practice. 

Moreover, research problems and design visions are defined to be in alignment with the concerns of 

the users – a management strategy which reduces the chance of conflict between the agendas of 

researcher, designers and users, because they  beforehand and by definition have been brought into 

line. However, participatory design does also potentially sharpen differences particularly in later 

projects when multiple stakeholders are brought together in the same project. When use practice is 

no longer confined to a group of homogenous workers, but include workers and employees posi-

tioned differently and with diverse interests, the diversity to handle increases as experienced, for 

example,  in the AT project. Furthermore, when industrial design and development partners are in-

cluded in PD projects the number of differences to manage increase even more. But the greatest 

difference to manage might be the one between present and future, which participatory design de-

liberately and actively with its interventionist proclivity attempts to bring about. Believing in a prob-

lematic present and betting on a better future participatory design is not inclined to leave things as 

they are – at least among users. When accounts of the present – whether by users themselves or in 

an ethnographic form – is treated as design artifacts the difference between present and future is 

vigorously being worked on creating what in the chapter  1 was called the second difference to man-

age.  

 

Through an outline of the historical development of participatory design, a description of its com-

mitments and concerns, and methods and techniques, it has been described how participatory de-

sign for its particular reasons and influences problematizes research, use and design of information 

technology: use practice as skilled, embodied and fused with stakes; design as collaborative, pro-

gressive, and use-oriented; and research as interventionist, political and epistemologically non-

privileged to summarize it briefly. Naturally, it is not the only way to articulate this problem. Partici-

patory design is marginalized as a strategy for information technology design, which to a large extent 

is still dominated by the same positivistic, rationalistic and managerial values that provoked partici-

patory design more than 30 years ago. Still, there are other answers to the problem of use and de-
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sign practice, which is not part of the science and engineering mainstream. One such reply is 

workplace studies. 
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3 Workplace studies 
As touched upon briefly in chapter 1, the tradition of workplace studies is different from participato-

ry design in the way in which it articulates the problem of use and design practice. With its largely 

sociological orientation it is mostly interested in how to inform designers about crucial aspects of the 

social life of users (employees) of various sorts. In contrast to participatory design it mostly – as the 

name also suggests – stay close to the workplace as its object of concern like participatory also did in 

the first three generations.  

More precisely, what I term ‘workplace studies’ is both a research tradition and a set of concrete 

studies of work. The research tradition is not exactly a discipline but rather an approach to research 

and design of IT for the workplace, which emphasizes the need for thorough and in-depth ethno-

graphic understandings of work as the basis for technology design. Too many computer systems fail, 

it is argued, because designers have insufficient knowledge about the complexities of the work de-

signed for  (Crabtree 2003). Through extended studies of work – as it is carried out and occurring in 

real work settings – workplace studies attempts to give a more realistic account of work than is typi-

cally available to designers.  In this regard, the tradition of workplace studies does not articulate the 

issue of use and design of information technology in the first instance as a design problem or a polit-

ical problem. The problem is first and foremost epistemological; if designers can gain a better under-

standing of work practice it is possible to align designers with use practice. How work practice more 

precisely will be accounted for, and how that knowledge will have an impact on design, however, is 

not immediately evident. Thus, the purpose of this chapter is to elucidate how workplace studies 

carries through its epistemological answer to use and design of IT for the workplace. 

The impetus to do long fieldwork studies – typically written up in an ethnographic format – stems 

from dissatisfaction with the manner in which work is represented in traditional system develop-

ment methods. Like participatory design, the tradition of workplace studies is critical towards forma-

listic renderings of work practice. One of the first workplace studies carried out with information 

technology in mind was Lucy Suchman’s (1983) ethnographic study of accounting work. At the time 

she was writing in the early 1980s the concept of ‘office automation’ –  that ‘knowledge work’ in the 

office could be automated by information technology like manual work previously had been on the 

shopfloor – was widespread among technologists and developers of information technology. The 

idea was that office work was governed by a set of (algorithmic) procedures, which could be 

represented in computer systems and if not completely automating the tasks of the office workers at 

least they could be made to work in accordance with the (rational) planning of the computer system 

and non-procedural (irrational) work could be discarded. Through an ethnographic study of real ac-

counting work, Suchman made the plausible case that this – in essence Taylorist view of office work 

– was an unrealistic depiction of accounting practice and that an attempt to bring the work in accor-

dance with a proceduralized scheme – as imagined – would prevent office work from being carried 

out properly. More specifically Suchman argued that a decomposition of office work into discrete 

and specifiable tasks, amenable to computational representation and tight planning was a highly 

unrealistic picture of the actual work accountants did. Rather than being completely predictable, 

tasks were adapted and changed to the demands of the situation. They grew out of and matured in 

the meaningful practical action accountants did to do their job satisfactorily. In Suchman’s view the 

procedure and rules of accounting are always ‘problematic’ in the sense that they never ‘fit’ the con-

tingencies of practice completely, but must be worked upon and worked around to make proper 
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sense; accounting work – to take into account the inevitable irregularities of real work – cannot be a 

slavishly and mechanically application of pre-specified procedures, and as such accounting cannot be 

fully automated or dictated by computational means.  

Suchman’s study of accounting work was an illustration of how workplace studies with their focus on 

the actual occurrence of work can be an important corrective to impoverished or even fantastical 

comprehensions of work IT designers may entertain. It exemplifies what can be learned from study-

ing work in situ – how it is actually carried out, and not how we ex situ imagine it might be done. But 

Suchman’s study was more than an ethnographic study of work; it was also the application of a spe-

cific sociological approach – that of ethnomethodology – to work practice. 

In its most general form ethnomethodology focuses on practitioners’ (often called members’) prac-

tical accomplishment of social order. Social order is not taken to be the consequence of either indi-

vidual (socially structured) dispositions or supra-individual ‘social structures’ as in most other socio-

logical theories. Social order is in the view of ethnomethodologists an ongoing accomplishment in 

and through practitioners activities and can only be accounted for as such (Garfinkel 1967; Sharrock 

and Anderson 1986). And that is where the ethnomethodological influence is felt in Suchman’s ap-

proach to accountants’ work. To understand how and why accounting is (usually) an ordered social 

phenomenon is to study how accountants make it so in practice. The observable order is not the 

consequence of another (hidden) order: scheme, procedure, structure, which can be exhaustingly 

specified beforehand and – for example – represented in a computer system.  To the contrary, the 

visible and observable order is a consequence of members’ active and flexible ordering and not ad-

herence to a rigid, inflexible and pre-specified order. Thus ethnomethodological workplace studies 

like Suchman’s are not just showing how work can proceed in an orderly fashion; they also render 

probable why work cannot fully be accounted for in formalistic terms. 

Ethnomethodology has wielded great influence over workplace studies, and although not all 

workplace studies have been of an ethnomethodological kind (see Luff et al. 2000), the most signifi-

cant and important ones have been (Crabtree 2003)8. To understand how work is articulated in and 

through workplace studies it is therefore necessary to understand the ethnomethodological influ-

ence more specifically.  

3.1 Ethnomethodological foundations 
Ethnomethodology9 (Garfinkel 1967) is different from most sociologies in the sense that it does not 

take sociologists’ theories about social life to be more true or adequate than the social theories or-

dinary people display in their everyday practical affairs. Sociologists do not have jurisdiction over the 

validity and veracity of the theories that ordinary members of society apply. In fact, sociologists 

themselves are members of society and in their sociological work they often implicitly draw on social 

categories, ideas, schemas, which they were supposed to topicalize, but use as explanatory re-

                                                           
8
 It should be noted that it has been a matter of some debate whether workplace studies should only describe 

work in workers own terms or should allow for more traditional sociological theoritizations and categorizations 
(Shapiro 1994). I shall not weigh in on the adequacy of sociological theories for description of work in relation 
to design, but I will later in chapter 12 discuss whether ethnographic accounts solely reflect workers own 
terms or whether the practice of research ‘contaminates’ the ethnography. 
9
 Ethnomethodology is a sociological tradition closely associated with Harold Garfinkel (1967) and his students 

in California but has also spread elsewhere not least to Britain where several notable ethnomethodologists 
reside and have exercised considerable influence over the development of workplace studies. 
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sources. Thus, sociologists cannot free themselves from society and to the extent that their theories 

and practices set them apart from the rest of society that amount to the creation of a new social or-

der, and not the explanation of any existing order(s). 

This particular view of the social world as already complete and self-explanatory for competent 

members of that order, ethnomethodology owes to the social phenomenology of Alfred Schütz and 

more generally to the phenomenology of Edmund Husserl (Sharrock and Anderson 1986). Social 

phenomenology takes the everyday and ordinary life-world of humans as more fundamental than 

scientific descriptions of reality, because scientific descriptions takes place in, presupposes, an al-

ready meaningful and socially organized world. This world might be abandoned or internally trans-

formed but it stands as it is; it cannot stand corrected by any external point of view. Consequently, 

conventional social scientific explanations, which apply a different vocabulary, a different set of cri-

teria, do not elucidate their object(s) but tend to obscure them (ibid.). The task for sociology is 

therefore not to explain social phenomenon with a new order foreign to the people under study; it is 

to explicate how the order in question is accomplished and understood by the people performing 

it10.  

Despite declining to explain social life in a privileged vocabulary apart from peoples ordinary expla-

nations, ethnomethodology still pursue a specific sociological interest in social life. Garfinkel as a 

student of Parsons inherited the focus on ‘social order’ as the central question in sociology (although 

he approached it radically different). That is, the sociological question is still to understand how 

people manage to coordinate their affairs in a orderly and coherent manner – whether talking, bar-

gaining, theorizing, walking, driving, singing, etc. Parsons had attempted to solve the problem of so-

cial coordination and orderly conduct by assuming that people were socialized into the same norma-

tive behavior (Sharrock and Anderson 1986); that they were able to act in concerted fashion because 

they essentially regarded the world in an identical manner. Mutual understanding was the key to 

mutual coordination. However, Garfinkel denied that people were ‘cultural dopes’ acting blindly ac-

cording to the same program. He was able to demonstrate that people often had different under-

standings of the same situation without any breakdown in social interaction and that social orders 

were resilient to ‘irrational attacks’ – people acting against normal expectations  (Garfinkel 1967). 

The conclusion that Garfinkel drew was that social order is an active accomplishment made by actors 

attentive to the unfolding of the situation. People can break the social order if they want to (at least 

for a while) but that practically never happens because other actors will sanction such breaches11. 

Social order is persistent and flexible because it is an ongoing inquiry into the accountabilities of the 

situation and not because it is the execution of an inculcated plan. 

If social order is the consequence of the attentive orientation of people to their own and others’ 

conduct no hidden variables can be at play that evade the actors. If that was the case, actors could 

not act in a responsive and intelligent manner, because it would not be clear what they were res-

ponding to; as such everything worth taking note of is in plain view. A conversation can proceed be-

cause we are able to observe what others and we do in and through the conversation. If the social 

structure was not sensible (both sensually and semiotically) to the actors they would not be able to 

act meaningfully in relation to it. Everything worth knowing is ‘observable and reportable’ to actors 

                                                           
10

 Sometimes the later Wittgenstein’s (2001) injunction ‘to describe and not explain’ is also invoked to support 
a community’s immunity against external claims of  truth (cf. Lynch 1993). 
11

 Garfinkel (1967) speaks of the ‘anticipatory anxiety’ preventing situations to develop.  
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(Sharrock and Anderson 1986). Thus, acting meaningfully is reflexive in the sense that it incorporates 

and demonstrates an understanding of the existing social order to other actors –  and oneself – and 

in the sense that it re-flects – casts back – the social order upon the situation again (ibid.). This in-

cludes both lay and professional sociological theorizing. A comment like ‘professors are always late’ 

is part of upholding a specific social order like ‘professors are busy, distracted, and arrogant’. To re-

place those remarks with a professional sociological theory like ‘professors have an attitude prob-

lem’ is therefore not to demonstrate an understanding of the existing social order but to remake it – 

in this case by imposing a social psychologism (for good or worse).  

From an ethnomethodological point of view coming to know a specific social practice is therefore 

not to describe it differently from the members own accounts but to be ‘vulgarly competent’ in 

member’s activities  (Lynch 1993). A good ethnomethodological workplace study is therefore one 

which stays loyal to the meanings of the workers and does not introduce foreign interpretations, 

categories and theories unrecognizable to the workers themselves (Button 2000). This does not 

mean that a workplace study cannot explicate unnoticed matters but pointed out it will seem ob-

vious and familiar to the people studied.  In this regard it makes sense why ethnomethodology ap-

plies ethnographic descriptions and is suspicious of formal renderings of practice. The former at-

tempts to preserve the meanings of the people studied and thereby convey how and why a specific 

social order is upheld; the latter reduces the meanings of the people studied and thereby makes it 

more difficult to understand the rationality of the existing social order. Applying information tech-

nology designed on the basis of formal renderings of work practice therefore risks to frustrate or 

outright destroy the ability to accomplish work in an appropriate fashion.  

Thus, the ethnomethodological attitude has consequences for the manner in which work is studied 

and made available to designers in the tradition of workplace studies. However, to make these 

somewhat abstract arguments more palpable I shall give a brief example of a workplace study of air-

traffic control carried out before the possible introduction of new information technology into the 

work, which exemplifies many of the ethnomethodological attitudes in practice.  

3.2 A workplace study in action 
One of the seminal workplace studies in relation to design of information technology is the Lancaster 

group’s study of air traffic control (ATC) in England and Wales (Harper and Hughes 1993; Hughes et 

al. 1992; Hughes et al. 1993; Sommerville et al. 1992)12. It exemplifies in several important respects 

what makes ethnomethodological workplace studies a distinct way of describing work. Here I shall 

only focus on a small part of the study – which was carried out over several years – the work around 

the ‘flight-strip’ in one controlling ‘suite’ in the London Air Traffic Control Centre.  

The airspace of England and Wales is divided into sixteen sectors and is governed centrally from the 

London Air Traffic Control Centre13. Eight confined control rooms, called suites, govern the traffic in 

the airspace. Each suite is responsible for managing the traffic inside two sectors and also coordi-

                                                           
12

 Another early influential workplace study is e.g. Christian Heath and Paul Luff’s (1992) study of the London 
Underground control center. Besides Suchman’s early account office work her (1987) quasi-naturalistic study 
of photo-copying  has also had an enormous impact on the justification of ethnomethodologically inspired 
ethnographic studies in IT design. 
13

 The study of air-traffic control in the London Air Traffic Control Centre has been published extensively. The 
description here is based on three papers: (Harper and Hughes 1993; Hughes et al. 1992; Hughes et al. 1993). 
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nates planes arriving from and leaving to adjacent sectors.  One suite is typically staffed with a 

‘chief’, two ‘radar controllers’ and several assistants called ‘wings’. The chief is responsible for the 

overall ‘strategic’ expedition of traffic and the coordination with other chiefs of nearby sectors. The 

two radar controllers manage the traffic when it is inside the suite’s sectors and the wings help the 

radar controllers in various ways. At their disposal, the staff has several technologies crucial for con-

ducting the work safely and expediently. The suite is equipped with radars displaying live aircrafts’ 

position and also static data about the sectors like sector boundaries, airports, coastlines, and more. 

The suite has phones and radio-phones to communicate with pilots and other suites and finally is the 

suite equipped with racks of paper ‘flight progress strips’, which are vital for air-traffic controlling.  

The flight-strips are divided into fields, which indicate particular information about one flight like 

flight number, departure and destination airports, navigation points en route and estimated time of 

arrival at each point, airspeed and more. The information is keyed into the computer system by the 

pilots before take-off and printed out and placed in the racks by the wings  in due time before the 

plane arrives in one of the controlling sectors. To indicate the present state of the aircraft the strips 

are moved around the different racks as either ‘Pending’ Live’ or ‘Transfer’.  Once printed, to keep 

the strip synchronized with live developments, it is annotated manually with whatever relevant data 

that comes up. Sometimes – but not always – the ‘wings’ update the database with the hand-written 

annotations on the strips. Thus, when strips are in the rack they take precedence over the database 

in controlling. Central to good controlling is to get ‘the picture’ of the airspace, that is to have a 

sense of what is going on now, what will happen later on, what needs to be paid extra attention to 

(for example crossing planes) now or in a short while. In getting the picture the flight strips are cru-

cial and more important than the live radar, because the relevant situation air-traffic controllers 

orient to is not only a ‘snapshot’ of what happens presently; it is also what has just happened and 

what will happen a little further along. For the trained and competent air-traffic controller a glance 

at the racks of flight strips will reveal this information immediately.  

On the face of it, it looks as if the transformation of the flight-strip into a digital information technol-

ogy would yield obvious benefits. If the database and the ‘strip data’ were always synchronized the 

manual coordination could be reduced between a suite ‘handing over’ an aircraft to another suite, 

and it would also save the assistant the work of reentering into the database information already 

once annotated on the strip. Moreover, a live reflection in a database of all the decisions made by 

the controllers could support an automatic warning of possible plane collisions and other hazardous 

events.  However, the accounts of the work coming out of the ethnographic study suggest that such 

redesigns are not as simple as they look. They might even add to the risks of air traffic control.  

Even though air traffic controllers have different responsibilities and formal roles, the actual work as 

it is performed cannot be as easily divided up between chief, radar controllers and wings as the roles 

might suggest. As work unfolds in practice, it is more like a collaborative flow than it is a set of dis-

crete and individual tasks.  It is not that controllers do not work and make decisions by themselves – 

but that what they do is constantly oriented towards the other members of the suite and the com-

mon purpose of efficient and safely handling of aircrafts. Flight-strips are printed in due time by the 

wings so radar controllers can make proper sense of the radar images. Wings check strips for errors 

to help the radar controllers, but it is also a way of knowing ‘the picture’ for themselves in case the 

radar controllers have overlooked some important information or development. The same is the 

case for the chiefs’ strategic arrangement of the work.  It ensures that radar controllers can expect a 
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reasonable flow of traffic in and out of the sectors and concentrate mainly on the traffic inside the 

sector they are responsible for.  

But it is not only that the work – especially the work of the radar controllers – is dependent on the 

work of the chief and the wings. The division of labor is not strictly fixed. Sometimes the chief will 

act as radar controller, e.g., when an aircraft is crossing a sector in a non-standard way, and at other 

times the ‘wings’ take over work from the radar controllers, for example communicating with pilots 

and annotating and updating flight-strips. The coordination of work and the distribution of tasks are 

in other words not performed in a rigid manner but evolve in response to the demands of the situa-

tion. The sharing of tasks is premised by and also instrumental in keeping all workers in the suite 

‘geared into’ the work and the joint understanding of the situation is also presupposed by the visibil-

ity of both the order of the work in the suite and the order of the airspace. The placement of flight-

strips indicates to any competent person what will happen next in the suit and in the skies. Hence, 

the meaning of technologies used in air-traffic control including also radar images, phone calls, etc., 

must be regarded in relation to the overall social organization and evolution of the work in the suite.  

Air-traffic control is, in other words, a collective achievement, which makes it difficult to foresee the 

consequences of redesigning select parts of the work, e.g., by replacing the flight-strips with com-

puter screens. Even if the handling of the flight strip is error-prone and results in redundant work 

substituting the handling of  the flight strip with a digital equivalent could result in a more erroneous 

system if the mutual attentions, double checks, and monitoring of work activities is hampered.  Sim-

ple acts like rising up and writing a note on a strip indicates in a conspicuous manner a new devel-

opment colleagues might want to take into account; The ‘cocking out’ of a strip by the chief is also a 

remarkable economic and effective way to indicate that some irregularity like a ‘crosser’ should be 

paid attention to at a later stage and so on and so forth. In addition, the present system has proved 

its efficacy and reliability in extraordinary situations, which a new system could fail to do.  

The Lancaster study of air traffic control – here exemplified by the work in the suite around the 

flight-strip – puts many of the ethnomethodological sensibilities to work. First of all the work of air 

traffic controlling is described in the terms of the people doing the work. We get a perspective into 

their social world and the rationalities and practicalities that govern it. More specifically, we get an 

insight into how air-traffic control as a practical and evolving accomplishment can proceed in an or-

dered fashion. We see how the flight-strip as a mundane artifact for social categorization and display 

of information is not just a passive reflection of some given social order, but itself is actively involved 

in establishing and keep the very same order which created it. And it is its observable and reportable 

status to all actors, which makes coordination around it possible. In a similar manner work roles, task 

and division of labor in the suite are not regarded as given static phenomena – which eventually 

could be represented in a computer system – but as flexible outcomes of the observable (or sensi-

ble) ordering of the work in response to the demands of the situation. And finally the essentially so-

cial character of what might look like individual tasks is emphasized. It is in relation to the social or-

ganization of the work that the individual tasks take on their meaning, for example, the annotation 

of the flight strip. 

Thus, a prolonged engagement in the field makes it possible to convey select meanings of the 

workplace being designed and a sense of the ‘ethno methods’, which makes work an intelligible and 

ordered phenomenon for competent practitioners and eventually for the patient ethnographer. 
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However, it has been debated how such findings shall have an impact on design of information tech-

nologies. One thing is to craft meaningful descriptions of work from the point of the view of prospec-

tive users of a new technology; it is another matter to render those descriptions accessible to and 

relevant for designers.  

3.3 Workplace studies and design 
The message ethnomethodological workplace studies convey about the ability to design information 

technology more suited for work and workers is encouraging, but the studies also point to practical 

problems in bringing use practice to bear on design. The cheering part consists in the ability to 

achieve relative detailed understandings of work and its practical accomplishment (Hughes et al. 

1993) raising the prospects of designing systems, which do not go against the ‘grain of local logic of 

practice’ (Anderson 1994). However, the very virtue of ethnographically based workplace studies –

their detailed renderings of practice – are arguably also their Achilles’ heel because information 

technological designs typically must be expressed in abstract formalisms at some point in the design 

process (Bentley et al. 1992; Sharrock and Anderson 1994). It also raises the question of the ethno-

grapher’s role in the process of translating ethnographic findings into design implications. Can the 

ethnography stand alone or does it need additional support from the ethnographer. In other words, 

a detailed and engaged inquiry of work practice brings up the question of the ‘usability’ of dense and 

elaborated ethnographic descriptions and the ‘working division of labor’ between ethnographers 

and designers. Moreover , it has also been questioned to what extent workplace studies should be 

exacted direct implications for particular design projects or whether they contribute to a more gen-

eral body of understanding and conceptualization of work through long term research (e.g. Dourish 

2006; Plowman et al. 1995; Schmidt 2000).  

To some extent it is a bit misleading to present the role of workplace studies as contributing to de-

sign of information technology – one way of the other. The conclusions of a workplace study might 

in fact be cautionary and warn against specific design ideas as it, e.g., is the case in Suchman critique 

of office automation (Suchman 1983) and her later critique of certain aspects of artificial intelligence 

(Suchman 1987). Also the study of Air Traffic Control can be read as a cautionary warning against any 

radical and maybe even modest introduction of computerized technologies. Ethnographic studies of 

work with their focus the accomplishment of existing orders tend to go against technical fixes and 

have indeed been accused of being unduly conservative (Grudin and Grinter 1995). Notwithstanding, 

workplace studies are being used to contribute to design of information technology. Bob Anderson 

(1994) suggests that especially ethnomethodological studies with their focus on the ‘interactional 

what’ – how orderly conduct is achieved in and through social practical interaction – can be useful to 

designers because they are constructed with the same order of interest as designers are interested 

in: namely the mundane character of practical action where technology is supposed to intervene. 

But he also sees a place for adventurous descriptions in vocabularies foreign to practitioners as a 

means to open up the problem-solution frame, for example, by analyzing workplace ethnographies 

in terms of anthropological theory. He suggests that the classical trope of ‘rituals’ might frame work 

in interesting ways for designers. In general, though, the informing role of workplace is not casted as 

‘giving form’ – but rather following the ethnomethodological script of ‘imparting knowledge’ to the 

design process (Plowman et al. 1995). Ethnography is not regarded as creative writing but the loyal 

communication of existing meanings in accordance with ethnomethodology’s recommendation of 

explicating and not explaining. Consequently, workplace studies are mostly taken to be unproble-
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matic  accounts of the fieldwork carried out and not as specific analyses (Randall et al. 2005; Shar-

rock and Hughes 2001; Sharrock and Randall 2004). By the same token, workplace studies of an eth-

nomethodological kind can in principle be consumed both by designers and sociologist – the one 

part designing from the data and the other part doing sociology on top of the same fieldwork. If the 

role of workplace studies is not only taken to be a contribution to the long-term accumulation of 

knowledge about work, but is supposed inform design directly the question remains how to 

workplace studies in practice can come to bear on design. The Lancaster group again has taken up 

this challenge14. 

During the 1990s the Lancaster group have experimented in a research setting with various ways to 

inform design of information technology with ethnographic workplace studies (Bentley et al. 1992; 

Hughes et al. 1994; Hughes et al. 2000; Hughes et al. 1997). Originally, in connection with the ATC 

study fieldwork over many months was carried out, while designers (who were computer scientists) 

were briefed, concurrently, of the results coming out of the fieldwork. Results were elaborated and 

handed over in meetings with computer scientists, who might also request the ethnographers to 

inquire into particular features of the work of special interest to the designers.  In this working ar-

rangement ethnographers provided a deeper understanding of the application domain not normally 

available to designers through traditional means of requirements capture and the ethnographers 

were regarded as user surrogates (Bentley et al. 1992). In contrast to participatory design it was 

deemed too impractical (and expensive) to involve users directly in the design process.  

In a subsequent  study, the researcher moved out of the confined control room of air-traffic control 

into  a large software development organization with the purpose of designing tools for software 

development (Hughes et al. 1994). Because of the much larger size and also distributed character of 

the organization, ethnographers had to work  at several ‘sites’ demanding a more flexible use of 

ethnographic methods. Learning from that experience it was suggested that ethnography could ef-

fectively be applied in three different ways: the traditional long engagement lasting 12-14 months as 

in the ATC study; several ‘quick and dirty’ studies of a few weeks of fieldwork providing designers 

with an informed sense of the work without going into very fine details; and ‘evaluative ethnogra-

phy’ also of a shorter interval but validating design proposals before being implemented. Hence, the 

practical difficulties working in a large organization and under the practical constraints of a commer-

cial software developing company forced the researchers to rethink the ‘classic’ approach to ethno-

graphy and come up with an approach more flexible and adaptable to the demands of the design 

situation. 

It is, though, one thing to have a flexible set of fieldwork methods; it is still another thing to make 

the fieldwork accessible to designers efficiently and effectively. Besides accommodating fieldwork 

methods to the realities of design, there is also a need for translating the ‘expansive textual exposi-

tions’ of the ethnographer into ‘key elements’ and ‘core concepts’ the designers seek without neces-

sarily having the ethnographer to stand proxy for the user in the interpretation of the workplace 

study  (Hughes et al. 2000; Hughes et al. 1997). To that end the Lancaster group has developed a 

framework, which on the one hand helps the fieldworker to quickly orient themselves to aspects of 

the workplace that have been found across several workplace studies to be important and recurrent 

                                                           
14

 There are other frameworks bringing ethnography to bear on design most notably ‘Contextual Design’ de-
veloped by Karen Holtzblatt and Hugh Beyer (Beyer and Holtzblatt 1998). But it does not belong to the ethno-
methodological tradition of workplace studies, and hence it has been left out of consideration. 
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features of work, and on the other and a set of ‘viewpoints’  which give the designer a faster and 

more flexible access to the material than the ethnography usually provide (Hughes et al. 2000; 

Hughes et al. 1997). Thus the framework consists of an ‘analytical’ and a ‘design’ part. 

The analytical part of the framework suggests three foci, which can sensitize the fieldworker to im-

portant aspects of the workplace:  ‘Distributed coordination’, ‘plans and procedures’ and ‘awareness 

of work’. ‘Distributed coordination’ refers to the fact that work typically needs to be coordinated as 

part of a division of labor and as steps in protracted courses of activities. This does not mean that 

the division of labor or the course of activities is static, but that work is a socially organized activity. 

Thus, in the ethnomethodological tradition it means a focus on how labor becomes divided and pro-

tracted in and through concrete practical activities. ‘Plans and procedures’ are such practical means 

for distributed coordination – for example a schedule, a workflow description, a form, etc., which 

are invaluable resources for orderly conduct. ‘Awareness of work’ refers to the mostly tacit aspect of 

skilled coordinative activities. It draws attention to how workers are aware (often tacitly) of other 

workers work and adjust their own comportment accordingly. Again it draws on the ethnomethodo-

logical conception of social order as conditioned upon the sensibility of ones own and other actors’ 

activities.  

The analytical part of the framework is a resource for ordering the fieldwork into a recognizable 

schematic form. The same can be said about the ‘viewpoints’, which correspondingly are geared to-

wards the interests of the designer. They help translate the fieldwork into design relevant terms.  

The viewpoints are: ‘Ecology of work’, ‘workflow’ and ‘social and organizational aspects’. Ecology of 

work simply refers to what is ‘readily visible’ in the work e.g. the spatial layout (where do people sit, 

where is the printer placed, etc.). ‘The workflow’ describes the sequences and interdependencies of 

work and ‘social and organizational aspects’ are important matters, which do not fit the other cate-

gories, e.g., ‘secretary X is tired of invoices being forgotten’.  

If, for example, the designers want to design a tool supporting coordination of work, they can select 

the workflow viewpoint and see how workers today are able to coordinate their work (and when not 

to). If they are interested in designing specifically for the secretaries they can select their viewpoint. 

Since each viewpoint draws on the analytic framework, looking into, for example, ’workflow’ might 

reveal information about ‘distributed coordination’, ‘ plans and procedures’ and ‘awareness’ if it is 

relevant for how a particular workflow is achieved. To support this translation of the fieldwork into 

design ‘viewpoints’, the framework has been enhanced with a computer based tool, the Designers 

Note Pad, which makes it easier to switch between viewpoints on the field material15 (Hughes et al. 

1997).  

The Lancaster group’s experimentation with different styles of ethnography, the development of an 

analytical framework of work, the creation of templates and tools for the communication, presenta-

tion and consumption of fieldwork by designers is an attempt to make workplace studies more usa-

ble and effective in relation to design. Notwithstanding these changes, a sharp distinction between 

                                                           
15

 It should be noted that from their description it is not clear how the tool works in practice. Whether such 
computer-based engagement with field material is more fruitful will be a matter of practical experience. One 
could fear, though, that a computer-based tool could make the material ‘disappear’ behind the screen making 
it more difficult to combine the material in unexpected ways, to work on it collaboratively or simply get the 
‘big picture’, which an ordinary linear textual rendering would support better.  
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ethnography/ethnographers and design/designers is still upheld. Staying loyal to the ethnomethodo-

logical heritage it is recurrently stressed that the ethnographers’ description of work practice should 

be independent of conceptualizations from the design domain. As such – and unlike participatory 

design – it is emphasized that work/use and design is kept separate (see e.g. Hughes et al. 1997). 

3.4 Research, use and design 
The tradition of workplace studies argues that too many computers systems for the workplace is de-

signed with insufficient knowledge about how work is carried out in practice. Thus, the problem of 

use and design of information technology in the workplace is framed in epistemological terms. It is 

the lack of detailed knowledge of the subtle practicalities of work, which makes many information 

technologies a nuance for workers to use and in some situations even hazardous. In depth ethno-

graphic studies of work as it is carried in situ is the proposed solution to the problem and in most 

cases based in an ethnomethodological approach to social practice. The combination of extensive 

fieldwork and an ethnomethodological analytical perspective comes to constitute what a good 

workplace study is, how work should be approached and what roles a workplace study may play in 

relation to design of information technologies.  

First, to do an adequate study of work, it is necessary that the fieldworker stays in the field for so 

long that she becomes ‘vulgarly competent’ in the practice under study. That is, at least to be able to 

explicate the meanings of the work carried out from the practitioners own perspective. For example, 

to be able to describe the subtle meanings of the ‘flight-strip’ and its role in managing air-traffic con-

trol as we saw in the ATC study.  Second, due to the ethnomethodological influence work is ap-

proached as a question of social order – or more precisely as a question of social ordering.  A good 

workplace study reveals how the orderly conduct of work is a practical accomplishment. It describes 

the mechanisms, the ethno-methods, by which the practitioners are able to act in a concerted fa-

shion under various contingencies. A workplace study, in other words, approach the workers as 

competent and accountable social actors, which through their comportment reflect an understand-

ing of and simultaneously imposes the order of the work. In this respect, information technology 

comes to be, from the perspective of ethnomethodological workplace studies, another ‘ethno-

method’, which should incorporate an understanding of the social order and help upholding it as 

well. 

Workplace studies do not constitute a design methodology per se. They are not concerned with the 

design process itself but with informing it. It therefore becomes a concern how the ethnographic 

accounts of work practice can be accessible to and have an impact on designers. The Lancaster 

group has experimented both with debriefing meetings between ethnographers and designers and a 

more structured approach where the fieldwork is framed according to pre-specified categories and 

categorized in relation to specific viewpoints relevant to designers. In the pre-specification of sensi-

tizing categories and directing viewpoints we sense a solution to the conflicting demands of practi-

tioner categories and long engagement with field and designers categories and the pragmatics of the 

design situation.  

Hence, the difference between the practice work being designed for and the practice of design is 

managed by inserting an intermediary either in the form of an ethnographer or an ethnography, 

which travels – like Hermes – between workers and designers. The difference between them is not 

managed by bringing them together as in participatory design but by introducing a mediator – a cul-
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tural broker (Anderson 1997) – who can tell the designers  how work is accomplished in practical 

terms.  

From  a research perspective workplace studies is supposed to contribute to the problem of use and 

design in two ways: On the hand by devising methods for fieldworkers and designers to better un-

derstand and communicate work in practice and on the other hand to accumulate a corpus of stu-

dies of work and sensitizing categorizations that can inform designers more generally.  
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4 Participatory design and workplace studies compared 
I have tried to argue that both participatory design and workplace studies are specific attempts to 

remedy the problem which arises from the fact that users and designers of information technology 

are not identical and have not been for a while (cf. Grudin 1991). When users and designers are si-

tuated differently it is not trivial how to manage their mutual relationship. How can use come to 

bear on design and vice versa? In dealing with this issue participatory design and workplace studies 

have some similarities but also significant differences. They agree on a critique of the inadequacy of 

formalistic rendering of use practice whether infological, mechanistic, systemic or otherwise as the 

basis for design. And they also agree on, instead, to turn to the practical, incarnate and situated real-

ity of users. However, they disagree on how such a program should be motivated, carried out and 

what role research should play in it.  

In its original analysis, participatory design diagnoses the problem of use and design of information 

technology (in the workplace) in the following way: In the way computer systems are designed and 

applied they further managerial and capital interests of control and automation at the expense of 

workers’ interest in quality of work and self-determination. The technology and development me-

thods do, in other words, neither represent the political interests of workers nor are they capable of 

reflecting a kind of work which demands skill and experience. The reply participatory design gives to 

this diagnosis is – as we have seen – not Luddite but instead a reframing of work, technology and 

technology design. Information technology is taken to be a progressive force if designed appro-

priately. It is possible to change the status quo into a better future with new technologies. It de-

mands that workers and later users’ interests are duly represented in the design process.  The man-

ner in which participatory design represent workers/users’ interests in design is to include them di-

rectly in the design process. This is not only done because they are supposed to be the best repre-

sentatives of their own interests; it is also a consequence of the view that work/use practice cannot 

be formalized completely – it has to be experienced directly. Thus, designers can only learn ade-

quately about work/use if experienced together with – learned from – the workers themselves. In 

the same way, because the focus is not only on experiencing the present but also create the future 

workers/users should have influence the design process.  

Hence, for participatory design to manage the difference between use and design of information 

technology becomes political, epistemological and creational problem. To design ‘good’ technologies 

is to do it in accordance with the interests and understandings of the users of technology, while at 

the same time transcending the status quo into a more progressive state. To make it a manageable 

problem, methods for participation, experience and envisioning have been developed and the dif-

ferent stakeholders brought in close contact to handle the process. Due to its Marxist and action re-

search roots, the agenda of research has been to nurture and bring this process about. The interests 

are aligned with the practitioners and differs only in so far researchers might be interested in gene-

ralizing experiences across several  interventions (cf. Argyris and Schön 1989). 

The tradition of workplace studies has approached the question differently. Confining themselves to 

the workplace, the problem of use and design of information technology is primarily seen as the 

consequence of designers’ inadequate knowledge of the use context. The problem is not primarily a 

question the representation of workers interests in the design process but of simply representing 

their work practice adequately. Here workplace studies also takes the view that workers themselves 

might not be able to represent what they are doing – they cannot articulate it verbally; it needs to be 
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noticed by an ethnographer that is ‘vulgarly competent’ in the practice of the workers. More gener-

ally, ethnographer/ethnography becomes a stand-in for users and their practice vis-à-vis designers. 

As such, the tradition of workplace studies treats the problem of use and design as epistemological 

only. Questions of design are left to the designers, and questions of ‘politics’ is also left to workers 

and designers to work out themselves.  To the extent that workplace studies has a design philosophy 

it mirrors Garfinkel’s position: ‘[a] knowledge of how the structures of everyday activities are routine-

ly produced should permit us to tell how we might proceed for the effective production of desired 

disturbances’ (Garfinkel 1967, p. 38). Thus, it is by knowing well how the existing social order is pro-

duced that we can ‘disturb’ it effectively with new technological innovations. Designers are, suppo-

sedly, able to predict the consequences reasonable well of their designs – or they might choose not 

to redesign if it is judged to be counterproductive. Where participatory babysits the change process, 

that is attempts to align users and designers and the present with a novel future – the tradition of 

workplace studies deems it sufficient to align designers with the workplace by demonstrating how 

they accomplish their present.  

By stipulating different protocols of how to relate use and design practice participatory design and 

workplace studies also articulate the object of concern diversely. Participatory design’s emphasis on 

the importance of ‘interests’ can be interpreted as ontological multiplicity: That there is not one real-

ity independent of any interest. What the object of concern ‘is’ is dependent on whether you, for 

example, are a worker, a manager or a designer. Nobody ‘owns’ the object of work as such – there 

are only different ‘works’, which can be more or less aligned. Thus the object of concern multiplies 

across the stakeholders because there is not initially a yard-stick which can unite their differences. 

However, transcendence of the present into the future may be read in accordance with the dialectic 

roots in Marxism as the synthesis of a multiplicity – that is through the design process differences 

among stakeholders are overcome by creating a new difference – that between present and future. 

What starts out as a multiple object of concern is turned into a new, common and singular object of 

concern. Thus, with its focus on different interests participatory design articulates the object con-

cern as multiple until differences are transcended, overcome and eradicated through intervention. 

Workplace studies with its ethnomethodological and phenomenological heritage is also hostile to-

wards the idea of one objective reality independent of any practice. Nonetheless, it is believed that 

differences between the social worlds of users and designers can be overcome through empathetic 

identification. Designers via the ethnography/ethnographer can come to understand and identify 

with the way users of a prospective technology regards the object of concern, that is the workplace. 

By being ‘vulgarly’ competent, it is possible for the ethnographer to transcend her own position and 

identify sufficiently with the people studied to become a faithful representative of their world to 

designers.  

As such, participatory design and workplace studies can be said to apply two different protocols of 

representation to align use and design and present and future. In the case of participatory design, 

users are directly present in the design process as representatives of their political interests in a new 

future. In workplace studies, the work practice of users is represented to designers via ethnographic 

accounts, which makes it possible for designers to align their creativity with the perceived con-

straints of the users’ reality. What neither participatory design nor workplace studies render a topic, 

however, is how – what in chapter 1 was called the third difference – that between research and use 

and design practice. Although, the two traditions deal with the differences among users and design-
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ers and their practical constitution – they are objectively so. The research process transparently mir-

rors the reality of users and designers. But those researchers – if mentioned – are strangely unsi-

tuated and without interests themselves in stark contrast to the reality they partake in and report 

on. The protocols of participatory design and workplace studies stand strong and unaffected, and 

workers, users, members, designers, practitioners – whatever they are called – gleefully subject 

themselves to these principles and conditions.  

We shall now move on to the description of the research project ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ where 

that was not the case; where the protocols of the encounter with our partners was a matter of nego-

tiation and not frictionless extension, and consequently the articulation of the object of concern did 

not conform to the standards of research.   
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PART II 
 
 
 

THE ARTICULATION OF MAINTENANCE WORK 
In this central part of the thesis the articulation of maintenance work is described through the 

course of ‘Mobility in Maintenance’. The project is introduced in chapter 5 and from chapter 6 to 11 

the six different phases of the project are recounted.  
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5 Overview 
In the two previous chapters we have seen how participatory design and workplace studies in a prin-

cipled form articulate use and design of information technology and their mutual relation. In and 

through assumptions, methods and techniques, and concrete studies and projects they simulta-

neously define what use and design is and should be and they stipulate specific protocols for achiev-

ing those objects of concern properly. If the modi operandi of participatory design or workplace stu-

dies are followed – if their protocols are rightly imposed – chances are that we end up with more 

useful and politically correct information technologies – in principle. 

As has already been revealed in chapter 1 the research project, ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ – to which 

we now turn – did not succeed in imposing the proper protocols of neither participatory design nor 

workplace and consequently it is difficult to claim that the results are a direct contribution to any of 

the traditions. Our object of concern in the project, maintenance work, was not crafted wholly ac-

cording to the injunctions of ‘true’ participation or ethnographic engagements with the field. Main-

tenance work came about in different ways. What interests me in the first instance is not whether 

maintenance work of the project is valid or not. I'm rather interested in describing how it came into 

being and was shaped according a host of different concerns where many were of an academic na-

ture – attempting to do participatory design primarily – but not all. Maintenance work was also 

formed by non-academic concerns of our partners in the project, coincidences, practicalities and 

more. More specifically, I shall describe six characteristic articulations of maintenance work corres-

ponding to six distinct phases of the project. This does not mean that maintenance work was only 

‘one thing’ in each phase, but that it is the dominant form and distinctive feature of that phase. The 

phases and corresponding articulations of maintenance work are the following: 

Project phase Articulation of maintenance work as 

Project establishment problematic 

Doing fieldwork observable-reportable 

Preparing  workshop manipulatable 

Running workshop public 

Reworking and staging scriptable and stage-able 

Concluding project mobile 

Some of the phases lasted months while other phases passed in only days or hours, while the last 

phase can still be said to be in-the-making,  because the deliverable of the projects is still ‘moving 

about’ and is articulated in various circumstances for various purposes. There are more phases than 

the ‘official’ description of the process (see Figure 1-1), which partitioned the project into three 

‘events’:  fieldwork, workshop and enactment. The reason is that I would like to stress the prepara-

tory and formative work that goes into making fieldwork, workshops and enactments possible: what 

it in practice takes to implement (or fail to implement) the primarily participatory design research 

and design protocols the official events attempt to instantiate. 

When I stress the practical and multiple influences which – in contrast to the simple extension of 

research and design protocols, that is the deployment of assumptions, methods, techniques and 

practices, – it is to make it fathomable why the project turned out the way it did. What were the rea-

sons, choices, negotiations, adaptations of methods and so on and so forth, which made the project 

at once possible, plotted its particular course, and articulated its object of concern. Here I depart 

from most accounts of participatory design and workplace studies. In spite of the focus on practice –
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the practice of users and designers – the practicalities of research (and design) themselves are rarely 

touched upon. It is assumed that the principles and practices of research are identical. But it is worth 

noting that in a majority of cases it is neither users nor designers who have asked for the particular 

arrangement researchers propose – whether the active participation of users in design or a pro-

longed ethnographic study; most probably they are a disturbance of the usual affairs. Thus, I sug-

gest, we should not presume in spite of participatory design’s intentions of designing for and with 

the users, and workplace studies empathetic fieldwork of the workplace that the people subjected 

to such activities are unproblematically aligned with and interested in those activities and supportive 

of their agendas – but may in fact have their own ideas about how the encounter should be struc-

tured.  

Indeed, it was the case in ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ that much work went into interesting and keep-

ing partners interested. It was the most important condition for the existence of the project – and 

thereby for the condition of the possibility of realizing the object of concern. In describing the be-

coming of maintenance work in and through the multiple concerns of the project, an important sub-

ject matter is therefore how maintenance work in the project gets shaped as consequence of the 

essential need of keeping people on board. I hope the exposition of ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ as 

basically a practical accomplishment will demonstrate it can be a fruitful endeavor, which eventually 

propose a more realistic account of research in practice. 

Seeing the articulation of the object of concern, maintenance work, as the outcome of aligning or 

not aligning the members of three different organizations/practices situated differently means that 

the object of concern might rightly be characterized as a ‘boundary object’ (Star and Griesemer 

1989). It is shared but we may not exactly share the same parts, and we may not make the same out 

of them either. As such the identity of maintenance work is not singular but multiple depending of 

where, when and who articulates it. It poses a problem if we want to account for maintenance work 

in all its multiplicity in and through the many project activities. However, to manage maintenance 

work in this context the presentation is – as outlined above – partitioned into different phases. I do 

not describe, I do not have the data to describe, and I'm not interested in describing the fluctuation 

of maintenance work in extreme detail in the project. I hope to document its transformation and 

dependence on the practicalities of research and design in sufficient detail to convey what was 

‘going on’. But the point is not to document maintenance work per se; what is the point is to de-

scribe the becoming, transformation and dependence on practicalities of maintenance work as be-

coming, transformation and dependence on practicalities.  

To make the argument I draw on various materials from the project where maintenance work gets 

articulated: résumés of meetings, images, booklets, deliverables, design artifacts, the project char-

ter, schedules and more. In that sense I piggy-back on reified articulations of maintenance work 

present in the project; they are of course not representative of all ways in which maintenance work 

gets articulated in the project, but they are indicative of some of the more manifest becomings. I 

make an exception in the case of the collaborative workshop – the second ‘official’ event in the 

project. Here maintenance work becomes a public thing, a res publica, to contemplate among the 

project participants. The publicity, however, is not very well preserved in the materials used as part 

of the workshop. Therefore, I have based in video-recording created summaries of the workshop, 

which stands proxy for the deliberations and interactions that turn maintenance work into a public 

matter. As touched upon in the outline of the thesis in chapter 1 the description of maintenance 
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work and its transformation does not aim at a ‘fluent’ account. The different articulations of main-

tenance work are more juxtaposed snapshots ‘rubbing’ against each other than a seamless account. 

There is no doubt that the account of the becoming of maintenance work is biased towards my per-

sonal and academic perspective. I have attempted to stay clear of a ‘confessional tale’ but it is – un-

avoidably – a story about making a PhD-project as well – and I do not pretend to write the story 

from any other perspective. I'm both actor in and author of the story told. I do not take that as inva-

lidating but rather as confirming the point that maintenance work is not singular and definite but a 

multiple and probably also contested object. I'm convinced that other stories can be told about the 

becoming of maintenance work most notably by our partners with their particular interests and 

stakes in the project: How was it to collaborate with researchers? What difference or lack of differ-

ence did it make? Is an academic perspective fruitful or is it mostly irrelevant? And so on and so 

forth. Although they are important questions, it is beyond the scope of the thesis to answer them. It 

would require another investigation, which has not been pursued, and for that reason the recount of 

the project is based exclusively on my reading of the events – but having been part of the project it is 

still an insider’s partial account. 

5.1 Outline of the account of ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ 
The account of ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ is structured in accordance with the six phases of the 

project – a chapter dedicated to each. The project lasted about eleven months and involved eleven 

people from the three participating organizations: three researchers from the IT University of Co-

penhagen (ITU), four people from International Business Applications (IBA) – an international devel-

oper of ERP systems, and Crispy a producer of snacks and crisps. The first phase ‘Project establish-

ment’ describes how the project came into being: what were the initial academic aspirations for the 

project and how did it become mainly a participatory design project; what did the partners expect; 

what did the project charter prescribe and how was it negotiated; how did Crispy get involved and 

how did maintenance work at their factory become the focus of the project; and how were partici-

pants enrolled and field established for the first event of the project: ‘fieldwork’. In and through 

these activities, it is argued, that aside from being singled out, the characteristic of maintenance 

work is that it is made ‘problematic’ as a necessary condition and raison d’être of the project. After 

the establishment phase where maintenance work existed as a predominantly discursive object, it is 

argued that in the second phase of the project – fieldwork among maintenance workers – mainten-

ance work becomes an ‘observable-reportable’ object. Through video-based fieldwork maintenance 

work now becomes articulated in an observable form in contrast to its previously discursive shape. 

After the fieldwork at the factory the next and third phase of the project is the preparation of the 

second major event: the collaborative workshop where maintenance work – based in the fieldwork – 

is explored and re-conceptualized technologically as a joint activity among all project participants. An 

important condition for working with maintenance work in the workshop is that it is observable – 

hence the fieldwork – but it is not sufficient. To be able to explore and re-conceptualize mainten-

ance work it is necessary to turn it into a ‘manipulatable’ object. It is rather obvious that the various 

articulation of maintenance work in the different phases is more cumulative than serial. Mainten-

ance work does not (necessarily) stop being ‘problematic’ because it becomes ‘observable’. Quite to 

the contrary it could be argued. Similarly observability is also part of the manipulatibility of mainten-

ance work and so and so forth. New becomings build on previous articulations. In the fourth phase 

of the project, the workshop event, maintenance work exists therefore as problematic, observable-
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reportable and manipulatable. What is unique about the workshop, though, is that maintenance 

work is made ‘public’. It is turned into an object of discussion, contest, praise, the future, etc., in a 

forum allowing all participants to raise their voice. 

The outcome of the workshop is a set of rough concepts for new information technology which in 

the fifth phase is first reworked into scripts – maintenance work made ‘scriptable’ – and next 

‘staged’ – maintenance work made ‘stage-able’ at shopfloor. And finally in last phase a deliverable is 

made, which draws together the experiences, methods and different articulations of maintenance 

work into a ‘black-box’ – a literally a black card-box with the process and outcome of the project ex-

plained in text, image and video: that is, maintenance work made ‘mobile’ allowing it to move 

beyond the confines of the project. 

The exposition of ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ presents the ‘becoming’ of maintenance work in many 

shapes in and through different phases with varying concerns. However, the actual forms these arti-

culations achieve – as will be evident as we proceed – are not ideal from a research perspective. 

They are enunciated in a practical space, which above all must be interesting for all participants. In 

part III of the thesis, we return to how participatory design and workplace studies and discuss some 

the consequence ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ may have for the principles and protocols they advance. 

But first we need to start with the beginning: the establishment of the project and the problematiza-

tion of maintenance work. 
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6 Project establishment 

In this chapter I describe the establishing phase of the project, which comes to be ‘Mobility in Main-

tenance’. As we shall see, it was not clear from the beginning of the project that it should end up 

focusing on maintenance work – it is a fact which progressively is realized and even not fully accom-

plished in the establishing phase. The project begins very open-ended with no clear idea about its 

approach and purpose, but in and through a series of meetings between the three participating or-

ganizations and the writing of documents, the project gradually takes form – including its research 

agenda and methodology. In understanding the shaping of the project – if we shall not do Whig his-

tory – it is important to recognize the project’s open-ended character for a long time. Deliberations 

are made in relation to a larger horizon of potentially evolving possibilities and not necessarily as 

final decisions, although some later turn out to be and in retrospect also might appear so from the 

beginning. Most importantly in this respect is the expected time frame of the project. Originally, it 

was imagined the project would last 2-3 months and as such considered more a pilot project paving 

the way for further collaborations. But since the project stretched out to last almost a year what in-

itially was considered beginnings turned out to be closings, which is an important fact to bear in 

mind when assessing  the course of the project.  

The establishment phase of the project took about three months, and it is the argument that an im-

portant and defining quality of this period is to render maintenance work problematic. By rendering 

problematic, I mean that maintenance work is turned into an object that fruitfully can be engaged 

with, and which has a potential to be changed into something better through design. Without mak-

ing the case for maintenance work, without problematizing it, the project has no raison d’être. 

Without such a problematization it is difficult to convince ourselves that the project is worthwhile 

and to recruit participants to the project; articulating maintenance work as problematic is therefore 

crucial to the survival of the project. But by problematizing I also mean something more than making 

problematic. It is also a process of singling out, of defining, and sharpening one case among several 

possible. In fact, the focus of the project was in the beginning not specifically maintenance work, but 

more generally ‘manufacturing work’ of which maintenance work is only a part. However, as we 

shall see, for various reasons maintenance work moves center stage, while manufacturing work 

moves into the background. Thus, initially the object of maintenance work is only vaguely articu-

lated, barely existing, and it is not until later that it takes on a more precise shape in the project.  

The process of problematization – of making the case – is accounted for by describing a series of 

meetings in the first instance between ITU and IBA and later Crispy when they are recruited into the 

project and documents and images, which articulates manufacturing work and later more specifical-

ly maintenance work. Thus, describing the establishing phase should yield an impression of how the 

object of concern maintenance work comes into being as an problematic entity from the perspective 

of work, design and research and thereby as an interesting phenomenon to engage with for the 

three participating organizations. To indicate the emergence of maintenance work from the initial 

broader perspective on manufacturing work during the project establishment, I characterize in this 

phase maintenance work as ‘manufacturing/maintenance work’.  

Dec. Feb. Oct. Apr. Jun. Aug.

. 

Project establishment Fieldwork WS prep. WS Rework WS & staging Concluding proj. 
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6.1 Overtures 
The project started out somewhat coincidently because a representative of IBA had been presented 

for COMIT,  ‘Contextualizing Mobile IT’, – a project one of us researchers had earlier been participat-

ing in  (for an overview see Messeter et al. 2005).  COMIT is what I’ve characterized as a ‘fourth gen-

eration’ participatory design project and had been carried out at the Interactive Institute in Malmö 

in collaboration with industrial partners and mobile technology users. The project was focused on 

the description of the intersection of social contexts that mobile technologies often give rise to and 

on envisioning new and more effective mobile technological concepts directed at this issue. Metho-

dologically, the project consisted in a series of collaborative workshops where users’ life was ex-

plored – supported by small video-clips from their everyday affairs – and where new technological 

scenarios were created. The scenarios were also staged with users in their ordinary contexts – at 

work, at home and in-between. IBA was interested in doing ‘something similar’ in a domain relevant 

for their business, and we, researchers, were contacted about the possibility of doing such a project.  

For a while we had been looking for a case and the proposal from IBA seemed like a good opportuni-

ty to explore some of the research questions we were interested in: mobility, collaborative design 

methods, work practice, embodied interaction, ubiquitous computing and other academic topics, 

which could possibly be pursued.  We had our first meeting in October with IBA where it was agreed 

to proceed with the project. It was also decided that the researchers should go on to suggest a poss-

ible project setup. To maximize the chance of finding common ground, we suggested for the next 

meeting three weeks later four proposals for a joint project:  

1. Observe and participate in customer visits together with IBA’s user experience team to learn 

more about their present user research. 

2. Interview user researchers at IBA to better understand their concerns and methods.  

3. Follow the dissemination of user data in the organization and their extant application. 

4. Initiate one or several field visits and design workshops with users and potential users. 

 

The four proposals were meant to be carried out individually or combined depending on the relev-

ance for IBA. Only the last proposal did directly mimic COMIT – doing fieldwork and designing with 

users. The purpose of the other proposals was to understand IBA’s existing user research practices 

before experimenting with new methodologies. However, for a variety of reasons, which still remain 

somewhat unclear, it was decided to proceed with the fourth proposal. It was probably preferred 

because it resembled what had spurred the initial interest – COMIT – but it was also a consequence 

of the user research team’s inability to commit time and resources to project.   

Having agreed on the overall framework of the project – the next issue to decide was the use do-

main the project should be concerned with. From a researchers’ point of view, we were interested in 

‘mobility’ and as such would prefer a domain where mobility plays a central role. IBA had an interest 

in manufacturing work and the work of traveling sales people – which included some form of mobili-

ty. On the face of it traveling salespeople are more mobile than workers in manufacturing at least in 

terms of the distance they cover in their work. But since we figured that manufacturing work would 

be more complex in terms of collaboration and coordination of work and hence would more natural-

ly permit contributions to CSCW as a workplace study of manufacturing work – it became the focus. 

Retrospectively, it might not seem realistic to expect to do a workplace study as part of the fieldwork 

used in a participatory design style project. Fieldwork applied in participatory design – as we have 
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previously seen – is used as ‘reminders’ (Kyng 1995) and not as the basis for an ethnographic study. 

However, it was imagined that the amount of fieldwork would accumulate through the project and 

importantly as well, that the collaboration would allow extra fieldwork if deemed necessary; the 

project was in other words part of an open-ended horizon. 

Towards the end of November – six weeks after the first overtures – the general focus and purpose 

of the project was settled. It was, however, in the form of spoken discussions mostly; to articulate 

the project more firmly and palpably – to avoid potential misunderstandings – IBA drafted a ‘project 

charter’, which outlined the motivations, methodologies and the expected course of the project. The 

project charter is particular interesting, because it illustrates our thinking about manufactur-

ing/maintenance, and how it is problematized to interest participating and potentially participating 

organizations. Thus, the document does more than describe the project – it is a vehicle to align, in-

terest and enroll present and prospective participants as well.  

6.2 The project charter 
The project charter was titled ‘Mobile Devices On the Shopfloor’16 and outlined the motivation, the 

purpose and a plan of how the project is supposed to be carried out. A few changes were made to 

the document draft to accommodate a more academic approach – to be more in line with research 

protocols as we shall see– but otherwise the document was agreed upon in its original formulation. 

The project charter was divided into three sections: ‘Introduction’, ‘Purpose’ and ‘Implementation’, 

which explain different aspects of the project, but all sections are also occupied with demonstrating 

the feasibility of the joint project breaking the neat structure somewhat. What follows is a discussion 

of each of the three sections and the changes made to the document following the first draft. 

Introduction 

In manufacturing workers often need information here and now for the production to run in the best 

possible way. A mobile phone with computing capabilities yields new opportunities for receiving and 

sending up-to-date information when needed. 

 Information can be tailored to your specific job, for example,   

 if you are a new-comer compared to more seasoned workers,  

 you are at machine no. 16 and need to check a work- /safety-instruction,  

 you are doing quality assurance and you send a picture and a voice mail to maintenance about a 

problem at a specific unit,  

 you can check if a raw product is in stock and where you can locate it,  

 you can check the current production order and leave a message for the next shift, etc.  

 

The examples are plenty and there is a need for even more ideas, which can help the workers run the 

production seamlessly. Just another example to demonstrate the possibilities of mobile device is that 

the device is aware of its location and can show a map of the nearby machines to show data about 

the current  order and by push on a button can show the instruction in form of a brief video sequence 

requested from the central computer. (‘Introduction: Mobile Devices On the Shopfloor’). 

 

The opening paragraph of the ‘Introduction’ motivates the project: To run a production in the best 

possible way it is necessary that manufacturing workers can get ‘information here and now’ and a 

mobile phone ‘with computing capabilities’ will yield new opportunities for supplying such informa-

                                                           
16

 The document has been translated from Danish into English. 
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tion. In other words there is an unfulfilled need, which – if not entirely believed – is underscored by 

six concrete examples of how mobile technology can improve work. The ‘examples are plenty’ and 

we even get a seventh example of how mobile device – knowing its position – automatically can dis-

play information relative to the present work context, the current order or an video instruction. 

Thus, the introduction to the project charter both frames a problem (lack of information here and 

now) and a solution – the design and application of new mobile technology. With so many ideas al-

ready present we might doubt if there is a need for a project at all. But we are reassured as readers 

that ‘there is a need for even more ideas’. The examples are not meant to disqualify the design case 

but rather underscore its fecundity.  

The introduction, however, does not only cater to the reader interested in a use and design case. It 

also includes more or less subtle cues for the academic reader interested in mobility. Most perspi-

cuously, the project is about mobile devices and not stationary PCs, for example. As such it assures – 

or at least suggests – a focus on mobile activities. But for the academic reader there are more hints. 

The last example alludes to the problem of ‘context’ and ‘context-awareness’, which around the 

time of the study (2004) was a relatively hot topic in and around CSCW and not least the field of 

Ubiquitous Computing (e.g. Chalmers 2004; Dourish 2004). Thus, the introduction of the project 

presents manufacturing not just as an interesting design case, but also as a potentially exciting re-

search topic.  

In the problematization of manufacturing/maintenance work the introduction also reveals what 

‘good’ design and work is:  that ‘which can help run the production seamlessly’. This theme is ex-

panded in the next section of the document presenting the purpose of the project: 

Purpose 

The purpose is to study needs and possibilities for improvement/simplification of the daily routines in 

relation to planning and execution of the production; and to support workers on the shopfloor receiv-

ing and sending changes in production data with the help from mobile devices (Pocket PCs, PDAs and 

Tablet PCs); and to be aware of the benefits and drawbacks it might have for the workers and man-

agement.  

 

The purpose is alone to study early capture and control of data at the source and to ease the work for 

the workers in the production. There is no control of the employees either in the study or in the eval-

uation of new technologies. (‘Purpose: Mobile Devices On the Shopfloor’). 

 

The project charter states the purpose of the project study as the improvement and simplification of 

the daily routines in both planning and execution, and  to help workers capture, receive and send 

changes in production data deploying a set of technologies –  which IBA’s software will run on.  The 

purpose of the project attempts also to balance the interests of workers and management by stating 

that attention should be paid to ‘benefits and drawbacks’ of the two groups. It is also explicitly 

pointed out the study will not imply control of workers.  

Again, the project attempts to consider the interests of various parties – present or prospective – of 

the project. By improving and simplifying – tedious we must assume – routine work both the work-

ers work is improved as well as the efficiency of the production using IBA’s technologies.  A win-win 

situation. Moreover worries about surveillance and other drawbacks – whether of worker, designers, 

managers or researchers – is countered by making it an explicit issue to be avoided. Nonetheless, 
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the document also expresses a rather Taylorist view of manufacturing work, which is potentially em-

barrassing not least in a participatory design context. The text re-enacts a split between execution 

and planning of the production, which resembles the technology visions criticized by participatory 

design. In addition, the simplification of work routines is not a recipe for an increase in quality of 

work. And moreover, if we want to engage in a ‘hermeneutics of suspicion’ (Dreyfus and Rabinow 

1982) the declarations about balancing of interests and worker protection might be regarded as  

rhetorical sugar sweetening the pill to swallow when the design vision in fact promotes the opposite. 

Now, the point here is to analyze how manufacturing/maintenance work gets articulated in a man-

ner which attempts to interests and tranquil the necessary people to make the project a reality – 

and the resulting contradictory statements. As such, it would probably be unwise to overstate the 

effect of such formulations as if uttering them in a project charter automatically changes the reality 

on the shop floor. Still, we should not ignore that in participatory design and other well-meaning 

undertakings the declaration of good intentions can sometimes be the pretext for the exact opposite  

(for a similar argument see Markussen 1996) – the road to hell is – as the saying goes – paved with 

good intentions. 

Having made a case for the usefulness of the project among its different constituents, the project 

charter concludes by charting a course for how the purpose of the project shall be implemented and 

successfully carried out – and again suggesting more future scenarios for technology application: 

Implementation 

The process [of the project] is separated in three steps, where it is evaluated after each step whether 

to continue to the next.  

Step 1: Study of the work in manufacturing.  

Step 2: Proposals to solutions with mobile devices in manufacturing 

Step 3: By the help of mock-ups the use of mobile devices are simulated by select workers from the 

production. 

 

The study is carried out by following and consulting workers about work routines, which can be sim-

plified/improved by help of mobile devices ‘on-the-spot’. Data quality is also of importance.  

 

As an example, a production order can be traced from its creation until full completion with associat-

ing registration of consumption of materials, number of manufactured items, quality, etc. including 

possible follow-ups – and/or the flow of materials can be tracked from potatoes are received to the 

finished products are ready to be shipped. A completely different scenario would be to document a 

repair from the time a machine operator realizes a problem until it is solved and the machine is oper-

ative again.  

It would be desirable to hear from the workers about their quality of work and sense of responsibility 

if work routines change by the use of mobile devices. The duration of the study is expected to last 2-3 

hours provided that all work routines in this period mirrors relevant tasks in the production and which 

are relevant for the project.  

 

Machine operators, production planners, QA, maintenance and warehouse workers transporting 

goods to and from the production may participate in the study. People working in the warehouse and 

on the shopfloor are not thought to leave their work during the study but be asked about their work 

while working. 
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A report will be made with examples of the observed scenarios. It will form the basis for a decision 

about how to proceed and whether to go on with the next steps. The company will be presented for 

the results and if it is necessary a follow-up meeting will be held. (‘Implementation: Mobile Devices 

On the Shopfloor’). 

 

The suggested implementation of the project makes manufacturing work approachable in an orderly 

manner. The document suggests that if we follow the right steps it will lead to the expected results. 

First manufacturing work should be studied; next, based on the study a series of proposals for solu-

tions with mobile devices should be made, and finally should the use of those solutions be simulated 

by the help of mock-ups. The document plan a course to follow but in a cautious manner possibly 

expressing some doubts of the methodology –  each step must be evaluated before going on to next. 

That is, it is possible to stop the project or change the course if things do not go as planned.  

Having outlined the project process it is elaborated some more. Workers will be followed and con-

sulted about their work routines for about 2-3 hours and it is suggested that ‘machine operators’, 

‘production planners’, ‘QA’, ‘maintenance workers’ and ‘warehouse workers’ might participate in 

the project. Again it is emphasized that the project will disturb as little as possible and workers will 

be able to work during the study. The interests of management and workers are again carefully ba-

lanced by suggesting that it would be desirable to know about the effect of any changes in work rou-

tines with regard to on the one hand ‘quality of work’ and on the other hand ‘sense of responsibili-

ty’. This could be read as awareness towards two problems, which may arise if the technology intro-

duced should deteriorate the work and again evenhandedly seen from both a workers (quality of 

work) and a management (sense of responsibility) perspective. Thus, the document once more de-

monstrates a concern for different interests embedded in the prospective work domain. It also again 

remarkably presents us with examples of the usefulness of the mobile devices in manufacturing 

work.  

As part of the back-and-forth discussion of the project charter a few changes were made to the 

draft. From an academic point of view it was felt that 2-3 hours of fieldwork would be too little to 

achieve the stated goals. Also in the final version of the project was a stronger emphasis on partici-

pation by all project members throughout the process and not just as informants in the study of 

their work. Another way to say is that the project charter was changed to be more in line with re-

search protocols of participatory design, which meant the following changes:  

 Instead of evaluating each step before proceeding to the next it was underlined that all three ac-

tivities were necessary. That is, it was stressed that the interplay between research and design 

was an important part of the project. 

 It was also suggested that the fieldwork at least had to last 1 to 3 three days and not 2-3 hours, 

 It was also included that a workshop should be held between all project participants where the 

results of the field study would be analyzed and interpreted collaboratively instead of a report. 

(Changes and additions made to the draft of the project charter) 

 

Where the first version of the document had to a greater extent reflected existing user research 

practices at IBA, the second draft was tilted more towards academic research practice. Finally, as 

part of the document review process, a more precise project schedule was added. It was suggested 
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that the project should be carried out in two months from primo December to ultimo January. The 

project schedule also summed up the project activities in a more succinct form mirroring COMIT: 

fieldwork, workshop and enactment of future scenarios:  

December 

 Meeting up with the third partner, the manufacturing company. 

 1-3 days study at the company and the creation of a set video snapshots, photos, etc. from the 

fieldwork. 

January 

 5 hours workshop collaborative workshop 

 Enacting improvised scenario on the shopfloor with mock-ups of new technology concepts.  

 Documentation in the form of resources from the project available for further exploration. 

 

The project charter exemplifies in a manifest form the negotiation of the ‘protocols’ of the project as 

a compromise between specific interests. This is not to say that the charter determines the project 

in a strict sense, but it constrains and enables it in important ways. I suggest it can be read as a man-

ner in which differences between the constituents of the project IBA, ITU and later Crispy (present in 

document as a potential third partner and hinted with a reference to ‘potatoes’) and the inherent 

uncertainties of the process is managed. Similarly, the many solutions inserted into almost every 

paragraph are, I would argue, not just a testament of the creativity of the writers; it is also a means 

to convince the project participants that the project is indeed a fecund endeavor to embark on – 

even if it is effectively a voyage into uncharted territory with a group of people who do not know 

each other very well. The same goes for the project schedule. It turned out to be hugely unrealistic, 

but had it been realistic the chances are greater the project might never have taken off. Thus realism 

is only partly a blessing if the main criterion for success is the existence of the project.  

Manufacturing/maintenance work is articulated in and through the various statements in the charter 

where its ‘problematization’ is central. Manufacturing/maintenance work is not optimal in its 

present condition. But problematizing manufacturing/maintenance work is only interesting in-so-far 

that it can be made so in a constructive way. It is because the problematic state plausibly can be 

overcome that the project becomes inciting. If it was a defeatist ascertainment of the sorry state of 

manufacturing work it would not yield a project but maybe despair or indifference. The articulation 

of manufacturing/maintenance work is most obviously seen in descriptions of its present state and 

its future possibilities. But manufacturing work is also defined through methodological propositions 

in the document. That the work can be studied appropriately 2-3 hours or in 1-3 days implicitly ex-

presses a conception about what manufacturing work is. Most notably it does not fit the conception 

of what proper work is in ethnomethodological workplace studies where the presumed complexity 

of any social order would suggest a much longer study. It is rather closer to the conceptions of parti-

cipatory design that work belongs to the experience of the workers and as such only needs to be 

‘reminded’ by cues from the field. But it is even more in accordance with IBA’s user research practice 

where a workplace is studied in an afternoon. Thus, the manufacturing work assumed in the metho-

dological directions of the project charter lies somewhere between its conception in participatory 

design and the user research of IBA.  
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6.3 Crispy joins the project 
Parallel with the process of consolidating the project by way of the project charter, IBA was looking 

for a third partner in the manufacturing domain among their customers. In previous technology de-

velopment collaborative activities, IBA had been working with Crispy and they were asked if they 

were interested in partaking in the project. Following some correspondences – phone calls and 

emails – a meeting was se-

tup at Crispy in the begin-

ning of December to intro-

duce ourselves and the 

project. To present the 

project in a more inviting 

and inspiring form than the 

project charter, the re-

searchers created a ‘flyer’ 

(Figure 6-1) outlining the 

purpose,  anticipated activi-

ties and expected results of 

the project. To underscore 

the importance of Crispy’s 

participation the title of the 

project was changed from 

the generic ‘Mobile Devices 

On the Shopfloor’ to the 

specific ‘Mobile IT in Foods 

Production’. To make the 

presentation more illustra-

tive, inviting and to give a 

taste of the kind of the 

process they were supposed 

to enter it was also gar-

nished with pictures from 

COMIT. Finally, the format of 

the flyer – one sheet of paper – made the project easy to distribute to prospective participants and 

as such it was a deliberate attempt to create a viral and convincing case for the project.  

At the meeting at Crispy three researchers from ITU, three program managers from IBA and the 

Chief Technology Officer (CTO) of Crispy participated.  The project was presented around the flyer 

and materials from COMIT to show what to expect and we were given a tour around the factory for 

us to see what we could expect. It was agreed upon that production workers, maintenance workers,  

and worker from quality assurance (QA) would be asked to participate and the CTO was made re-

sponsible for recruiting the workers.  

Mobile IT in Foods Production 
The purpose of the project is to investigate the possibilities of use of mobile IT in the 
production at Crispy in collaboration between Crispy, International Business Applica-
tions and the IT University of Copenhagen.  

 Video snippet of user’s 
everyday life. 

Activities 
We suggest four concrete activities running in December, January 
and February. 

1) A 2-day visit at Crispy, where three researchers from ITU sha-
dows three select workers during a work day. The purpose is to 
create user portraits and create video snippets from the ’shop 
floor’. They are used to communicate relevant work situations to 
the project participants. We strive not to disturb the workers in 
their work.  

2) A 1⁄2-days workshop, where Crispy employees, developers from 
IBA and researchers from ITU together explore the work at Crispy. 
We create future scenarios, which demonstrate the possibilities of 
use of mobile IT in the production. The workshop takes place at 
Crispy or close to Crispy.  

3) We stage and test scenarios and design concepts created at the 
workshop. It will be done with workers as close to their work prac-
tice as possible as if the design concepts were fully functioning. 
The activity is expected to last 1-2 timer pr. worker. 

4) Meeting with presentation of results so far. 

Expected results 
A common understanding of problems and possibilities in using 
mobile IT in the production at Crispy.  
Work descriptions, scenarios, design ideas and stagings will be 
described in small booklets in an illustrative format containing 
text, images and video. They can be used by Crispy and IBA as a 
basis for further investigations of work practice and in reflections 
on changes of work- and business processes in relation to mobile 
IT. 

 Designers and users de-
veloping new product 
ideas collaboratively at a 
workshop. 

 Staging of a product idea 
in the everyday life of a 
user. 

Figure 6-1 Flyer presenting the project. 
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From the tour at the factory floor, we brought back a series of images (Figure 6-2). They are interest-

ing in at least two ways. First, they illustrate that it was not any manufacturing work that was cap-

tured, but a highly specific one focusing not least on existing information technologies – digital and 

non-digital. In that respect, the shape of manufacturing work is already highly constrained by the 

purpose of the project. We do not arrive com-

pletely open-minded about manufacturing 

work and what it could mean. To appropriate a 

term of Dreyfus and Rabinow (1982) (discuss-

ing Foucault’s notion of ‘statements’) – what 

counts as ‘serious speech acts’ in the situation 

is limited. Had we wanted to investigate the 

gendered quality of say a welding apparatus 

and a mobile phone – most likely an important 

consideration in designing for manufacturing 

work – we would probably have been met with 

some resistance. At least initially, it would like-

ly not have been considered a ‘serious speech 

act’ but would have required additional work 

to create space for such statements. Secondly, 

what is striking about the images is their 

somewhat exotic character to the casual ob-

server – funny hats and clothes and strange 

machinery processing potatoes. Indeed, the 

exoticism of the production of snacks and 

chips – potatoes coming in at one end of fac-

tory and pallets with huge amounts of produce 

coming out the other end almost automatical-

ly – was a fascinating and alluring experience. 

Hence, establishing a relation with the ‘field’ is 

a mutual process of interesting.  

6.3.1 Second meeting at Crispy 

Originally, it had been envisaged that the 

fieldwork at Crispy could be conducted before 

Christmas (cf. the project schedule), but it rapidly became clear that the schedule was too optimistic. 

The time around Christmas and New Year is a particular busy period for a snack producer making it 

an inopportune  

 
Securing hygiene: wearing 
plastic hats and coats. 

 
Whiteboard for coordinatiion: 
What, where, when? 

Hand-held computer sitting 
on truck. 

 
PC + control box at palletizer. 

 
Potatoes enter the produc-
tion. 

  
Order list + strike out green 
line. What does it mean? 

 
Barcodes on stock items. 
Spices? 

Washing potatoes. 

Figure 6-2 Select impressions from the first encounter of snacks 
and crisp production at Crispy. 
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time to do fieldwork, and consequently it 

was postponed until the end of January. In 

addition, the recruitment of employees 

dragged on; two employees from QA and 

two maintenance workers had consented to 

participate but the production workers were 

still considering whether to partake or not. 

Meanwhile, a second meeting was arranged 

at Crispy in the beginning of January to 

present the project to the employees who 

had signed up. It was also an opportunity to 

get to know the informants before the field-

work; demonstrate our interest in their pers-

pective; and in general make them more 

comfortable with the project. Attending the 

meeting were two researchers from ITU, two 

participants from IBA, the CTO of Crispy, the 

shopfloor foreman and two maintenance 

workers, while people from QA were too 

busy to participate.  

Apart from explaining the project and show-

ing a small video of fieldwork from a pre-

vious user-centered design project to illu-

strate what they were going into, we ran a 

small brain-storm on about problems their in 

the work and potential solutions to it. The 

purpose was to get an initial idea of what to 

look for and to give an impression of the 

change-oriented perspective of the project 

and to underscore the value of their. The 

outcome of the brainstorm was a set of 

problems and solution pertaining to each 

work area: production, QA, and mainten-

ance. The results can be seen on Figure 6-3. Because the project eventually came to focus exclusively 

on maintenance work the issues of QA and production work are left out. I shall not say great deal 

about the proposed problems and solutions except that they again is an expression of the ‘construc-

tive ethos of the project. 

A more specific schedule for the fieldwork in ultimo January was also agreed upon at the meeting.  

Three researchers would arrive Monday joining an evening shift, then follow a nightshift and day 

shift until about noon Tuesday, and again follow a day shift Wednesday. The plan would permit work 

to be documented on day, evening and night shifts and one fieldworker would either follow produc-

tion, QA or maintenance work.  

Problems 

 Follow up on internal work: Internal work is 
what can be considered the ‘actual’ main-
tenance work. It is problem that they do not 
always follow up on the status of work es-
pecially across shifts and personnel.  

 Follow up on external work:  Just as the sta-
tus of ongoing repairs are not always com-
municated properly so is the billing of work 
and descriptions of repairs not done prop-
erly always as well.  

 Updating various types of documentation: 
Documentation of lists of parts and inven-
tory lists should be updated more frequent-
ly and regularly.  

 Updating machine drawing after repair: Be-
cause machine drawings are not kept close 
to the machines but in a separate archive 
they are not always updated to reflect new 
installations or re-buildings of the machine.  

 Keeping track of repair history: Just as other 
types of documentation of the work of 
maintenance is not done on a regular and 
persistent basis so is the complete repair 
history of a machine not documented to the 
extent it is desirable.  

Solutions  

 Tagging parts with bar-code as to make 
them easily identifiable in the machine and 
when taken from one location to another. It 
was, though, pointed out that because of 
the hygiene regulation it might be difficult. 

 A user interface with a better overview of 
the internal and external work (instead of a 
spreadsheet which is used today. 

 An integration of the different maintenance 
files: original installation data with repair 
history.  

Figure 6-3 The results of a brain-storm on problems and solu-
tions in maintenance work at Crispy. 
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At the end of January – after about three months of preparation – we were finally ready to embark 

on what was considered the first phase of the project, the fieldwork.  Still, and adding to the sense of 

an emerging plan for the project, was the fact that a precise schedule for the next events in project – 

workshop and staging – had yet to be determined. Optimally, we would like to do the workshop two 

weeks after the fieldwork in the middle of February – having one week to prepare it – and the stag-

ing the week after again towards the end for February to keep the project as intense as possible. As 

we shall see below, this plan turned out (again) to be quite optimistic.  

6.4 Making manufacturing/maintenance work problematic 
During the first three months of the project the object of concern is transformed from the vaguely 

‘something like COMIT’ to a specific concern for production work, QA, and maintenance work in 

manufacturing. It is a process where manufacturing/maintenance work progressively becomes 

‘problematic’, that is manufacturing work gets articulated – and thereby defined more specifically – 

in a manner which interests the project’s constituents and which makes it increasingly difficult to be 

indifferent about it. The present reality and future prospects of manufacturing/maintenance is 

framed so that it makes an interesting use, design and research case – it becomes attractive for the 

three organizations to engage with.  

Without problematizing manufacturing/maintenance work the project is not possible. If it remains a 

vague and indifferent object the chances are that the project will fall apart and its existence will fade 

away. To avoid this fate it is required that manufacturing/maintenance is articulated in an accepta-

ble manner for all parties. The project charter caters to interests of users, designers and research, 

but it is also necessary to make a compromise between the different stakes to fashion a viable 

project, while the ‘flyer’ transforms the project charter into a more inviting and approachable de-

scription focusing specifically on the concerns of Crispy.  

The problematization and the enrolment of participants is a huge work, which the meetings (and 

many email correspondences and phone calls not mentioned) is a testament of. Also IBA makes a 

great deal of work finding a third partner in the first place. It takes time and resources to make main-

tenance/manufacturing work into an object of common interest. Initially, there is a great openness 

which slowly gets narrowed in. The project could have gone in other directions and the object of 

concern would have been correspondingly different. This does not, however, mean that the fate of 

the project is sealed – only that some possibilities are left behind. The project establishment phase 

charts a certain direction and creates a centripetal force among the project participants, but the 

project is still open-ended. At this point in the project – at the end of January – only the fieldwork 

has been planned. The workshop and enactment is still unscheduled, and it is not settled whether 

production workers will participate or manufacturing work becomes reduced to QA and mainten-

ance work.  
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7 Fieldwork  

If the central concern of the first three months of the project had been to make manufacturing an 

interesting case, three days in the end of January were spend on making manufacturing work ‘ob-

servable and reportable’ to borrow a term from ethnomethodology (Garfinkel 1967) through the 

shadowing of maintenance and QA workers in their work with a video camera. Until then manufac-

turing work had primarily been a verbal object: discussed, challenged, imagined, etc. But by doing 

fieldwork it is possible to make maintenance and QA into an observable object, which can be re-

ported about. Paradoxically, though, the injunction to put manufacturing work in ‘plain view’ also 

resulted in obscuring a large part of it. A few days before the fieldwork was supposed to begin, we 

were informed that the production workers had collectively decided not to participate in the project 

because they felt uneasy about the video-recording. Since management at Crispy considered the 

participation in the project strictly voluntary, and we obviously neither wanted nor could defend 

that production workers participated against their will17, the fieldwork was rescheduled; an extra 

maintenance worker was shadowed substituting the participation of a worker from production. 

Thus, placing manufacturing work in the spotlight resulted in a lesser role for production work and a 

larger focus on maintenance.  

The manner in which manufacturing work and QA becomes observable and reportable is dependent 

on several facets. Obviously, the fourth generation participatory design methodology where field-

work may play a role as both a ‘reminder’ of the existing practice and as a ‘design material’ is a ma-

jor determining factor. The results of the fieldwork must be consumable in the subsequent work-

shop and is conducted primarily with that purpose in mind. Quite deliberately and in accordance 

with the participatory design tradition the researchers’ omniscient position and sole authorship of 

practice was abandoned in favor of collectively authored descriptions of the work (Halse et al. 2005). 

The fieldwork was only secondarily supposed to contribute to an ethnography’s authoritative de-

scription of work practice like in workplace studies. Hence, following a research methodology does 

not only articulate the research object in a particular manner; it also excludes competing formula-

tions and silences alternative questionings.  

But it was not only the ability and inability to interest manufacturing workers, and the prevalence of 

one research protocol over another, which had a decisive influence on the shape of manufactur-

ing/maintenance work. Again of importance was the practical circumstances surrounding the field-

work. The distance to Crispy from where we were situated was about 200 km; to go there was a bit 

of a logistic operation, which made occasional fieldwork impractical if that was to be pursued. Con-

sequently, to do fieldwork hotel rooms were booked 20 minutes from the factory making it possible 

to follow two maintenance workers – one at a night shift and one at a day shift –  and two QA work-

ers on one dayshift. Structuring the fieldwork as such made it possible to observe the ‘handing-over’ 

of work between different shifts as well.  

                                                           
17

As part of following and later staging the work a few production workers inevitably appeared on some video-
recordings. If the appearance was not brief, they were asked personally if it was acceptable. 

Dec. Feb. Oct. Apr. Jun. Aug.

. 

Project establishment Fieldwork WS prep. WS Rework WS & staging Concluding proj. 
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Because it would be another 400 km drive, we also wanted to validate the video-recordings with the 

workers already on their next shift the day after. Therefore we spend the time in between two 

workdays to edit down a version of the original four hours video to about half an hour pr. informant. 

This work arrangement permitted us to show and discuss with the informants the video material on 

their next shift and get permission to use it in the upcoming workshop where all project participants 

would watch it. We did not, however, promise only to use the exhibited half an hour. All material 

they had not objected to was in principle available for the workshop and research. The ethics of this 

decision can be debated. But we figured that as competent workers they would know if they had 

done or said things not publishable and be aware of it while being video-recorded as well. To be able 

to work like this in the field it was necessary to extend the  usual technical network of the university 

setting into the field by the help of laptops, hard-disks, tapes, batteries, paper and pens (not to men-

tion cars). Thus both epistemic and ethical decisions made in relation to the field were heavily influ-

enced by the practical conditions of doing fieldwork and thereby the conditions of the possibility of 

specific articulations of manufacturing/maintenance work. 

One thing is to point out the constituting conditions of the fieldwork; another issue is to describe 

what it actually amounted to – what was made ‘observable-reportable’. In the previous chapter the 

problematization of manufacturing work was documented by the help of documents, meeting 

résumés, images and more. In the fieldwork it can be argued that it is the video-footage, which 

makes it observable-reportable. Unfortunately, it does not fit the format of a dissertation very well. 

More importantly, however, it again raises the question for whom, when and where was it observa-

ble-reportable? For us researchers who did the fieldwork manufacturing/maintenance work became 

an observable and reportable phenomenon as part of being in the field, watching the video after-

wards and analyzing and preparing it for the workshop. For the shadowed informants it was in a 

sense already observable-reportable (although watching ones work on video is different from doing 

it), while for the participants from IBA the work was only known as it was prepared by the research-

ers.  

As such there is no ‘unproblematic’ way in which these differences can be presented in this context. 

Nevertheless, to give an impression of maintenance work – which I now exclusively deal with –I shall 

make a sort of compromise. On the one hand it would unfaithful to the project if a more thorough 

presentation of maintenance work was given (e.g., by a meticulous analysis of the video footage). On 

the other hand the fieldwork cannot be presented ‘as is’ because it was used in a context where 

other interpretative resources were available – most notably the workers from Crispy – and as such 

had a different meaning. What I shall do is to present the fieldwork as a set of consecutive episodes 

illustrating the work as it unfolded the night and day the maintenance workers, Lars and Poul, were 

shadowed (Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2) .The episodes are light elaborations of two booklets portraying 

Lars and Poul used to inform the project participants about maintenance work before the workshop 

(see Halse et al. 2005). The episodes, therefore – I hope – convey the episodic quality of mainten-

ance work the non initiated readers presumably experienced – in particular the people from IBA – 

when they encountered maintenance work for the first time. Though to adapt it and make it unders-

tandable in this context – where the reader does not have the chance to explore the work any fur-

ther – maintenance work at Crispy is briefly placed in its context at the factory.  

However, the fieldwork was also consumed for more analytic purposes first to be able to sensibly 

select the episodes among all the recorded video and subsequently to be able to use the fieldwork 
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for research hoping eventually to make a workplace study of maintenance work. Thus, in presenting 

the becoming of maintenance work as observable-reportable show it both in its episodic and analyt-

ic formats made for different kinds of consumption; it is an attempt to make neither too much nor 

too little out of it under the constraints of what can be conveyed in the written format of a thesis.  

7.1 Maintenance work at Crispy 
Making potato chips and other snacks is a highly automated process at Crispy and production work-

ers mainly monitor production orders and refill machines. Manual labor is practically not involved in 

the actual production of snacks, crisps and chips. Crispy’s factory has two main production lines for 

the making of potato chips and one line for so-called extruded snacks. About a kilometer away lies a 

production line for nut-based products like peanuts (sometimes just called ‘the peanut’). It is sepa-

rated from the main factory to avoid traces of nut in the other products, which can be lethal to per-

sons suffering from nut allergy.  Because the production is highly automated, production workers 

are mostly involved in monitoring and refilling machines with spices, folio for bags, and the like. In 

general hygiene is a major concern and all workers wear plastic hats and coats (except for the main-

tenance workers) just as hands have to be washed every time the production area is entered.  Prod-

ucts are regularly checked by QA for contamination or lack of quality. From potatoes are pulled from 

the stock to bags of chips and snacks are put on pallets – if everything goes well – production work-

ers have only intervened in monitoring and removing bad potatoes. When palletized products are 

put on stock by truck waiting to be shipped to supermarkets and other customers. 

The job of the maintenance workers is basically to keep this production machinery running smoothly 

with as few breakdowns as possible, and when machines do break down to repair them as soon as 

they can.  Maintenance workers are typically blacksmiths and electricians reflects what kind of work 

maintenance work is: welding, shifting mechanical parts, lube bearings, checking electrical circuits, 

rebuild and tailor the machines to the local circumstances of the factory and not least do they spend 

time diagnosing causes for breakdown, which might not be immediately apparent. Sometimes main-

tenance workers work help each other out on particular difficult problems, but often they work 

alone on their own individual tasks as well.  A bit of office work also has to be done at various times, 

for example,  registering finished tasks, ordering new spare parts, filling out various forms needed 

for auditing the work and more. Since repair and maintenance often involves halting parts of the 

production, the work often needs to be coordinated with production planners, the foreman and 

sometimes also other maintenance workers if the job needs more than one person or has to be done 

swiftly to avoid the production stands still.  

On Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2 different episodes occurring over about four hours of work can be fol-

lowed:  a night shift with Lars and a day shift with Poul. The episodes represent the most significant 

events from the fieldwork and give in image and text an impression of what it is like to be a main-

tenance worker. Subsequently, a set of more recurrent analytic themes shall be fleshed out that are 

not necessarily obvious from the described episodes but nevertheless after closer inspection are 

part of the everyday of maintenance work18. 
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 To assume phenomena to be of a general and recurrent character because they are treated with a familiar 
and matters of course attitude by members of a practice I take from (Sharrock and Randall 2004).  



 

1. Lars works as an electrician 
maintaining the production ma-
chinery at the factories of Crispy. 
He often works the night shift. 
Today he arrived at the workshop 
at 10 p.m. 

The workshop functions as the 
home base, and when Lars enters 
the production area he only car-
ries a few pieces of easy-to-carry 
tools unless he already knows that 
a specific spare part or tools for a 
larger repair are needed. 

2. At the beginning of the shift 
Lars gets updated on his col-
league’s work: Bo is in the middle 
of repairing the bearing of an ele-
vator and he brought the welding 
apparatus from the workshop 
with him into the production area. 

After one hour the production line 
is up and running again. Bo has 
filled out a cleaning form, but 
there still hasn’t been cleaned up 
after the repair. 

3. A production worker calls Lars 
on his DECT phone: The pattern 
regulator at packing machine 53 
tips over the boxes when putting 
them onto the conveyor belt. Lars 
anticipates that it might be a 
twisted steering mechanism. 

4. Without success he adjusts the 
different steering mechanisms on 
the machine and then considers if 
it might be a broken suction disc. 

Meanwhile another production 
worker calls from the peanut sec-
tion explaining that packing ma-
chine no. 51 and 52 only run 40 
cycles/minute. Because Lars 
knows Bo is busy he will himself 
take care of the problem at the 
peanut factory. 

5. Since the machine operators 
often call Lars in the middle of a 
repair he must prioritize between 
the different repair tasks: “If ‘the 
boiler’ calls with a problem in the 
peeling area we automatically 
leave this packing machine. The 
new problem causes 6 packing 
machines to not have anything to 
pack, and right now only one is 
stopped here”. Sometimes the 
production coordinator will de-
cide that certain products are 
more important than others.” 

6. The labeling machine that la-
bels and scans the pallets before 
they are shipped is stopped. It is 
not yet critical as the tracks for 
the warehouse will not fill up 
quickly. The machine has printed 
one label three times but could 
not scan the label afterwards. 

Lars restarts the machine and ob-
serves it. This time the machine 
scans one of the placed labels and 
goes on to the next. Apparently 
the problem was an uneven sur-
face 

7. When Lars passes by a packag-
ing machine, he reads its display. 
It states an error in a machine 
located elsewhere: “Cue in lid 
mounting machine. Keeps back 
the inlet”. 

Lars supposes it is a stuck box. Or 
perhaps the production workers 
have not filled up the stack of lids. 
He goes to the lid mounting ma-
chine and confirms that a box is 
stuck stopping the whole produc-
tion line. Moving the box all the 
packaging machines starts. 

8. While Lars adjusted the pattern 
regulator of the packaging ma-
chine a production worker called 
with a problem on the peanut 
factory. Now, half an hour later, 
Lars goes out to the car to drive to 
the peanut factory. 

“We have something over here 
every night” 

 

9. Back again at the potato chips 
factory, a production worker has 
called from packaging machine 
no. 52. A bag is not properly 
closed. As Lars opens the machine 
the welding coat is worn out.  

Having repaired the machine, Lars 
explains the problem to the work-
er. They can’t understand why 
this packaging machine runs 
slower than machine next to it, 
but they accept it, as long as the 
chip buffer is not filling up. 

10. Lars adjusts packaging ma-
chine no. 54 to produce two bags 
more per minute. It should ideally 
match the speed on the prod-
uction order, but the machine 
only runs 40 cycles/minute in-
stead of 55. After some adjust-
ments Lars compares the setup 
with the machine next to it run-
ning faster and with better air 
pressure in the chips bags. It is 
often impossible to make to iden-
tical machines run at the same 
speed. 



 

 
Figure 7-1 On a night shift with Lars. 

  

11. If one of the spice dispensers 
breaks down it is often due to a 
worn down cog or chain. They are 
not replaced until they break, but 
there is usually a brand new spice 
dispenser in the spare parts in-
ventory. This means that Lars or a 
colleague can quickly install a new 
one and later get the old one up 
and running again. 

 

12. When Lars arrives on Sundays 
before the production line starts 
up, he performs some routine 
tasks preparing the machines. 

During the production any green 
potatoes on the conveyor belt are 
registered by a camera behind a 
glass panel. 

But during the cleaning opera-
tions in the weekend the glass 
gets stained, so one of Lars’s rou-
tines is to clean the small glass to 
prevent malfunctions during the 
production. 

13. In a break from the repairs 
Lars sits by the shared computer 
in the office. He knows that he 
ought to use the maintenance 
system and register his tasks in 
the Excel spread sheet with a list 
of new and old tasks. 

“Now I have been over there and 
completed who knows how many 
things. And to remember every-
thing that you have done... If you 
have to write all that down... 
Well, it is simply not possible.” 

 

14. When the big production line 
was stopped yesterday, Lars 
checked it routinely and found 
some worn out parts and wrote 
them down on his note pad. For 
example the repair switches be-
fore each motor must be changed. 

Lars had planned to repair them 
today, but as the big production 
line is in operation it can’t be 
done now. 

The note pad is placed on Lars’s 
work bench in the workshop, and 
he will probably not get time to 
enter the tasks in the spread-
sheet. 

 



 

15. It is 6 o’clock in the morning 
and the dayshift has just begun. 
After a cup of coffee in the work-
shop with his colleagues, Poul, a 
blacksmith and maintenance work-
er prepares for a day’s work. He 
takes on his belt with the most es-
sential tools.  

16. In the workshop stands a PC. As 
one of the first tasks in the morn-
ing, Poul checks if he has received 
any important mails since yester-
day. A mail about a forthcoming 
test run of a machine is in his mail-
box. Important messages relating 
to their work – especially from oth-
er departments of the factory are 
often send to the maintenance 
workers by email. 

17. The computer in the workshop 
also runs a spreadsheet application 
where maintenance tasks are regis-
tered. Completed, ongoing and up-
coming tasks are marked with differ-
ent colors. Poul runs quickly over the 
task list and discusses the tasks of 
the day with the foreman:  “We have 
a cup of coffee with the foreman in 
the morning and discuss the tasks of 
the day… Sometimes an acute job 
might have come up we have to 
know about and take care of”.  

Today, though Poul continues with 
the job from yesterday: Repairing 
the frying machine. 

18. Since Crispy is food producer 
strict hygiene rules are stipulated 
by law. So all workers must wear 
caps and every time the produc-
tion area is entered hands must 
be washed. 

19. Poul continues the work from 
yesterday on the frying machine 
welding a part. 

20. Poul needs a helping hand with 
his job. He checks the notice board 
to see who is on work today. He 
calls Oluf, but he does not answer 
and finds another colleague in the 
workshop. 

21. Sitting in the frying machine, 
Poul and his colleague work on the 
repair. 

22. Poul is done with the frying ma-
chine. To have it cleaned after the 
repair, he fills out the form describ-
ing what has been done and hands it 
over to the cleaning staff. 

23. Poul writes into the spread 
sheet that the machine has been 
repaired. To get an idea about 
how often the frying machine 
needs maintenance he also 
checks last time it broke down. 

24. Finished with his job Poul walks 
a round on the shopfloor to see 
what is going on. He meets one of 
his colleagues and helps him solve 
a problem: The packaging machine 
does not place the boxes properly 
on the conveyer belt causing the 
boxes to fall off. 



 

25. Poul and another colleague 
have been called in at the peanut 
factory by one of the workers be-
cause a machine, unexpectedly, has 
stopped running. Consulting with 
the worker they discuss how and 
when the problem occurs but don’t 
come to a clear understanding of 
the problem. 

“I don’t know…Maybe it could be 
the sensor on top… Should we go 
and have a look?” 

26. They figure it might be a prob-
lem with an electrical circuit and 
they try to find a machine drawing 
showing it in the small workshop at 
the peanut factory.  Looking 
through several binders they can-
not find the proper drawing of the 
circuit and drives back to the chips 
factory to continue the search 
there.  

They also doubt if the map has ac-
tually been updated with modifica-
tions to the machine. 

 

 

  

Figure 7-2 On a day-shift with Poul. 
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7.2 Themes across episodes 
Reading the episodes might convey a particularistic and also a confusing image of maintenance 

work. This resembles the feeling of being in the field when most things are new and somewhat diffi-

cult to understand and it probably also resembles the feeling participants not acquainted with main-

tenance work had in the project the first time they were confronted with it. As such maintenance 

work becomes at first observable-reportable as a rather bewildering phenomenon. Specifically for us 

as researchers it is not until the fieldwork has been worked over and discussed that a more general 

picture emerge and the work becomes observable-reportable as a more coherent phenomenon de-

scribable in disciplinary categories. Because the ambition was not as fieldworkers to authoritatively 

to tell the story about maintenance but rely on a joint authorship (in the workshop as we shall see) 

the bewilderment never disappeared completely. However, to come reasonably to grips with main-

tenance work as it was practiced at the factory the material could not be left episodic in form. We 

had to analyze it more thoroughly to gain an overview of what could be interesting not least from an 

academic perspective if the fieldwork should eventually contribute to an academic description of 

maintenance work. The following interpretation is based on a brief analysis of the fieldwork, which 

made maintenance work observable-reportable in a different sense. Not least is it evident that de-

bates in and around CSCW are present in the way the episodes are fleshed out and maintenance 

work articulated. 

7.2.1 Mobility and physicality 

Poul and Lars spend most of their time on the shopfloor monitoring, diagnosing, repairing or main-

taining the machinery and since machines are distributed over a fairly large area and between two 

separate factories they are most of the time on the move.  Being mobile is an essential part of the 

job mostly because ‘when the machines cannot come to maintenance workers, the maintenance 

workers have to go to the machines’. The most ordinary problems can be solved with the tools they 

carry in their belt, but when doing larger repairs like fixing the frying machine as Poul is doing in epi-

sodes #19-#21 it is at times necessary to leave the machine and go to the workshop to pick up or 

turn a new a part, or to get larger equipment like a welder. Even though mobility is an essential part 

of the job, they try to optimize the amount of walking. Especially, they attempt not to cross the 

boundary between the shopfloor and the workshop too often, because hands need to be washed 

each time. Consequently, the maintenance workers do not necessarily go into the workshop and reg-

ister every finished tasked and therefore the spreadsheet may become outdated as Lars explains in 

episode #13 (see also episode #17). Similarly, if new maintenance tasks are discovered they are not 

always entered into the system because the penalty in terms of walking back and forth is too high 

(see episode #14) . Thus, the mobile nature of maintenance work and the bounded character of the 

computer system make it difficult to keep the two synchronized.  Another important aspect of the 

mobility of the maintenance work is the ability to move the body unconstrained. To jump into the 

fryer as Poul does in episode #21 or to sit on the floor changing a bearing a high degree of motility is 

necessitated. 

Thus, mobility as the ability to walk around and move the body unconstrained is an essential part of 

the work but it is rationalized because it takes up time. If things can get fixed over the cordless 

phone they all carry (see episode #3) it is preferable. As such mobility is both an essential and scarce 

resource in maintenance work. 

7.2.2 Cooperation 
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Albeit maintenance workers do not work in teams, the work is often cooperative. It might be that 

more than two hands are needed as when Poul gets help to handle a difficult chain in the frying ma-

chine in episode #7. It might mean that a task ‘shifts hands’ from one maintenance worker to anoth-

er across a shift or because one maintenance worker is called for a new task and another has to take 

over the old job.  More frequently, though, it was observed that collaboration was not so much 

about doing the actual repair but more about helping diagnosing and solving difficult problems with 

machines not running or running irregularly. Collaboration was more focused on cognitive difficulties 

than on physical handling. Poul helping a colleague figuring out why boxes are misplaced on the 

conveyer belt (episode #10) is such an example. The same goes for Poul and his colleague’s attempt 

to understand why a machine runs irregularly at the peanut factory in episode #25 and #26.  

Production workers play an important role in diagnosing and solving problems with the machinery. 

Standing by the machine, they typically first notice when a failure occurs. When the maintenance 

worker arrives, they can tell what the circumstances of the problem was and if the machine has 

been restarted as they often are – what the error more precisely was. For example, when Lars in epi-

sode #11 fixes a packaging machine, it is the production worker, who first discovered the problem:  

bags are not sealed properly. Similarly, when Poul and a colleague in episode #25 arrive at the pea-

nut factory, it is the production worker at the machine who gives them an initial understanding of 

the problem. In fact, the production worker was quite anxious to help solving the problem. Thus, 

despite the formally large difference between production work and maintenance work – the former 

is unskilled, the latter skilled – in practice neither the division of labor nor the division of knowing is 

completely rigid. Maintenance workers also try educating production workers to do uncomplicated 

repairs to free themselves from the simplest tasks. To some extent, the relationship between pro-

duction workers and maintenance workers resembles the ‘working division of labor’ of air traffic 

control. It is sometimes difficult to say where, when and to whom a maintenance task belongs.  

If we do not want to insist on a too rigid separation between humans and non-humans (cf. Latour 

1993) we can also say that machines themselves are part of the cooperative arrangement of main-

tenance work. A machine might draw the workers’ attention to a problem by flashing a light, a more 

precise diagnosis might be read of a display (e.g. ‘Queue in lid mounting machine. Keeps back the 

inlet’ as Lars does in episode #7) or its condition might be queried by entering a few commands as 

happens in episode #10. The machine might also reveal its diagnosis by simply being obviously bro-

ken like when the chain in the frying machine breaks. At other times, however, the machines are not 

very eager to reveal their malfunctions demanding more ingenuity and wit on behalf of the main-

tenance workers than usually is the case (e.g. episode #25 and #26 at the peanut factory).  

7.2.3 Coordination 

Maintenance work does not happen in a vacuum. Whether conducted individually or collaboratively 

it is practically always coordinated with other activities at the factory. When Poul in the morning dis-

cusses the work of the day with the foreman (episode #17) it is because his work needs to be coor-

dinated with other activities at the factory. The foreman might, for example, know of reschedulings 

in the production which changes the prioritization of maintenance tasks. Poul might also receive in-

formation via email from other departments (as in episode #16) that needs to be taken into account 

in planning his own activities. Coordination of activities between maintenance workers also happens 

in between two shifts where activities on the upcoming shift might need to be coordinated with de-

velopments on the previous shift; and more generally it is an occasion for the workers on the same 
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shift to discuss the tasks of the day before they break up for work. Everything cannot be planned at 

the beginning of the shift, however, so tasks are also coordinated on an ad hoc basis. When Lars in 

episode #3 receives a call from the peanut factory about a new problem, he decides that it must wait 

until his present tasks on the snack factory are finished. Less urgently, dirty work must also be coor-

dinated with the cleaning staff to be cleaned up as Poul does in episode #22. Thus, maintenance 

workers to work competently have to coordinate their work with other maintenance workers, pro-

duction workers, cleaning staff, production planning and more – a work which is supported by its 

own artifacts and practices: phones for calling colleagues;  email to communicate with more distant 

departments like administration (episode #16);  informal discussions over a cup of coffee with the 

foreman (episode #17); a paper form to request cleaning (episode #22); a whiteboard to look up col-

leagues (episode #20); pending tasks in an excel sheet (episode #17) and more. 

7.2.4 Documentation 

To keep track of and to plan maintenance work, documentation plays a crucial role. What has been 

done and what needs to be done is written in the Excel spreadsheet. Although the documentation is 

not always complete – as described earlier – the information is used to schedule work and to esti-

mate when parts are run down and need to be changed before they wreck. This helps prevent un-

scheduled repairs that are expensive if the production stops for longer periods.  Another necessary 

work of documentation is updating of machine drawings after a machine has been modified. In 

many cases, however, this work is impeded by the fact that machine drawings can be difficult to lo-

cate. Sometimes they are placed at the machine; sometimes in the satellite archive at the peanut 

factory; and sometimes at the central workshop. Moreover several machine drawings might pertain 

to the same machine which adds to the complexity of keeping the drawings correctly updated as 

illustrated in episode #26. Finally, as a producer of food the factory is audited both by responsible 

authorities and large customers making it mandatory to document that procedure is followed cor-

rectly not least in relation to hygiene.  

7.3 Making maintenance work observable-reportable 
In the fieldwork phase of the project maintenance work becomes an object which can be observed 

and reported on in contrast to mainly being talked about as it had been previously. But the manner 

in which it is made observable- reportable is not only dependent on maintenance work at Crispy. It 

depends on the methods used – most notably video recording of the work; the practical circums-

tances surrounding the fieldwork – logistics, ethics, technics and more;  the research methodology – 

the preparation for jointly authored accounts of fieldwork in the workshop; and research interests 

like mobility and cooperative work. All these different aspects conspire to make the maintenance 

work a very particular object articulated for very particular reasons.  

Striking is it, that the attempt to observe and report by the help of video comes to obscure a large 

portion of manufacturing work when production workers decline to participate. The object of manu-

facturing is obviously not one, which passively succumbs to whatever research protocols it is pro-

posed. It wants to have a say in what it is made out to be. Also such ‘mere’ practicalities as cars, 

hard-disks, video editing programs, hotel rooms, batteries – which of course all must be procured 

beforehand – become formative and absolutely crucial for the ability to make the work observable-

reportable. And the ambition to distribute and de-center the authorship gives maintenance work an 

episodic quality, which deliberately abstains from presenting the work in a coherent fashion but 

leaves it to participants to create the coherence themselves. However, the need of selecting the epi-
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sodes and the ability to speak to an academic audience demands an analytical overview of and cate-

gorization of the fieldwork. Maintenance work becomes observable-reportable episodically for the 

consumption in the project and analytically for the preparation and selection of those episodes and 

for the ability to use the fieldwork in an academic context later on.  
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8 Preparing the workshop 

In the original project plan the next event, the workshop, was scheduled to be held two weeks after 

the fieldwork, but when the fieldwork actually had been carried out – in the beginning of February – 

no date was yet agreed upon. It was also un-decided whether there would be a single workshop for 

both maintenance work and QA or two separate workshops. What was determined, though, was 

that a field study of production work was definitively abandoned. Production work became a casua  

lity of the use of video in the project.  What happened over the next three months was that QA also 

became a victim of the participatory design inspired methodology. It turned out to be impossible to 

find a date where all participants were able – or willing – to show up and consequently what was left 

of the original focus on manufacturing work was maintenance. With regard to maintenance work it 

was possible to find a date for the workshop in the middle of April – ten weeks after the fieldwork 

had been conducted and in the end of March we – the researchers – began to prepare the format of 

the workshop19. Thus it turned out to be much more difficult than expected to gather all the partici-

pants at the same time and place. 

The purpose of the workshop was basically – in the tradition of participatory design – to collabora-

tively explore and envision maintenance work based in the episodes described in the previous chap-

ter and in the participants’ experiences of work and technology. Hence, an important condition for 

the workshop was making maintenance work observable and reportable through fieldwork. But it 

was not sufficient – it had to be turned into ‘design material’ as well. Thus, the injunction to design 

collaboratively meant that maintenance work had to be arranged in an engaging and approachable 

manner for all participants. To achieve that aim a workshop format structured around three design 

games was created as preparation for the workshop. I argue that in this phase leading up to the 

workshop, the main concern is to transform maintenance from a contemplative to a manipulatable 

object. Without manipulation the conception of new technologies and practices of maintenance 

work are –  if not impossible – then much more difficult: to transcend the tradition (cf. Ehn 1990) 

demands active work.   

Through the preparation of the workshop maintenance work is shaped by the protocols of participa-

tory design to a large extent. It us as researchers who are in charge of creating the workshop format 

and thereby decisively influence the becoming of maintenance work in this phase. Still, the work-

shop is embedded in the overall project plan, that is, there is only scheduled one workshop, which in 

itself have been difficult enough to achieve, where all collaborative exploration and design activity in 

the project must take place. The workshop format is in other words highly compressed compared to 

                                                           
19

 The project was not completely stalled after the fieldwork had been conducted till the preparation of the 
workshop began. We did conduct two small sessions one with an academic audience and one with IBA. The 
purpose of the academic session was to get feedback on the field material from researchers with experiences 
from PD and CSCW. The outcome of the session was not an endorsement of the project as we had hoped but 
rather a methodological critique of the usefulness of such brief field encounters for research purposes. Thus 
we did not succeed in aligning our academic constituency completely behind the project. The reception from 
our design partner, IBA, was more forthcoming. They were rather curious about the material, and the session 
arguably helped keep their interest in the project despite the repeated postponement of the workshop.  

Dec. Feb. Oct. Apr. Jun. Aug.

. 

Project establishment Fieldwork WS prep. WS Rework WS & staging Concluding proj. 
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what usually takes place in participatory design. In fact, although originally five hours had been 

planned, it was not possible to book the participants for more than three hours for the workshop. 

Thus, the concrete practicalities surrounding the workshop influence the conditions for the possibili-

ty of maintenance work as in all the other phases of the project. Another way to say it, is that it 

again is the demand for mutually interesting the participants that also plays a role. Having had many 

difficulties finding three hours to meet it seemed not realistic that especially the people at Crispy 

would find interest in longer or more workshops.  

To describe how maintenance work becomes manipulatable in the creation of the workshop format I 

shall first describe the general form and purpose of design games, then I shall describe the particular 

nature of a set of design from the COMIT project, which we were inspired by, and lastly the rules and 

shapes of our own design games.  

8.1 Designing the workshop format 
As described in the account of the history of participatory design in chapter 2 design games were 

developed as a mechanism for collaboratively exploring and designing technology for work. With the 

use of culturally well-known formats both in terms of activities (simple rule governed activities) and 

materials (paper, Lego-bricks, card-board, images, etc) they constitute a common language for 

groups with disparate interests and competencies (e.g. users and designers); and with a focus on 

both the tradition and its transcendence, design games are another boundary object (Brandt and 

Messeter 2004) between on the one hand different constituents and on the other hand the present 

and the future. It is a mechanism for managing differences between project participants, and be-

tween the being and the becoming of the design domain in focus – the first and second difference to 

manage as outlined in chapter 1. 

Design games take many forms. Often they are played like a board-game with game-pieces, while at 

other times they might be more akin to theatrical performances. At it simplest a design game may 

be nothing more than a rule governed activity conducted with the purpose of exploring some topic, 

a set of relations, a form or even just the rules themselves. Habraken and Gross (1988) give exam-

ples of very simple design games where two players explore a structure by the help of a few rules 

and bricks to play with. Playing design games, though, is not only about enabling participants it also 

deliberately about constraining them. The rules of the game structure the activity – the encounter 

between the players – in a particular fashion, e.g., by stipulation turn-taking rules, forcing the play-

ers to take on certain roles or attitudes, do certain things and so on and so forth. Moreover, design 

games can help give a discussion a more concrete and material shape in the form of written rules, 

game pieces, boards, bricks, etc., which support the cognitive tasks of remembering, imagining, over 

viewing, etc. (for an elaboration of some of these supportive functions see Matthews et al. 2001). In 

sum, design games attempts to facilitate in a concrete fashion the meeting between different stake-

holders in a both playful and rule bound way in their attempt to understand the present and imagin-

ing the future together. These characteristics were important reasons for using design games as the 

structuring activity of the workshop. More concretely, though, we were inspired by a set of design 

games, which had previously been used in COMIT.  

8.1.1 Concrete Inspirations 

In creating design games for the workshop we were inspired by games used in COMIT for several 

reasons. First, the games were used for purposes somewhat identical to our own. The games were 
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designed to explore questions about ubiquitous and tangible computing and as such they were con-

cerned with questions about space and embodiment. Since we were interested in mobile aspects of 

work including the mobility of the workers themselves it seemed an appropriate starting point. 

Second, the games were used in an early explorative and conceptual phase of the design process 

where the emphasis was not on finished products but on understandings of practice and idea gener-

ation. Third, the games had been used in the COMIT project meaning we already had some expertise 

in designing and playing them, and finally since COMIT in general had played a central role in the 

establishment of the project the game activities would be recognizable to our participants already 

knowing COMIT. I shall not go into a detailed description of the these design games named ‘User 

Game’, ‘Landscape Game’, ‘Technology Game’ and ‘Scenario Game’ but just describe the principles 

which inspired our own games (for a more thorough exposition see Brandt and Messeter 2004). 

The four games of COMIT are meant to be played consecutively so that the experiences of the User 

Game and the Landscape Game inform the Technology Game and the results of the Technology 

Game are used in the Scenario Game. The User Game focuses – as the name suggests –  on the us-

er’s personal perspective. Basically, the purpose of the game is to create stories about the user by 

organizing video clips (similar to the episodes of Lars and Poul) from their everyday day life in a se-

quence. Each clip is represented by a piece of paper with a key-frame (characteristic image from the 

video) printed on, and the story is told by laying out key-frames in a series on a table – which have to 

include at least one key-frame/clip from a story already told – and by assigning the story a title. Thus 

the outcome of the User Game is a crossword like structure of collaboratively narrated an related 

stories of the users’ everyday life.  

The Landscape Game is also concerned with exploring the present but here the focus is not on telling 

stories about the user, but on the use context – especially its physical aspects. Again video-clips are 

organized, but this time in relation to abstract geometrical shapes printed on a game-board like con-

centric circles, circles in the corners of a square, simple stripes, etc. The game-boards are collectively 

selected by the players and interpreted as for example ‘important things in the middle’ or ‘sitting by 

the window,’ and video clips (key-frames) are placed fittingly in ‘the landscape’ the game board 

symbolizes.  By playing the User and Landscape Game the video-clips of the users’ everyday are 

structured as narratives about users, and as topologies (conceptual or physical) about the use con-

text. As such it is a way of collaboratively working through the material in relation to the overall de-

sign agenda – in this case a focus on contextual aspects of the use of mobile technologies.  

The third design game, the Technology Game, is concerned with the creation of new technological 

designs with the discussions about users and use context from the two previous games in mind. The 

players are asked to assemble future technologies (devices) from simple technological functions like 

‘print text’,’ play back video’, etc., and imagine use scenarios and form factor for the technology. The 

outcome of the technology game is hence a set of collectively devised technology concepts and fu-

ture scenarios. In the last game, the Scenario Game, the future scenarios are enacted in situ in the 

everyday of the user to learn and be inspired from the constrains and frictions generated there. The 

enactment is video-recorded and serving as the basis of a new iteration of game playing starting 

with narrating the enactment in the User Game and so on and so forth.  

What is important to point out about the COMIT design games is the constructive approach to both 

exploration of the present (User Game and Landscape Game) and design of the future (Technology 
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Game and Scenario Game). In the User Game the personal stories are collaboratively constructed 

and laid out in cross-word a structure. The reality of the users is in other words not a given matter 

but something which is actively – and through negotiation between the players – put together. The 

reality is in other words what it is made to be in and through the game and the diverse stakes the 

players might have. There is no position outside the interested and collective engagement not even 

the users’ own that may determine what reality is. Moreover, the emerging reality of users is not 

only structured according to structures inherent in the video-clips but also in relation to the emer-

gent structure of the related stories. The existing cross-word structure of stories imposes strong and 

creative constraints on the next story to be told. It has to cohere with what is already said and can-

not collide arbitrarily with other clips. The semantics of the text created is in other words con-

strained by the physical two-dimensional structure in which it is laid out. Thus the rules of the game 

‘disturb’ the stories told with an arbitrary and external structure forcing ‘natural’ and maybe obvious 

rendering of the material to be challenged. The same can be said about the abstract topologies in 

which video-clips/key-frames are placed in the Landscape game. They also challenge any internal 

organization of clips. Thus, in the design games of COMIT the reality of users and their context is not 

only ‘constructed’ when attempting to design a new reality in the Technology Game and The Scena-

rio Game. Reality is all the time a challenged structure in-between different interests of the partici-

pants and the rules of the games. As such the ‘virtual’ – what could or what should be – is taken to 

be as important and necessary as the ‘actual’.  

Virtuality, though, is not necessarily increasing from exploration to design – from User Game to Sce-

nario Game. Exactly the arbitrary structures imposed on the field material may create stories, which 

are unrealistic and maybe even future-like. And conversely, the introduction of technological con-

cepts back in use practice in the Scenario Game may render them more ordinary (or alternative de-

mand a redesign to make them more ordinary), while ordinary use practice simultaneously may be 

endowed with a more futuristic spirit. Thus both virtualities and actualities of the domain are intert-

wined throughout the course of the games. 

8.1.2 Three design games: structuring the workshop 

To structure our own workshop we created three design games drawing on the design games used in 

COMIT, but tailored to our specific circumstances and needs. Most importantly, all the games had to 

be played in one afternoon, where the COMIT games had been played over several workshops, leav-

ing considerable more time per game. As a consequence, the User Game and the Landscape Game 

were merged into one game, the Theme Game, simply exploring all themes of interest and not spe-

cifically the user and the use context as separate topics. The Technology Game and Scenario Game 

were retained but transformed. Furthermore, to compensate for the relatively short time available 

two booklets illustrating a days work with Lars and Poul were distributed to the participants to give 

them a ‘head-start’ before the workshop – the booklets used in the previous chapter to describe the 

fieldwork.  
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Log data, collaboration, commu-

nication, follow-up on work, 

planning, updating, stock control, 

decision making, mobili-

ty/movement, learning,  hygiene. 

Theme game 

The Theme Game was the first of the three games to be played 

in the workshop and the purpose of the game was to allow the 

players to explore collaboratively maintenance work. The core 

activity of the game was to watch selected video episodes from 

the fieldwork and to match each episode with a ‘theme’, which 

describes the central activity, problem, sense, etc. of the epi-

sode over two rounds. 

More specifically, the game consisted of 26 ‘video-cards 

(Figure 8-1), which referred to an equivalent number of video 

episodes20 and a game board of colored fields (Figure 8-2). A 

video-card is a piece of card-board with a ‘key-frame’ printed 

on the one side and a blank field on the other. The key-frame 

illustrates the video-clip and looking at the card it is possible 

to get a rough idea of what the clip is about. The blank field is 

used for note-taking when the video-clip is watched. The 

game board is divided into a set of fields some blank and some 

with a ‘theme’ printed on. The themes originated in the post-

fieldwork analysis of maintenance work and in themes our 

partners had expressed particular interest in (Figure 8-4).   

Playing the Theme Game, the first round begins when a player 

(whoever wants to start) picks a video-card of his/her likening 

based on what can be discerned from the key-frame. The as-

sociated clip is watched in plenum, while the player who 

picked the video card writes notes about the clip on the back 

of the card.   

When the video-clip is finished (typically after 1-3 minutes), 

the player explains to the other participants what he/she 

thinks the clip is about. Not until this point are the other play-

ers allowed to comment on the clip and for the next about five 

minutes the clip is discussed among all participants, while fur-

ther notes might be appended to the back of the video-card. 

The player’s turn concludes when the clip has been assigned a 

theme and placed accordingly on the game board. Themes can 

be added to the blank fields of the game board if the pre-printed themes do not characterize the clip 

appropriately. When all players have had one turn the first round ends. 

In the second round, the game begins when the first player chooses a theme of particular interest 

and picks a random video-clip. The task is now to narrate the clip in terms of a theme and not (nec-

                                                           
20

 Those episodes are the same, which were documented in the booklet, and which earlier were used to de-
scribe the fieldwork as well. 

Figure 8-2 Game board. 

Figure 8-1 Video cards. 

Figure 8-3 Game board with video cards 
placed on corresponding themes. 

Figure 8-4 Pre-printed themes on the game 
board. 
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Record video, positioning, radio, 

read RFID tags, print picture, 

hand-writing recognition, look up 

internet site, play games, analyze 

data, play video, draw and sketch 

digitally. 

essarily) in terms of the most ‘obvious’ story. An example could be Poul welding the frying machine 

being narrated in terms of ‘stock control’. Because of the potential difficulty of this task all players 

are allowed to enter the discussion and contribute to the story as soon as the clip has been watched. 

The turn ends when a satisfactory account of the clip and the theme has been made (or time has run 

out) and the video-card put on the game board. The round and the game conclude when all players 

have had one turn in the second round.  

Inspired by  (Johansson et al. 2005) the point of the two rounds is respectively ‘familiarization’ with 

and  ‘estrangement’ from maintenance work. The first round familiarizes the players with mainten-

ance work while the second round is supposed to estrange the players from any ‘obvious’ interpre-

tation and thereby ‘open up’ for alternative understandings and eventually a re-design. Thus, like 

the User Game and the Landscape Game of COMIT (and similar games) the Theme Game does not 

take maintenance work to be an object, which can be represented readily outside the contested 

field of the participants multiple interests, and the ‘reality’ of maintenance work is not sought at the 

expense of its ‘virtuality’. Collaborative narration and the pairing of episodes with ‘natural’ and ‘es-

tranging’ themes are the mechanisms for simultaneously multiplying, grounding and destabilizing 

maintenance work in the same game. It is at once the revelation of and breaking with conventional 

understandings of practice.  

Thus the outcome of the Theme Game is a game-board populated with video-cards grouped in 

themes. As such the game-board and video-cards (with notes written on) is a ‘handle’ to the stories 

that have been told about maintenance work during the game. 

Technology game 

The second game, the Technology Game, is played on the 

same game board as the Theme Game to keep in mind the 

earlier explorations of maintenance work (Figure 8-3). The 

purpose of the game is to experiment with new information 

technologies in a format intelligible to all participants – a 

principal concern of participatory design as we have seen 

previously. 

In practice, the game consists in assembling new technolo-

gical concepts from a generic set of technological functions 

(Figure 8-6) in relation to one or more episodes from the 

fieldwork. The technological functions were gathered by looking into existing products of IBA and 

more general functionalities like ‘look up internet site’, 

‘record video’, ‘make a phone-call’, etc. The functionality 

was seen from the users and not from a technical perspec-

tive. Back-end and infrastructure technologies were as-

sumed to be present (like servers and networks).  

In the Technology Game there is only one round to leave 

more time for each player’s turn. The game starts when the 

first player picks one or more video-cards from the game-

board, which he or she finds illustrates a problematic or fecund situation (or situations), which can 

inspire the creation of a new technological idea or concept. To remind all players what the video-

Figure 8-5 Duplo bricks and labels with pre-
printed technology functions. 

Figure 8-6 Examples of generic technological 
functions (from a user perspective.) 
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card and the ensuing discussion has been about the player first reads out loud the notes on the se-

lected video-card(s). When the selected episode(s) have been 

recapitulated the player begins to build his or her technologi-

cal concept by assembling Duplo Lego bricks with function 

labels attached symbolizing a distinct functionality (Figure 

8-7). To make the inventive process easier all players are al-

lowed to contribute to the design in each turn.  

To force the players  to take not just functionality but also the 

physical size (form-factor) into consideration the Lego bricks 

are accompanied by a piece of card-board of varying size and 

color to indicate the dimension of the technological device, 

which eventually is going to embody the technology. A yellow 

circle means the technology is inch-size, a green circle foot-

size and a red circle yard-size (Figure 8-8).  

When the technological concept is considered to be finished 

the lego-bricks and card-board circles are placed on the game-

board beside the video-card and theme, and the turn shifts to 

the next player. The Technology Game concludes when all 

players have had one turn. 

When the Technology Game is finished the game board is po-

pulated with new technological concepts in the form of as-

sembled Lego bricks and cardboard circles along with the vid-

eo cards from the Theme Game. By bringing the three ele-

ments together the sense of maintenance work changes:  A 

video-card not just reflects an episode from the maintenance 

work as it exists presently but also hints at a new technologi-

cally mediated future (Figure 8-9).  

Scenario game 

The purpose of the last game, the ‘Scenario Game’, is to begin 

– already in the workshop – to contextualize the technological 

concepts proposed in the ‘Technology Game’:  who is using it, 

when, where, why and how? The ‘Scenario Game’ is not an in 

situ enactment of scenarios as in the case of COMIT, but a cre-

ation of scenarios ex situ. As described earlier the enactment 

of scenarios was a separate activity – the last ‘official’ event of 

the project – and not considered a design game as such.  

The scenario game is played on a new game board where a 

map of the factory area is printed. The games starts with the 

players choosing one or more situations – a combination of 

video cards and technologies – from the previous games that 

they want to elaborate in detail. They are placed provisionally 

Figure 8-9 Game board populated with 
video cards and technology concepts. 

Figure 8-7 An assembly of technological 
functions. 

Figure 8-8 Cardboard circles symbolizing 
the approximate size of the technology 
(inch, foot, yard). 

Figure 8-10 Scenario game board. Map of 
the manufacturing area – resource and 
video cards used as inspiration in the sce-
nario creation.  
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on the game board to indicate where the action is supposed to happen (Figure 8-10). Next, the play-

ers begin to imagine the situation(s) as concretely as possible. E.g ‘at 5:20 Lars has just finished weld-

ing the cup-elevator and is about to close off to the bearing routinely seizing his Dictaphone when he 

mistakenly drops his Allen key into the product…’.  At their 

disposal they also have a set of ‘resource-cards’ to supple-

ment the scenarios e.g. tools, technologies and people.  The 

players also pick two ‘Black Man cards’ that should be brought 

in at a certain time into the game play. A ‘Black Man card’ in-

troduces an uncertainty or surprise that should be dealt with 

e.g.: ‘no spare parts left’, ‘colleague needs urgent assistance’, 

‘machine drawings are missing’, etc. to account for the many 

contingencies, which had been observed during the fieldwork. 

When the scenario begins to cohere it is written down on a 

story board (Figure 8-11). The game was supposed to results in 1-3 scenarios in each group.   

With its emphasis on localizing and contextualizing the technological concepts in relation to the 

physical layout of the shopfloor and the use of resource-cards to populate the scenario, The Scenario 

Game resembles to a certain extent the Landscape Game of COMIT. However, the game board is not 

an abstract topology but represents the constraints of the shopfloor and thereby inspires the players 

to tell ‘actual’ stories. In that regard the Scenario Game is about familiarizing the concepts in relation 

to the shop-floor experience although, admittedly, by playing out a new reality it is also partly an 

estranging exercise.  

8.2 Making maintenance work manipulatable 
To be able to change maintenance work it is not enough to make it observable and reportable – to 

contemplate it – it also has to be made manipulatable. Following in the footsteps of participatory 

design in general and the COMIT project in particular we created to serve that purpose three design 

games as the structuring mechanism of the workshop. The design games prepare the manipulability 

of maintenance work in – I would argue – four different ways. First by setting the stage for design –

by sanctioning design – the design games help turn maintenance work into an object, which is per-

mitted to be manipulated. Second, by bringing different interests and stakes to bear on the same 

object of concern and by not attempting to hierarchize any of these perspectives, the singular unity 

of maintenance work will most probably be challenged. Maintenance work multiplies and the dis-

tance from multiplication to manipulation is not far. Third, emphasizing the actual as well as the vir-

tual tends to erode a determinate sense of what maintenance work is and paves the way for a more 

transitory understating stressing the becoming of maintenance work. And fourth the creation of 

concrete and manipulatable design materials  (Buur et al. 2000) gives direct ‘handles’ to the manipu-

lation of maintenance work.  

These strategies of manipulation are clearly expressed in the three design games. The project partic-

ipants are brought together around the same table with the explicit purpose of re-designing main-

tenance work through new technology. Maintenance work is made available in an accessible format: 

cut up in episode of 1-3 three minutes enabling joint scrutiny and interpretation. They do not 

present a tight narrative about maintenance work and through the arbitrary matching of themes and 

video-clips ‘creative’ readings disturbing more obvious accounts of the material is encouraged. The 

Technology and Scenario Game explicitly stress the transformation of maintenance work supported 

Figure 8-11 Scenario storyboard. 
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by Lego-bricks, card-board, labels, etc. easy to wield by the participants; and more generally by sti-

pulating turns and rounds – having one game feed into the next – the time for dwelling and contem-

plation is reduced in favor of the progression of maintenance work through out the workshop.  

However, the conditions for the manipulability of maintenance work in the workshop are not only a 

consequence of the protocols of participatory design. Again, as in the other phases of the project, 

consideration for partners and practical circumstances play a decisive role. Having to the play the 

games only once and over three hours naturally reduces the scope of experiencing and envisioning 

the workshop can support. To partly compensate for this state affair the two booklets describing the 

maintenance work of Lars and Poul were prepared decreasing the collective element of the narra-

tion, which obviously the pre-selection of video-clips also did. The necessary practicalities making a 

workshop feasible compromise some of the ideals of participatory design and reveals another com-

promise: In making things manipulatable certain things must be fixed.  
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9 Workshop 

After efforts over several months to schedule the workshop it took place for three hours an after-

noon in the middle of April at the Crispy factory. A total of eleven people participated in the event: 

from Crispy the CTO, the foreman and the two maintenance workers, Lars and Poul; from IBA three 

program managers and a developer; and from ITU three researchers, who facilitated and video-

recorded the workshop. The participants were split in two groups to permit the design games to be 

played twice and hence more fieldwork episodes to be explored and more technological concepts 

and scenarios to be created. The groups consisted of approximately an equal number of people from 

each partaking organization. To prevent that discussions would be too person centered the one 

group watched only video clips of Lars and the other group only of Poul, and Lars and Poul were 

placed accordingly so they did not watch themselves. Apart from a brief introduction to the work-

shop and a short coffee break the design games were played for all three hours leaving a little more 

than an hour for the Theme Game; a little less than an hour for the Technology Game and approx-

imately 40 minutes for the Scenario Game. The participants held out through all three games except 

for two people who had to leave during the last game for other appointments.  

In several respects the workshop was the culmination of the preceding activities: what had been 

made problematic was now a problem to grapple with; what had been made observable and report-

able was observed and reported on; and what had been made manipulatable was in fact manipu-

lated. The workshop was the interim fulfilling of the promises of the previous phases and in that 

sense the earlier articulations of maintenance work reappear in the workshop. What is singular 

about the workshop, however, is the fact that they are brought together in the same spot. In the 

workshop maintenance work is made available for scrutiny, questioning, praise, envisioning, critique, 

exploration and more, primarily in and of the participants and the design games. It is the deliberate 

making public of maintenance work in its various articulations. The workshop is where different 

voices of maintenance work come together whether  as video clips, maintenance workers, Lego 

bricks, researchers, developers, etc., which all want to have a say about it. And it is important to 

point out that it did not have to be that way. These multiple versions of maintenance work did not 

have to be brought in contact and played out with and against each other. They could have been 

kept separate and never (at least for a long time) met. The fieldwork could have been consumed for 

research only or have entered a design course without further involving the people at Crispy or 

maintenance work could have been left alone in the first place. Instead maintenance work joins a 

distinct public conversation: the differences of use, design and research are brought together and 

managed in public: the object of concern becomes a res publica. This is of course due to the inspira-

tion from participatory design in general and from COMIT in particular, where the rule bound as-

sembly of different stakeholders is a crucial element of the approach.  

  

Dec. Feb. Oct. Apr. Jun. Aug.

. 

Project establishment Fieldwork WS prep. WS Rework WS & staging Concluding proj. 
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9.1 Getting an overview of the workshop 
In itself it would be worth a thesis to describe how maintenance work gets shaped as a public phe-

nomenon in and through the minutiae interaction and exchange of interests, ideas, viewpoints, etc., 

between the participants in the workshop. But since I have chosen to show the becoming and trans-

formation across the whole project there are limits to the level of detail in which the workshop can 

be described. At the same time the publicity of maintenance work is very much an interactional 

phenomenon. To overcome the dilemma between on the one hand overwhelming detail and a faith-

ful description of the workshop I do two things: First a summary has been made of the articulation of 

maintenance work in each group across the different design games. It gives an overview of how each 

watched video-clip is narrated in the Theme Game; what new technological concepts for mainten-

ance work are invented in the Technology Game; and the future scenarios created in the Scenario 

Game. In addition it also gives an overview of the transformation of maintenance work between the 

games. Thus, the summaries explicate the manifest expression of maintenance work by focusing on 

the outcome of each design game and thereby describe what maintenance became as a conse-

quence of the public negotiation in the workshop. But it is difficult to see how the public aspect con-

tributes to the results of the workshop from the summaries, though not completely impossible as we 

shall see. To make the latter aspect more visible I also present select excerpts from the workshop, 

which demonstrates the kind of publicity each game occasioned. Both summaries and excerpts are 

based on an analysis of the ‘debris’ of the workshop – annotated video cards and game boards, 

technology assemblies (Lego bricks labeled with functionalities) and written descriptions of future 

scenarios, etc. – and more importantly on an analysis of video-recordings of  the two groups. I shall 

first briefly explain how to read the summaries and then I shall lay out a more thorough description 

of each game  based on an interpretation of the summaries and the excerpts.  

Each summary (Table 9-1 and Table 9-2) is divided into a description of Theme Game, Technology 

Game and Scenario Game. The description of the Theme Game is further split into a section explicat-

ing the first round, familiarization, and the second round, estrangement.  For each video-clip viewed 

a brief summary of the narration by the participants is described as well as the theme chosen to cha-

racterize the clip and the motivation provided for the choice of that particular theme. Thus, it is 

possible to get an overview of the terms in which the video-clips are discussed and the reasons the 

participants had for a specific thematization. It is also possible to get an idea about how closely 

linked the narration and thematizations of the clips are which specifically in the second round 

(where a random clip is described in terms of a chosen theme) might diverge. The description of the 

Technology Game lays out the different concepts the workshop participants came up with, the moti-

vation for creating the concepts and the technologies embodying the concept. If the concept was 

controversial and not uniformly agreed upon any contestations to the concept are also outlined. The 

Scenario Game is accounted for simply by describing the (not particular elaborated) scenarios each 

group came up with. To indicate the relation between the Theme Game and Technology game – 

which video cards and thematics from the Theme Game that were picked for concept development 

in the Technology Game – arrows connect the themes with the concepts highlighting the inspira-

tional route from Theme Game to Technology Game. That there are no comparable arrows between 

Technology Game and Scenario Game is due to the fact that in the narration of the scenarios there 

was no precise indication of which specific concepts that were in play for reasons that will be ex-

plained later. Thus, the summaries of the two groups give an overview of the multiple and potential-
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ly contested narrations of maintenance work in each game and the transformation of maintenance 

work between the games. 



 

 

Theme Game Technology Game Scenario Game 

Video clip narration Theme motivation Concept/technology Scenario 

First round (familiarization)   

#4 A repair job reducing the 
output of the production. 
Looks like a typical task. Lars 
knows the history of the ma-
chine and has a hypothesis 

about the cause of the problem. Meanwhile he is 
called about another job and must prioritize be-
tween the two tasks. It is unclear if he solves the 
problem. On the following day shift the problem 
reappears and it is understood that the cause is 
not a bad suction disc but a programming error.  

Communication. The maintenance workers on 
the day shift are not informed about Lars’s pre-
vious attempts to remedy the problem, which 
presumably could have saved some of their own 
effort. The quality of the communication across 
working shifts is important. 

A. Automatic prioritization mechanism 

Concept: A central mechanism will prioritize the order of 
maintenance known tasks and delegate them to the 
maintenance workers. It is still possible to phone the 
maintenance worker. 

Motivation: The prioritization of several simultaneous 
maintenance tasks is stressing and maintenance workers 
might not always prioritize optimally in relation to the 
production cadence. 

Contestations: Maintenance workers do not get stressed 
because they have to prioritize tasks. An automatic me-
chanism cannot predict all possible combinations of main-
tenance tasks and cannot take into account a host of con-
tingent factors maintenance workers consider in their 
judgment. 

Technology: A handheld device which show pending tasks 
and which can receive phone calls. Headset used for 
phone conversation. 

 

B. Video, audio and text messages between workers. 

Concept: A handheld device is used to send video, audio, 
text-messages about breakdowns and errors among 
workers on the shopfloor and between shifts. 

Motivation: There is a need for communication across 
working shifts: from maintenance workers to mainten-
ance workers and from production workers to mainten-
ance workers. If maintenance workers can leave a mes-
sage for the next shift(s) double work might be avoided. If 
production workers can leave a message about a prob-
lem, the maintenance workers can get the story directly 
from the ‘horse’s mouth’. 

Contestations: Production workers are reluctant to use 
video. To motivate the use, production workers should 
get feedback about the state of the problem reported. 

Technology: A handheld device with video, audio and 
text-recording capabilities.  

 

C. Electronic maintenance history 

Concept: At the machine past maintenance history can be 

At 2:00 AM Yvonne a production worker 
from the peanut factory calls Lars on his new 
mobile device. He is busy with another task 
but can see on his device it is urgent and 
picks up the call. Yvonne briefly explains the 
problem – a machine is unexpectedly halted 
– and Lars decides to go help her out. After 
10 minutes he arrives at the peanut factory. 
Yvonne shows him the machine and he 
checks if the problem is a suction disk. It is 
not. He has no immediate solutions to the 
problem. Lars checks the history of the ma-
chine and tries out a few previous sugges-
tions to similar a similar problem.  
First ending: None of suggestions work, but 
Lars is able to further detail the problem 
description and updates the history of the 
machine. 
Second ending: He is able to solve the prob-
lem and creates an error report. 

#2 Cleaning is important when 
maintenance work is carried 
out. A bearing has been 
changed in an elevator causing 
2-3 packing machines to stand 

still.  A note is routinely handed over to the plant 
operator who will take over the cleaning. The note 
documents appropriate hygiene practices in case 

of audit. 

Hygiene. Hygiene is an important concern in the 
work. 

#14 Lars’s personal approach to 
registration of defects and 
pending repairs on a paper 
note. Optimally the information 
is written into the excel sheet 

to make it publically accessible to colleagues and 
production planning but it makes double work 
when such information cannot be entered immi-
diately into a pc ‘in the back pocket’. 

Updating. New maintenance tasks are not al-
ways entered into the computer system making 
them difficult to share. 

#10 Lars adjust the packaging 
machine to run more efficient-
ly. Because the quality of pota-
tos varies, to run the produc-
tion optimally machines need 

to be adjusted with every production batch. Some-
times a stored configuration is re-used, sometimes 
manual reconfiguration and fine-tuning is neces-

sary. 

Adjustment and optimization
*
. On each work-

ing shift maintenance workers adjust the confi-
guration of the machinery to achieve the most 
optimal through-put. 
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Theme Game Technology Game Scenario Game 

Video clip narration Theme motivation Concept/technology Scenario 

Second round (estrangement) browsed and searched electronically. Video and audio 
recordings of previous diagnoses and solutions can be 
played. Maintenance workers themselves develop a sys-
tem for categorizing maintenance tasks stored in the his-
tory. 

Motivation: It saves maintenance workers time and effort 
to have access to previous diagnoses and solutions in the 
maintenance history and helps share ‘best practices’. 

Contestations: It is time-consuming to build and maintain 
a categorization system for maintenance work as well as 
documenting previous problems and solutions. Likewise it 
is often faster to examine and experiment with the ma-
chine than searching through past history. 

Technology: A tablet pc sitting on the machine for video 
and sound display. A handheld device for recording.  

 

D. Electronic task list  

Concept: An electronic task list in the hand of the main-
tenance worker up to date with pending tasks and easy to 
update with new jobs. 

Motivation: It should be easier for the maintenance 
workers to plan and get an overview of pending mainten-
ance tasks.  

Technology: A handheld device with a task  list. 

#3 A production worker calls 
Lars about a problem with the 
pattern regulator. When there 
is no quick solution to a task, 
maintenance workers often 

must prioritize between several tasks at the same 
time. 

Production efficiency
*
. The efficiency of the 

production is dependent on maintenance tasks 
being prioritized optimally. 

 

#12 Every weekend the produc-
tion area is thoroughly cleaned. 
This may cause machines to 
function improperly and re-
quires both smiths and electri-

cians to be at work on the first Sunday night shift. 

Cooperation. Maybe if cleaning personnel and 
maintenance workers could cooperate fewer 
problems would occur after cleaning. 

 

#11 The motor in a spice dis-
penser runs until it breaks 
down. A spare motor is always 
at hand  making replacement 
swift. One dispenser down 

does not slow the production considerably. Pre-
ventive maintenance is a benefit in many situations 
but not in the case of the spice dispenser. 

Preventive maintenance*. Too many mainten-
ance tasks are repairs of breakdowns that halt 
or slow the production and too few are planned 
and preventive maintenance jobs. 

 

#7. One of the packaging ma-
chines displays that there is a 
queue. The problem is a stuck 

box. 

Planning. Too much maintenance work is an 
emergency. It is preferable if more maintenance 
work would be planned and preventive. 

 

*New theme.   
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Theme Game Technology Game Scenario Game 

Video clip narration Theme motivation Concept/technology Scenario 

First round (familiarization)   

#22 Poul has finished working on a 
machine and fills out a form to 
ensure that the machine is 
cleaned. The form is handed direct-
ly over to production workers to 

speed up the process. Normally the form is put in a 
box. 

Hygiene & collaboration. Maintenance and 
production workers collaborate around job 
of cleaning. 

E. Registering finished maintenance task 

Concept: When a maintenance task is finished, the 
repair is registered on the spot making the information 
available to other colleagues. 

Motivation: It is beneficial if maintenance work is more 
systematically registered to make modifications and 
repairs publicly available. 

Technology:?  

 

F. Learning and instruction 

Concept: View video instructions at the machine help-
ing especially new-comers to learn difficult tasks and 
problems. 

Motivation: Having instructions available in a rich me-
dium can teach new-comers some of the craftsman-
ship of maintenance work. 

Technology: A touch-screen at the machine where 
instructions can be browsed, searched and displayed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lars has just signed off and Poul has just 
signed in on the day shift. Lars has been 
doing a repair, which is not quite done that 
Poul should take a look at.  
A production worker calls. When they were 
cleaning a bolt fell out. Poul walks over to 
the production worker to check the prob-
lem. The production worker has noticed a 
photo cell is blinking. Meanwhile another 
colleague calls from another department. A 
machine needs to be adjusted. It takes one 
and a half hour – so Poul calls the backup 
to ask for assistance… 

#21 A chain in one of the freyers is 
broken during production so it is a 
repair task not maintenance. Poul 
and a colleague collaborate on the 
task. On night shifts when only two 

maintenance workers are on job they often work 
alone. Consequently, the separation between profes-
sional roles (e.g. electricians and smiths) is more flexi-
ble as well. Work on the day shift might not always be 
communicated to the night shift because the evening 
shift lies in between. 

Collaboration & communication. Some 
maintenance tasks demands collaboration 
because they are physically demanding. 
Problems on one shift are not always com-
municated to the next. 

#26 At the peanut factory Poul and 
a colleague try to find a machine 
drawings. Machine drawings may 
not be in one place because they 
are both needed locally at the ma-

chine and centrally in the workshop. Sometimes it can 
also be difficult to match the location on the map with 
the physical location on the machine. A solution to 
some of the problem might be CAD drawings accessi-

ble directly at the machine. 

Information planning*. The clip demon-
strates that planning and managing of infor-
mation is an important part of maintenance 
work. 

#24 Boxes are not placed properly 
on the conveyer belt. It is not a 
physically demanding task but Poul 
helps a colleague figuring out what 
the problem is. Lars met the same 

problem on the night shift. It turns out the machine is 
maladjusted. On every shift machines are tuned to run 
as optimally as possible. Two extra bags pr. minute 
might yield a considerable production increase over 7½ 
hoursh. It takes some experience and rules of thumb 
to adjust the machines properly. 

Collaboration/Learning. A more experienced 
worker may help a relative newcomer learn 
how to adjust the machine properly. 
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Theme Game Technology Game Scenario Game 

Video clip narration Theme motivation Concept/technology Scenario 
#17 The factory does not have a 
dedicated maintenance system so 
the foreman has designed his own 
registration sheet in Excel. It is 
beneficial to know the maintenance 

and repair history but it takes disciplin  to enter all the 
data and where is the limit? Mobile it would be a good 
solution. 

Follow up, communication, history*. Better 
follow up on new tasks and registration of 
finished repairs would give a more complete 
history of maintenance work. 

G. Registering data about machine components 

Concept: Tagging machine components with barcodes 
or RFID tags makes it easier to identify a component 
and register data about it. A video can also be attached 
to the component.  

Motivation: Data about components are not entered 
into the system because it is too cumbersome.  

Contestation: It unrealistic to attach tags on all com-
ponents. They might also fall off or break due to clean-
ing. 

Technology: A hand-held device capable of recording 
video and scanning tags. 

 

H. Planning by maintenance workers 

Concept: With a personal device it is possible mainten-
ance workers to plan preventive maintenance without 
involving the foreman. The maintenance worker can 
book the needed colleagues for the task in the shared 
calendar. The availability of the necessary spare parts 
can be checked in the online inventory control and if 
not available they can be ordered.  

Motivation: There is no reason why the foreman has to 
be involved in planning most maintenance work. 
Usually the maintenance workers themselves know 
more what is needed for the task. 

Technology: Hand-held device with shared calendar, 
phone, supplier data, access to stock control.  

Second round (estrangement)  
#16 Poul has received a mail from 
production planning about a test 
run. 

Stock control Maintenance workers often 
order spare parts themselves so the stock is 
managed decentrally. However, in case of 
larger purchases the foreman is informed. 
Purchasing is usually done by phone because 
it is the easiest and rarely by email. 

 

#19 Poul is welding the frying ma-
chine. 

Planning?  

   
   
   
   

*New theme.   
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9.1.1 An account of the workshop 

I shall now give a reading of each game beginning with the summaries and then move into a more 

detailed account of select excerpts from the games. Not every aspect the summaries hint at can be 

elaborated but stands simply as testament of the complexity of the workshop itself; for the sake of 

space I shall treat only the most salient aspects. 

9.1.2 Theme Game 

Before discussing what maintenance work came to be it is worth noting what it didn’t become. Out 

of the prepared 26 video clips only 16 were used. The provision that the field material is discussed in 

plenum takes a toll on the amount of fieldwork it is possible to process even when the strict time 

limit leaves no more than 5-10 minutes for each clip. Nonetheless, it is possible to get a sense of the 

stories told about the video clips and the extent to which the stories differ from the presentation of 

maintenance work in the booklets. That is, to what extent the additional voices brought together 

make a difference. Comparing the description of maintenance work before (Figure 7-1 and Figure 

7-2) and during the workshop (Table 9-1 and Table 9-2), they do not differ extraordinarily in sum-

mary21, which also would be surprising – but some differentiations and nuances are added in the 

workshop. Especially, maintenance work is more often described with managerial concerns in mind 

than in it was the case in the booklets.  

For example, the first point made about the first clip (#4) in the first group (Table 9-1) that the repair 

job Lars is doing is ‘reducing the output of the production’. What in the original account in the book-

let is strictly recounted in terms of the concrete task the maintenance worker has to solve is in the 

workshop placed in the larger context of efficiency of the production. This is also the case with the 

next clip (#2) where we in contrast to the narration in the booklet (where the story alone is about 

hygiene) is informed that the changing of an elevator bearing – the task the maintenance worker is 

concerned with – causes three packing machines to stand still. Again the consequence for the effi-

ciency of the production is pointed out. Similarly, clips #10, #3 in the first group and #24 of the 

second group are occupied with efficiency and in the case #10 and #3 even two new themes are 

created ‘production efficiency’ and ‘adjustment and optimization’ to underscore the importance of 

this issue.  

The joint elaboration of the clips in workshop – even if it is short and rehearses many points from 

the booklets – also provokes some significant new details. In the description of clip #2 we are in-

formed that the cleaning note maintenance workers fill out after a dirty repair is not just a means of 

coordinating cleaning with production workers but also a means of documenting appropriate clean-

ing practices in case of audit – a fact which changes the signification of the episode considerably. It 

places maintenance work in a legal context underscoring the seriousness of hygiene during the work.  

Another example of more elaborated narration is clip #21. As in the booklet we are informed that 

Poul and a colleague is repairing the frying machine together, but in addition we are told that such a 

working arrangement would be improbable on a nightshift where only two maintenance workers are 

on duty. Moreover, it is recounted that professional roles like smiths and electricians for the same 

reason must be more flexible on the nightshift. It is necessary that each maintenance worker has a 

                                                           
21

 In some of the narrations even in their summarized form it is possible to sense a somewhat different style in 
the way the stories are told compared to the booklets. E.g. is the narration of clip #4 more hesitant about what 
happens: ‘looks like a typical task’ and more hypothetical ‘Lars knows the history of the machine’ (which strict-
ly speaking can only be assumed from the clip. 
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versatile skill set – extra details which cannot be read directly off the clip but are evoked when 

knowledgeable members of the practice comment on the clip. A last example of a more detailed 

narration in the workshop is that the problem with the package machine in #4 in fact reappears on 

the next shift in clip #24. Such connections across episodes and shifts are difficult to realize from the 

brief fieldwork episodes in themselves, but easy to recognize for the maintenance workers.  

Thus, in summary the effect of retelling the fieldwork in the workshop is not a radically different sto-

ry (which also would have been quite embarrassing for the fieldworkers) but nonetheless are signifi-

cant qualifications, contextualizations and details added including a less ‘work-oriented’ perspective 

focusing on the relationship between maintenance work and the efficiency of the production. What 

the recounting does, however, is to acquaint all participants more intimately with maintenance work 

as well – establishing a common point of departure. But an important aspect of the Theme Game, 

hence the title, is also to thematize or categorize the video-clips and thereby connecting the epi-

sodes to more general concerns. The thematization becomes at once an entry into and an an escape 

out of the clip. As described in the previous chapter it was approached differently in the two rounds 

of the game. In the first round, familiarization, once a video-clip had been narrated it was assigned 

an illustrative theme summing up or characterizing it. While in the second round, estrangement, a 

theme of interest was first chosen and then a random clip was narrated in terms of the theme. This 

difference is traceable in the summaries.  

The link between clips and themes in the first round in both groups is relatively obvious – there are 

no huge gaps between story and thematization whether the theme is picked from the themes sup-

plied with the game or a new theme is created (see e.g. #2, #14, #22, #12). It may vary whether the 

theme sums up the whole story, whether more than one theme is selected to cover several aspects 

or one aspect of interest is singled out. But the themes also connect the episodes to other stories.  

For example in episode #24 in the second group where two maintenance workers attempts to adjust 

a packing machine it surfaces from the discussion that it takes ‘rules of thumb’ and ‘experience’ to 

learn adjusting the packing machine. This piece of information is translated into the two themes ‘col-

laboration’ and ‘learning’ and the thematization is motivated by stating that a relative new-comer 

may learn from a more experienced worker. Assigning the generic themes ‘learning’ and ‘collabora-

tion’ frames the clip in a way, which opens for an interpretation relating the clip to broader agendas. 

Even though the theme stays ‘loyal’ to what is going on a video-clip, it nevertheless – as a generic 

category – enables a reading, which ‘expands’ the episode by associating it to something going  

beyond the clip itself. Such expansive readings are arguably testament to the specific interests the 

participants have in maintenance work. The framing of clip #10 in terms ‘Adjustment and optimiza-

tion’ and clip #3 in terms of ‘Production efficiency are new themes are new themes and further ex-

amples of the will to read to clips in relation to particular interests. 

In the second round, estrangement, the results of relating themes and clips are more mixed. In the 

first group, for example, clip #3 – where Lars receives a phone call about a problem with the pattern 

regulator – is described in terms of the theme ‘production efficiency’. Story and theme comes to fit 

by taking  Lars to be in the midst of prioritizing two maintenance tasks while arguing that the effi-

ciency of the production is dependent on the optimal prioritization of the work tasks (we shall later 

see that this interpretation might be problematic). However, the exercise is not always so easily re-

solved. A little later, still in the first group, in clip #11, where it is explained that the spice dispenser 

runs until it fails, must be framed in terms of ‘preventive maintenance’. The example, though, illu-
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strates the exact opposite: a situation where preventive and planned maintenance does not pay off. 

Thus the video clip comes to qualify – ironically – the general statement that preventive mainten-

ance is always preferable to repairs. Finally, it happens in several cases that it is impossible to match 

theme and clip meaningfully in the estrangement round. For example, the theme ‘planning’ is cho-

sen in both groups. But it turns out to be almost impossible to narrate the selected clips #7, where a 

box is stuck on the conveyer belt, and #19, where Poul welds the frying machine, in those terms. 

They do not have much to do with planning. Thus, matching a chosen theme with a random clip re-

sults  both in surprising and quite meaningless connections. 

Excerpts from the Theme Game 

From the summaries of the Theme Game (Table 9-1 and Table 9-2) it is possible to compare how 

maintenance work differentiates (or remains the same) in contrast to earlier narrations in the 

project, and to get a sense of how the thematization of the clips may place the episodes in a larger 

or sometimes different context. But the collective process of narration, ‘making maintenance work 

public’, is difficult to discern for the non-initiated reader. It is possible, however, to notice one im-

portant thing. The narrations are relatively consensual, which is not attributable to the act of sum-

ming up the discussion alone. Since, in contrast, several of the concepts in the Technology Game are 

marked by ‘contestations’ about the feasibility and viability of some of the suggested technologies as 

we shall get back to. The different participants may play different roles in the narrating maintenance 

work and stress different aspects of the video clip but the Theme Game did not create a public 

where those differences were conflicting. They rather co-existed. To exemplify this kind of dialog I 

shall give an example from each group illustrating that in the end there was not much open disa-

greement about what was going on, on the video clips. However, initially there could be some un-

certainty depending on the narrator – whether, the person whose turn it was, was acquainted with 

maintenance work or not.  

The first quote exemplifies how clip # 4 in the first group was recounted beginning with the Program 

Manager from IBA who has picked the clip. We enter the discussion right after the video-clip has 

been watched: 

PM : For me it is a repair task or huh a stop.. a production stop. Or at least something that reduce the 

speed of the line.. the production line… And risks huh... to result in a product which does not have the 

desired quality or is destroyed. I couldn’t quite understand that. In any case it does not increase the 

output of the production… of the good produces. So he is called in to remedy that. Huh… It looks like 

it is a typical job to keep up the production cadence and meanwhile he is called on the phone about 

another problem. So it looks like it is a typical task and he also has a hypothesis about what is wrong 

or a guess even before he arrives… So he knows the history of the machine… It is something he has 

experienced before… Huhuh. And he understands what is the problem… And at first sight… It is not 

clear if the problem is solved..but to some extent it is solved…huh. That is the concrete data. And 

meanwhile he needs to take…some one else is calling him… and he needs to say he will arrive a little 

later so he needs to prioritize the different tasks. Yes, that was briefly it. 

 

The PM begins recounting the video episode a bit hesitatingly. It is a repair but he is not quite certain 

if the production is stopped or not and to what extent the problem affects the quality of the prod-

ucts. Yet the PM asserts in any case that the incident will slow down the production cadence and 

decrease the production output. Next the PM changes viewpoint and tells the story from the pers-
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pective of the maintenance worker. He assumes that it is a typical task for a maintenance worker 

who knows the history of the machine and figures as such that the maintenance worker must have a 

hypothesis about the problem even before he arrives at the machine. When the maintenance work-

er is called in the middle of the repair about another problem, it is not obvious if the problem in fact 

gets solved and the PM recounts what the maintenance worker explains on the clip: that he will now 

have to prioritize the two tasks.  

The PM is able to elaborate the clip in some detail but due to the limited information it displays he is 

forced to talk about it in a relatively general and to some degree conjectural way. The clip is articu-

lated in terms of ‘speed of the line’, ‘desired quality’, ‘a typical job’, ‘he has a hypothesis’, ‘he is 

called on the phone about another problem’, ‘he needs to prioritize the different tasks’ and so and 

so forth. It is not until the facilitator prompts the maintenance worker in the group that we get a 

more particularistic rendering of the episode: 

Facilitator: Yes, fine. Huuh. Anybody else wants to add something? What about you? Do you… Do you 

have something to add [directed at the maintenance worker]? 

Maintenance worker: Yes. Now, it is a bit exceptional. I’ve actually looked forward to this one (laugh). 

It is the same problem that we later encounter during the day shift. So the problem is not really re-

medied by a suction disc or what it is he is talking about. It is actually a machine error… or a pro-

gramming error… What shall I say… The machine is not optimally tuned in any case. 

Facilitator. Yes. 

Maintenance worker: Some parameters, which should be changed in the setup.  

CTO: So he begins to adjust it without…without looking at the setup? 

Maintenance worker: Huh. It easy to see now on the video that its because the sledge moves to far 

downward before it tips over. 

Facilitator: Huh. Alright. 

Maintenance worker: But it is something we have not found out until later. 

PM: So his diagnosis was in fact wrong? 

Maintenance worker: Yeah. Well… You could say that. 

 

It turns out the maintenance worker (in the group) encountered the same problem on the day shift 

following the night shift described on the video  and that the cause of failure was not a worn out 

suction disc, but a programming error of the machine – a maladjustment. The theory about the suc-

tion disc was wrong. The maintenance worker backs up his account by arguing ‘it is easy to see now 

on the video…that the sledge moves too far downward before it tips over.’ But he refrains from criti-

cizing his colleague too strongly by emphasizing that it is easy to see on video and that they them-

selves had not found out about the problem until later. He thus hesitatingly confirm – answering a 

direct question from the PM – that his colleague’s diagnosis was wrong.   

Encouraged by the Facilitator the maintenance worker intervenes in the narration of the clip and 

deepens and clarifies the story begun by the PM. This does not mean that the maintenance worker 

invalidates or criticizes the PM’s account as such. Clearly and naturally he speaks with a greater au-

thority with regard to maintenance work practice but the PM’s observations about efficiency of the 

production still stand and are not contradicted. The PM’s story is an indication of the different pers-

pectives from which they speak and can speak in narrating the clips. Some of the more conjectural 

remarks made by the PM may become less interesting after the maintenance worker has set parts of 

the story straight but the PM’s account is not questioned as such. The different accounts of main-
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tenance work do in other words not conflict but co-exist as a layered account or one account is con-

sensually replaced by another.  

The second example from the second group where a maintenance worker is the prime narrator 

commenting on his colleague Poul’s work. We enter when the group has just watched clip #21 

where Poul and another colleague are busy repairing the frying machine: 

Maintenance worker: I can see it is our maintenance worker Poul tinkering with one of the  freying 

machines in the Stat department…Huh… we’ve had some problems with the chain pulling the produce 

getting twisted…a defective chain conveyor… That he is about to fix…Most probably it has happened 

during production…So in fact it is not maintenance. It is rather a repair. 

Facilitator: Huh… Is he alone on the clip? 

Maintenance worker: No it looks like someone else is helping him. 

Facilitator. Yes. 

Maintenance worker: It is not certain that two hands will do it... He can call in another colleague to 

help him. I mostly work at night shifts. There we are only two and it is not always as easy…Then we 

might take hold of a production worker to help us or wait till the other guy is unoccupied… 

Facilitator: It also sounds like you know the problem? 

Maintenance worker: Yes. In morning we talk with the day shift in the 10 minutes overlap where Poul 

works. Then reports what he has been doing…But one difficulty is that an issue on the day shift have 

to be reported to the evening shift, which again has to report to the night shift about the prob-

lem…We might loose some information there…The chance is greater that we report to the day shift 

what we have been doing than the day shift tell us what they have been doing!... It is one situation 

where improvement is needed… Some problems might have been experienced at the day shift, which 

we encounter once again… 

… 

The maintenance worker expounds the situation in a relatively detailed manner. He knows what his 

colleague is doing, what the exact problem is with the frying machine: ‘a defective chain conveyer’; 

and when the problem arose: ‘most probably happened during production’; and thus it is a repair 

and not planned maintenance.  From the maintenance worker’s perspective those are the central 

features of the clip. The facilitator, however, probes into the collaborative aspect of the scene (two 

maintenance workers cooperating on the same task). The maintenance worker responds by relating 

the conditions of his own work situation on the night shift to those of the clip (a day shift).  On the 

night shift only two maintenance workers are on duty so the work is often conducted alone or may-

be by the help of a production worker if the colleague is not available. The Facilitator keeps encour-

aging the maintenance worker to expand the story and asked if he knows the problem beforehand 

the maintenance worker responds by explaining how maintenance workers share experiences across 

shifts, but also that it isn’t always working perfectly: crucial information may be lost across the shifts.  

Compared to the PM’s description in the first example the maintenance worker naturally explains 

what happens on the clip in detail because it concerns his everyday work. When prompted – if not 

cued – by the Facilitator he also ventures into the larger circumstances of the work and explains 

concretely and knowingly. Thus what on the clip initially shows two maintenance workers working 

together on the frying machine becomes a story about the conditions for cooperative work on the 

night shift, and how information is exchanged and not exchanged between shifts. The quote exempl-

ifies (again) the relative consensual reading of the clips where the people from Crispy play a central 

role in the story-telling. But in contrast to the first example the Facilitator plays a greater role in 

‘provoking’ a public discussion which places the clip in larger context.  
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The two examples give an impression of how episodes from the fieldwork get narrated in the Theme 

Game. Different examples could have been picked that were both shorter and longer and where 

fewer and more people participated in the story-telling. But the narrative style remains pretty much 

identical. The stories are in general uncontroversial and the people from Crispy plays naturally a cen-

tral role in articulating what maintenance work is. It does not mean that difference might not exist 

but they are not made to clash. This, I suggest, has to do with the rules of the Theme Game, the pro-

tocols governing the public dialog of maintenance work. First, each player was delegated their own 

turn in which they in principle owned the story. There was no pressure for unanimity in the game. 

Differences were separated by turns – they could live side by side, so to speak, without necessarily 

interfering. And second, the focus of the game was so that especially the foreman and the mainten-

ance workers were natural authorities on the subject matter leaving only little space for competing 

views and disagreement.  

9.1.3 The Technology Game 

After having played the Theme Game maintenance work is comparatively less an obscure phenome-

non for the participants. It has become more of a thing – a res publica – that can be references and 

picked up concretely as thematized and annotated video-cards on the game board. In the next game 

of the workshop, the Technology Game, the participants were supposed to – based in the stories 

from the Theme Game – to envision new technological concepts for maintenance work. Concretely, 

one or more video-cards/episodes were picked from  game-board, read loud, and the player whose 

turn it was assembled a new technology from basic technological functions (in the form of Lego-

bricks), while the other players would help, contribute and sometimes criticize the proposed con-

cept. The result was eight technological concepts (idea and sometimes a device and form factor), A-

H, across the two groups. In Table 9-1 and Table 9-2 the concepts are summed up including motiva-

tions and possible contestations to the concept. The arrows illustrate the connections between the 

episodes and thematizations in the Theme Game and the concepts they inspired in the Technology 

Game. The character of the relation might differ. Sometimes there is a fairly direct connection be-

tween the discussion of an episode and a concept, while in other cases the inspiration is less articu-

late and more obscure. For example does video episodes #4 and the theme ‘Communication’ (see 

Table 9-1) inspire three new concepts ‘Automatic prioritization mechanism’, ‘Video, audio, and text 

messages between workers’ and ‘Electronic maintenance history’, which to a varying degree is 

grounded in the clip and the theme. The concepts also differ in the degree they transcend the exist-

ing maintenance practice (as narrated in the Theme Game). Concept B ‘Video, audio, and text mes-

sages between workers’, for example, inspired by the problem of communicating between mainten-

ance workers across working shifts suggests that maintenance workers and production workers 

should communicate in video, audio and text with each other. The concept in other words supports 

the inclusion of production workers in maintenance work and thereby potentially alters the division 

of labor between maintenance and production workers. In a similar way does Concept H ‘Planning 

by maintenance workers’ suggest that maintenance workers should take over the planning of the 

work from the foreman. By providing the maintenance workers with access to the necessary infor-

mational resources, decentralized and distributed planning of the work is proposed. Also concept A 

‘Automatic prioritization mechanism’ proposes to change the organization of the work – but in this 

case by moving the prioritization of work away from the maintenance workers to a centralized com-

putational mechanism. In contrast, concept D ‘Electronic task list’ is less ground-breaking. It simply 

suggests putting the task list presently residing on the PC in the workshop on a mobile device.   
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The eight concepts are by and large occupied with three concerns: ‘Organization of work’, ‘Man-

agement of knowledge’ and ‘Gathering and registration of data’. Concepts A, D and H attempt to 

intervene in the organization of work. Concepts A, ‘Automatic prioritization mechanism’ wants to 

take the ‘stressful’ work of prioritization away from the maintenance work so they can focus on the 

‘actual’ work of maintaining and repairing machines. It also wants to secure that the prioritization of 

maintenance is optimized according to the production cadence, which it is suggested it not always is. 

However, this attempt to reorganize the work is also a contested proposal in the group. It is coun-

tered that motivation about stress is basically a straw-man and that a centralized mechanism will not 

be able register many contingent conditions, which the maintenance workers take into account. 

Concept D, ‘Electronic task list’, seeks to make it easier to coordinate tasks between maintenance 

workers and thereby make the organization of work more effective and efficient. While concept H, 

‘Planning by maintenance workers’, as described above, distributes the planning of maintenance 

work from the foreman to the maintenance workers themselves and thereby decentralizes the work 

organization.  

An overview of technology concepts 

Concepts B, C and F are concerned with the management of knowledge in one way or the other. 

Concept B, ‘Video, audio and text messages between workers’,  attempts to improve the communi-

cation of breakdowns and failures among workers, that is among maintenance workers and from 

production workers to maintenance workers by allowing them to send video, audio and text-

messages to each other by the help of a mobile device. The purpose is to avoid double work be-

tween shifts when the same problem reoccurs, and more generally to have information available 

about an issue directly from the ‘horses’ mouth’, that is typically the production worker, who dis-

covers a problem. This idea of making explicit and communicable the knowledge of the workers, 

however, was contested in the workshop on the grounds that production workers would be reluc-

tant to record video. Concept C, ‘Electronic maintenance history’, proposes to make past knowledge 

about problems, diagnoses and solutions available to the maintenance workers directly at the ma-

chines on a Tablet PC. The rationale is that it will save time and also permit the sharing of knowledge 

about ‘best practices’. This concept was contested on two points. First, it is too time consuming to 

create and maintain a categorization system and to document previous solutions and problems. 

Second, it was argued that it often is faster to examine and experiment with the machine itself in-

stead of searching through past history. Finally, concept F, ‘Learning and instruction’, wants to make 

knowledge available to especially new comers at the machine in rich media to be able to communi-

cate some of the craftsmanship of maintenance work without necessarily having a maintenance 

worker present. Concept F could have been contested on some of the same grounds as concept C 

but was invented in a different group (the second) so it did not happen. 

Concepts E and G wants to improve the gathering and registration of data in maintenance work. 

Concept E, ‘Registering finished maintenance task’, is intended to make it easier to register and 

make public to the other maintenance workers when a specific task has been completed directly at 

the machine where the task has been performed.  Concept G, ‘Registering data about machine com-

ponents’ suggests to tag all machine components with barcodes or RFID tags and thereby enable 

easy identification and registration of data possibly improving facts about when components needs 

to be changed or data related to them. Due to the large amount work going into ‘tagging up’ all 

components and the risk of tear and wear – especially in relation to the effect of harsh cleaning – 

the concept was, however, questioned. 
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The eight concepts illustrate how maintenance work in and through the Technology Game becomes 

transformed from a present reality to a future imagination. Compared to the summary of the Theme 

Game, the summary of the Technology Game reveals more emphatically – because of the contested 

character of several of the concepts – that the workshop brings together different voices in a public 

dialog. What cannot be read from the summaries is that a large part of the activity in the Technology 

Game was not occupied with conceiving new technologies as such but with a continued exploration 

of present maintenance practice. In other words, task of envisioning often prompted questions 

about maintenance work today. Thus, an interventionist approach might lead to a directed question-

ing of the present reality. To give a clearer picture of how the Technology Game enables these two 

qualities – directed exploration and a more contested dialog – I shall present two excerpts from  the 

Technology Game. 

Excerpts from the Technology Game 

The task of re-imagining maintenance work in the Technology Game prompted more directed ques-

tions not asked during the Theme Game as the following quote from the creation of concept H, 

‘Planning by maintenance workers’,  illustrates. The idea that maintenance workers to a higher de-

gree should plan their own work leads to an inquiry into how maintenance work presently is coordi-

nated with the production workers and how reliable the production plan is, that is, how closely the 

production actually follows the plan:  

Maintenance worker: The production might be rescheduled Friday night. And uhh the people on the 

day shift may ponder all weekend what they shall do and then Monday morning everything is 

changed… 

Program Manager (PM):  Is it possible to see the production plan in Axapta or whatever application 

you use? 

Foreman: No. 

PM: Would it help? No you go and ask them [production workers] directly? 

Foreman: Yes, it is easier. One thing is planning but often the production worker at the line knows 

better or the team leader who manages the production the various machines. The line might have 

been setup – but then they have swapped this or that… 

PM: So what you are saying is that it is best to ask the person at the machine? 

Foreman: Yes, and it is her I’ll have to arrange with taking out the machine anyway. 

Facilitator: What would you ask then? 

Foreman: If we can get it [the machine] for half an hour in the lunch break. 

 

As the quote illustrates, it turns out that the production plan and the actual production setup can 

diverge considerable and hence maintenance work cannot be arranged according to the plan alone 

but must be coordinated directly with the responsible production workers. This piece of information 

had not previously been revealed but becomes relevant because of the specific design intent of the 

group: to hand over the responsibility for the planning of maintenance work from the foreman to 

the maintenance workers themselves. What the quote also can suggest is that because of the rela-

tively little opportunity to explore maintenance work in the Theme Game (only a little more than an 

hour) the need to know about maintenance work ‘spills over’ into the Technology Game. Had more 

time been spend exploring maintenance work earlier, fewer questions might have needed to be 

answered. Regardless, what the optimal balance between an undirected exploration of maintenance 

work ‘for itself’ and a directed exploration based on design relevant questions, it demonstrates that 
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an ‘epistemological economy’ is at play. To know is an expensive resource, which must be adminis-

tered with care. 

Where the narration of maintenance work in the Theme Game was relatively consensual, although 

differentiated and in some accounts more specific and authoritative than others, the creation of new 

concepts in Technology Game made maintenance work more contested. There was no unanimous 

agreement about the proposed concepts as the contestations (see Table 9-1 and Table 9-2 ) against 

the feasibility and viability of the new ideas are a testimony of. Proposing change seems to create 

and in some instances also awake differences, which might have been present in the Theme Game 

but not articulated publicly. Concept A, the proposal of automating the prioritization of work, for 

example, provokes a discussion, which questions the concept but also the original observation from 

the Theme Game that prioritization is a problem for the maintenance workers. In the following ex-

cerpt, one of the program managers from IBA has picked video card #4, where Lars – while trying to 

figure out what is wrong with the packaging machine – is called about a new problem. We enter the 

game when the program manager has just started conceiving a new technological concept related to 

the episode:  

PM: It should be something you can carry around… Like a tool. 

Facilitator: So…Uh. It is green circle. 

Developer: Can we question this? 

Facilitator: Yes! 

Developer: This is how it is today. He is told on the phone he has to go and fix that machine… I see it 

differently. I see it as he in some way is told – whether via a headset, a blinking lamp or whatever – 

which machine the factory considers is most important to repair right now is…This machine! I think 

the phone is a little old fashioned in that regard. 

Facilitator: Could you suggest something else? 

Developer: If I can really be creative…  

Facilitator: Yes.  

Developer: I suggest some kind of headset, which tells him what is important right now to take care 

of. And then something that sits somewhere behind which wirelessly tells him what to do. A control-

ling unit. 

… 

PM: I hear two things in what you say…Uh… There is prioritization mechanism, which have helped him 

prioritize that he gets the message in the first place that this is important… 

Developer: There is a prioritization machine sitting centrally and I wear this one [the headset] and 

then it tells me what to repair. 

 

The PM begins the construction of the new technology by suggesting it should be like a tool. The Fa-

cilitator figures it is foot-size, which is probably a bit bigger than what the PM had in mind. But the 

Developer interferes and wants to know if he can question this idea. The facilitator confirms. The 

Developer thinks it would be a good idea if the maintenance worker could be told, which machine to 

prioritize by the factory itself and not by an ‘old-fashioned’ phone call. He suggests a ‘controlling 

unit’, which communicate prioritized tasks to the maintenance worker’s headset. The PM takes up 

the idea and restates the proposal to be sure he has understood it properly, which the developer 

confirms.  The PM and the Developer continues to develop the new idea for a while until the Facilita-

tor asks if anyone else wants to contribute: 
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… 

Facilitator: Anyone else? 

CIO: (Laughing) So you imagine there is automatic female voice telling him what to do? 

Developer: Yes. Something like that. 

CIO: So there is no human controlling it? 

Developer: I imagine the factory itself knows what is important right now.  

Researcher: So...Uh.. There are predefined criteria which takes different situations into account? 

CIO: You begin be saying: ‘Mother!’ (laughing) 

Developer: The machine knows that the packing machine is more important than the spice dispens-

er… 

… 

Developer: But the next question is then: how does it know that something is broken down in the first 

place? Is it a human telling it? Or does the machine know it itself? 

Developer: I saw him [Lars on the video clip] as very stressed. It was very difficult for him to prioritize. 

You could see it in his eyes. What he should do right now. 

PM: If the system knows the task he is doing right now and also knows how it prioritized – because it 

is a known task – uuh and then know how the incoming task is prioritized then it can say he should 

not be disturbed. 

… 

 

The CIO seems quite skeptical. Jokingly, he asks if the developer imagines an automatic female voice 

telling the maintenance workers what to do, which the developer agrees to, and then continues 

somewhat incredulously to ask if there is no human controlling the prioritization? Again the devel-

oper confirms. The Researcher, now also question the feasibility of how to pre-define a prioritization 

order and the CIO continues his joke by comparing what the prioritization mechanism to ‘HAL’ the 

maternal and malevolent computer of Kubrick’s ‘2001’. These skeptical remarks lead the PM and 

developer to argue more thoroughly for their idea: 

PM: What we remove and automate is the prioritization and then he does not have to be disturbed.  

That is what we offer him. But if the in-coming task is not known then we will have to disturb him. 

Developer: Yes. It should be reasonable. Machines cannot take over everything. I think he needs 

peace. Then he might in fact have solved the problem correctly. 

Facilitator: But is the problem prioritization… uhh or is it that there simply are many simultaneous 

tasks? Don’t you already know what the prioritization order is? 

Maintenance worker: Yes. But sometimes you can be a bit insecure about the prioritization. 

PM: But the phone calls anyway… And he will be disturbed… We try to make it peaceful for him. 

Facilitator: Ok. 

 

The idea is now framed as a benefit for the maintenance worker. If he is relieved of the job of priori-

tization he will not be disturbed in his work. Only in the case of unknown maintenance tasks should 

he be interrupted. The Developer also softens his argument by stating that things should be ‘reason-

able’ and machines ‘cannot take over everything’. But the maintenance worker needs ‘peace’ to 

solve the problems appropriately – and not as in the case of Lars (episode #4) misdiagnosing the 

problem. The Facilitator does not seem entirely convinced and suggests that the real issue might be 

tasks coming up simultaneously. The PM, however, holds on to that the problem is disturbance in 

the work and the Facilitator accepts the suggestion.  
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In this dialog there is more disagreement than in any of the discussion in the Theme Game and as 

can be seen from the summaries of the workshop this was characteristic of several discussions of 

new technological concepts. I suggest that the fact that maintenance practice is up for change shar-

pens and articulates the differences more pressingly: On the one side an enthusiastic support for 

technological intervention and on the other side a considerable skepticism about its practical feasi-

bility. It would be easy to frame those contestations of the Technology Game and particularly the 

disagreements quoted above as technologists pitted against the practitioners in a reenactment of 

old dramas in participatory design. No doubt, the idea of automated prioritization separating plan-

ning from execution reducing the workers decision latitude can be read as a Taylorist plot. Yet, be-

fore essentializing those positions it is worth paying attention also to the Facilitator’s role.   

The excerpt starts with the PM suggesting something ‘like a tool’, but which the Developer would 

like to question. This interference with the PM’s in fact work-oriented opening is encouraged by the 

Facilitator with a ‘Yes!’. The developer goes on to describe his idea that the factory ‘knows’ what is 

important to repair, which the facilitator two times more encourages the ‘developer’ to go on with. 

First – by asking if he can suggest something different than the present phone –  and second – by 

sanctioning that it is part of the game to be ‘really creative’. Thus, the ability to think different and 

beyond the status quo is premiered in the game. The players are encouraged to do so by the Facilita-

tor and the rules of the game themselves. Moreover, by representing both users and designers in 

the project each of them can play a more ‘pure’ role because the opposite part will take care of their 

own interests. In other words, designers might be more pure designers and users more pure users 

because they can negotiate with and do not need to incorporate ‘the Other’. Thus, the creation of a 

public forum where different stakeholders are present comes to perform those stakeholders in a 

particular way. Had they not been brought together the parties might have had to assume a less 

wholesome role. Taking the role of a technologist or a practitioner does therefore not alone reflect 

some inherent quality, but is also – I suggest – a reflection of the staged dynamics of the workshop. 

Finally, we should not underestimate the pressure to come with new ideas build into the whole 

project. For the project to succeed according to its own criteria, it is necessary that someone come 

up with novel concepts running the risk that they might turn out bad.  

With its emphasis on change and novelty, I’ve suggested that the Technology Game makes mainten-

ance work a different public object than the Theme Game. Dormant differences gets sharpened be-

cause they might now be consequential. But the differences are also, I suggest, partly an artifact of 

bringing users and designers together. We might think that coming together means conjoining, but 

the consequence can just as well be that we can more fully identify with our own point of view when 

‘the Other’ is present to defend his own. Thus, the rules of the game might lead – at least initially – 

to a greater differentiation of maintenance work.  

9.1.4 The Scenario Game 

In the Scenario Game the players had to make and agree on a coherent future scenario for mainten-

ance work involving the technological concepts they had invented in the Technology Game. As is 

quite obvious from the summaries of the Scenario Game in the two groups (see Table 9-1 and Table 

9-2) the scenarios created are very sketchy. An important reason is probably the time pressure in the 

workshop leaving only about 40 minutes to create the scenarios and people might also be less vigor-

ous at this time in the workshop. But what was also very characteristic – and significant reason why 

the scenarios did not evolve more coherently – was that it simply was difficult for the players to 
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come to an agreement about the scenarios. Matters that supposedly had or should have been set-

tled came to fore again. Thus, like in the Technology Game the scenario creation occasioned contin-

ued exploration of ‘what maintenance work is’. Symptomatically, and which I shall quote here, was 

the re-opening of the discussion about ‘prioritization’ when the concept of ‘automated prioritization’ 

was reintroduced as part of the scenario building. The following quote describes this situation. It be-

gins when it is discussed how a production worker in the future scenario is going to alert a mainten-

ance worker about a new problem:  

Developer: If the machine has this gadget…then you *the production worker] walk up to it and press a 

button ‘error’. And maybe categorize it to describe the error. The ‘prioritization machine’ knows how 

the machine is prioritized… 

Facilitator: Can you imagine a production worker doing that? 

Developer: Well maybe just pressing green, yellow or red communicating the severity of the prob-

lem…Like can I solve it by kicking the machine or is it completely broken and red.. 

CIO: It will take way too long time! 

Maintenance worker: And then your own problem is always the most important… 

Developer: But that is why you can only choose red, yellow and green or some percent level. 

Maintenance worker: There will be many reds (laughing) 

CIO: They will always categorize them as red… 

Developer: But, but it is okay if they are red because we’ve prioritized the machines already! 

 

The Developer re-introduce the concept of a ‘prioritization machine’ and sketches out how he im-

agines it will be used by the production worker. The facilitator (again) questions the feasibility of 

idea, which prompts the developer to suggest that maybe the production workers should not exactly 

describe the problem but just indicate that there is a problem and its severity by choosing a color. 

But the CIO don’t believe it is efficient and the maintenance worker questions if not all errors will be 

classified as red. The mounting skepticism causes the Developer to give up on the idea of color diffe-

rentiations and revert to the original concept of automated prioritization. But the facilitator is not 

satisfied with that conclusion, and tries to invoke the maintenance worker’s experience as an au-

thority on the question:  

Facilitator: How is it today [directed to the maintenance worker]? 

Maintenance worker: They [the production workers] tell us what is wrong. And if they know reasona-

bly well what it is we ask them if they have tried this or that out… And if it does not help we will have 

to go and check it out ourselves… 

Facilitator: So sometimes you can help them out over the phone? 

Maintenance worker: Yeah…It happens every day. 

Facilitator: So our scenario should deal with that situation? 

CIO: Yes, I think so. 

PM: So a second scenario is that Lars remedies the problem on the phone?...But then we have dis-

turbed Lars. 

Developer: It was my argument that he should not be. 

CIO: But on that working shift Lars’s job is to help the production workers out.  

Developer: But can you live with that it takes 10 minutes before you get help? Well, I do not know. I 

can just see from the videos that there is a need for this… 

…. 

Facilitator: But how is today? Is it a problem? How do you experience it? Is a problem that you are dis-

turbed in your work? 
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Maintenance worker: It is not that big problem. You get used to it… It is not that often it happens. 

Compared to the many phone calls it is not that often you are in the middle of something… 

Developer: Ok. 

 

On the direct question from the Facilitator the Maintenance worker explains how a problem is han-

dled between maintenance and production workers. According to the Maintenance worker the se-

verity of the problem is usually assessed over the phone in combination with the attempt to solve 

the issue; it is only if the problem persists that the maintenance workers go and check out the prob-

lem themselves. The Facilitator continues in the same direction by suggesting that the scenario will 

have to deal with phone calls and thereby implicitly denounces, that the severity and prioritization 

of maintenance problem can be left to the production workers or an automated mechanism alone. 

The CIO affirms that it is the case. The PM also tends to agree that phone calls are a necessary part 

of the scenario but points out that Lars will still be disturbed in his work; and the Developer insists it 

is the argument he has been trying to make. Notwithstanding, it becomes progressively clear to the 

participants that the question of interruption is not ‘a big problem’ in the words of the Maintenance 

worker, and the Developer finally gives up on the idea. 

The problematization of the prioritization of maintenance work begins as a particular reading of epi-

sode (#4) where Lars receives a phone call, while he is working on another problem. This is inter-

preted as a ‘stressing’ element of maintenance work and leads with some contestations to a concept 

about ‘Automated prioritization’, which frees the maintenance workers from this ‘burden’. However, 

in the Scenario Game the concept is abandoned because it cannot achieve unanimous consent. 

Hence, if disagreement in the Theme Game could be met with silence and with dissent in the Tech-

nology Game, differences in the Scenario Game tended to clash because unanimity was demanded. 

The Scenario Game was not structured around turns assigning responsibility for a particular interpre-

tation or concept to one player, but around the imperative to collectively imagine future scenarios 

making all players authors of the scenario. There is no longer space for disagreements to co-exist in 

the Scenario Game; differences will have to be confronted one way or the other. 

9.2 Making maintenance work public 
The purpose of the workshop was – based in fieldwork and the participants’ experience of mainten-

ance work – to collaboratively come up with technological concepts and future scenarios for main-

tenance work. As any other design-oriented process it is a manipulative movement from the present 

towards the future – which the design games had been created to support; however  what is distinc-

tive about the workshop – due to its participatory design inspirations – is that in the same process 

maintenance work is turned into a public object; a gesture which could have been left undone. The 

constituents of the project are brought together in the same spot to question, imagine, criticize, 

know, etc., maintenance work in a public dialog. I’ve attempted to show that the three design 

games, Theme Game, Technology Game and Scenario Game due to their different rules turns main-

tenance work into different publics objects – different res publicae. In the Theme Game to the ex-

tent that there are different conceptions of maintenance work and the authority of narrating main-

tenance work exercised by the people from Crispy – they are left to co-exist. There is no need to 

confront potential disagreements. In the Technology Game the stakes are raised because mainten-

ance work is up for change. The future in this sense becomes both more uncertain and controversial 

opening up a space for contestations. But since the right and responsibility for the concepts are indi-
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vidually assigned they are allowed to survive. In the Scenario Game where collective agreement is 

demanded this changes. Joint authority and authorship over the future scenarios necessitates that 

differences cannot co-exist but must be resolved or a coherent proposal for the future abandoned as 

was the actual result. Thus, the workshop is an important vehicle in the project for governing the 

differences between the participants and the present reality and the imagined future. 
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10 Reworking and staging scenarios 

After the collaborative workshop, the next and last event in the project was the enactment or stag-

ing of the future scenarios resulting from the workshop (see Figure 1-1). The purpose was – as in 

similar participatory design projects – to experience the new technology in use at an early concep-

tual stage in the design process, and to let the concepts and scenarios be provoked, further inspired 

and constrained by the prospective use context. However, before it was possible to stage the con-

cepts and scenarios from the workshop they had to be reworked into a more coherent form. For 

reasons elaborated in the previous chapter, the outcomes of the workshop were not particularly co-

herent. In this chapter, I shall recount how maintenance work first becomes a scripted and later a 

staged object. I do this by first describing how we as researchers reworked the various outputs of 

the workshop into ‘scripts for action’ to use a phrase by Ehn and Sjögren (1992). Then a brief ac-

count is given of each script and its relation to the workshop and finally I describe the staging of one 

scenario, named ‘Diagnosing and Curing’, and how the script is changed as part of the enactment. To 

keep things brief only one out of seven scripted enactments is described. Again, the focus is primari-

ly on the form maintenance work achieves in and through these activities and not on an exhaustive 

description of its substance.  

Quite a few design decisions were made in the post-workshop and pre-enactment phase of the 

project. This was neither an approach particularly well in line with the ideals of participatory design 

nor with the approach of the COMIT project which served as the direct inspiration. In COMIT the re-

search and design activities took place over several collaborative workshops – but since we did not 

arrange more than one workshop, as previously described, the ‘republic’ of the workshop had to be 

replaced by the ‘dictatorship’ of the designers – or more precisely the dictatorship of researchers 

taking over the role as designers; an essentially very practical provision necessitated again by the 

need for keeping the participants interested and aligned and consequently the project possible. 

10.1 Scripting maintenance work 
In reworking the outcome of the workshop the various materials, 

annotated video-cards and game-boards, technological aggregations 

(in the form of Lego-bricks), card-pieces indicating the size of the 

technology and the sketched scenarios were analyzed together with 

the video recording of the workshop to produce a coherent inter-

pretation of what had been said and done. The result was five ‘tran-

sitory’ concepts described in terms of what they were supposed to 

accomplish and by what technological means. They were assigned 

the following working titles: ‘The Messenger ‘, ‘The Planner’, The 

Swiss Knife’, ‘The Instructor’ and ‘Error Preventing’.   

To achieve a more clear understanding of each particular concept 

and the differences and similarities between the concepts they were analyzed according to a set of 

‘design parameters’. A design parameter represents a continuum a technological concept can be 

Figure 10-1 Design space. The five transito-
ry concepts placed in relation to two de-
sign parameters/axes at a time: local fo-
cus/global overview and horizontal/vertical 
coordination, etc.  

Dec. Feb. Oct. Apr. Jun. Aug.

. 

Project establishment Fieldwork WS prep. WS Rework WS & staging Concluding proj. 
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analyzed according to e.g. mobile/stationary, collaborative/individual, physical/informational, place-

bound/person-bound, manual/automatic, etc.  By creating a series of two-dimensional coordinate 

systems  combining two design-parameters at a time and placing the concepts on the axes both indi-

vidual and relative characteristics were expressed  (see Figure 10-1).  Had for example all the pro-

posed technologies consistently occupied the same place in the co-ordinate system, it would indi-

cate a small variation in the concepts. Such an analysis could also be used willfully and inspirationally 

to make the concepts more diverse.  However, we did not change the ideas of the workshop drasti-

cally. The outcome of the process was instead some reshuffling of functionality between concepts, a 

more clear description of their use and the material form-factor of the technologies resulting in six 

small scripts and four props.  

Each script consisted in a 

small description of the 

purpose of the concept, a 

list of technological func-

tions, a few examples of 

how it is was intended to be 

used and a small drawing to 

more graphically illustrate 

the concept (Table 10-1). 

The scripts were used to 

instruct Lars and Poul in 

staging the new concepts 

but in an open manner al-

lowing for creative improvi-

sation provoked by the con-

crete constraints and possi-

bilities of the in situ enact-

ment. To help stage the 

scripts four props – lo-fi mock-ups of the proposed technologies made of polystyrene – were also 

provided (Figure 10-2). 

Figure 10-2 Lo-fi mock-ups. Left Top: Touch-sensitive display (large) mounted in the 
workshop. Runs applications wirelessly from a server. Right Top: Headset with build in 
microphone. Communicates wirelessly with Handheld Information Collector. Right 
Middle: Hand-held Information Collector that records video, audio and still images. 
Scan bar-codes and RFID tags. Communicates wirelessly with other devices.  Operated 
with one hand. Right Bottom: Tablet – thin client dependent on server based storage 
and applications. Docked on a machine or carried around. Operated by two hands, but 
can be held by one. 



 

 

Title Prime Inspiration Description and functions Devices Use scenarios Illustration 

Communicating 
a breakdown 

Concept B.‘ Video, au-
dio and text messages 
between workers’. 

Description: Is used by production 
workers to send messages audio or 
video to the maintenance workers 
and listen to music and radio. 

Functions: Video-recording, scan-
ning bar-code, record sound, play 
radio and music. 

Handheld 
Information 
Collector, 
Headset. 

a. During the working day production workers can listen 
to music and radio in their headset. They change the 
radio channels and selects songs on the Handheld In-
formation Collector. 

b. When a breakdown occurs a production worker takes 
her Handheld Information Collector and records what 
happened by audio or video or both and send the re-
cording to  maintenance workers. 

 

Preventing 
breakdowns 

Concept D. ‘Task list’. Description: Is used by mainten-
ance workers to register new main-
tenance tasks. 

Functions: Play and record video, 
show and take pictures, write and 
read structured messages, show 
task list for machine, scan/identify 
component. 

Tablet, 
Handheld 
Information 
Collector. 

a. Poul is walking on the shopfloor and discovers that a 
motor in an elevator needs to be replaced soon. He 
takes a Tablet and opens a new task with the title ‘Re-
place elevator motor’. He also takes a picture of the 
motor with his Handheld Information Collector. Scan-
ning the barcode on the machine, the task and picture 
are automatically attached to the machine. 

b. On a Tablet Lars can see that several machines can 
needs a check. They are marked on a map over the 
shopfloor and in a list over machines in the production. 
Having checked a machine Lars registers the job with his 
Handheld Information Collector and gains a bonus point 
for doing the work. 

 

Distributed 
planning of 
maintenance 

Concept H. ‘Planning by 
maintenance workers’. 

Description: Is used by the main-
tenance worker to schedule future 
maintenance either directly by the 
machine or elsewhere. 

Functions: Scanning bar-code, 
touch-screen, access to spare part 
store, access to shared calendar 
and task-list, phone. 

Tablet, 
Handheld 
Information 
Collector, 
Headset. 

On the task list on the Tablet several maintenance tasks 
are pending but not yet scheduled. Poul picks the most 
urgent task: the renovation of the Extruder. He realizes 
two components need to be replaced. One is already in 
stock and he reserves it for the task; the other one 
needs to be ordered, so he looks up the supplier on the 
Tablet, and calls and orders the component, which ar-
rives on Tuesday next week. He calls the production 
coordinator and arranges the maintenance to be carried 
out the following Wednesday.   

Poul will need a colleague’s assistance with the work 
and in the shared calendar books Oluf for the task as 
well. A message is sent to Oluf who a little later con-
firms the booking. 
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Sharing of ex-
periences 

Concept F. ‘Learning 
and Instruction’. 

Description: Maintenance workers 
can record video to illustrate how 
problems can be solved in an op-
timal manner and thereby sharing 
best-practices. 

Functions: Play and record video, 
show and take pictures, write and 
read unstructered text, write and 
read structured text, scanning bar-
code. 

Hand-held 
Information 
Collector, 
Tablet. 

Finally, after a packaging machine has been running 
erratically for some time Poul and a colleague have 
figured out how to solve the problem. To share the so-
lution with the rest of the maintenance team they 
record a small video and explain what they have done. 
The video is automatically attached to the machine by 
scanning a barcode. The video can be displayed on the 
Tablet and is wirelessly transferred to a server. 

 

Meeting be-
tween shifts 

Concept B. ‘Video, au-
dio and text messages 
between workers.’ 

Description: Maintenance workers 
from one shift can hand over in-
formation to the next in the form 
of small video-clips from problems 
and issues that arose during the 
shift. 

Functions: Large touch-sensitive 
screen. 

  

Large touch-
sensitive 
display. 

a. At the Peanut Factory, Lars works on a problematic 
electric circuit, but has not time to finish the task. To 
explain the issue to his colleagues he records a video 
clip of the circuit. In between the night and the day shift 
Lars shows Poul the video in the workshop and explains 
how a certain wiring is causing trouble.  

b. The foreman displays the task-list on the large screen 
in the workshop and he and the maintenance workers 
discuss the tasks of the day.  

 

Diagnosing and 
curing 

Concept C. ‘Electronic 
maintenance history’. 

Description: Helps maintenance 
workers to diagnose and cure prob-
lems.  

Functions: Wireless access to serv-
er, hand-writing recognition, record  
video, record sound, search/sort 
history, display video & images, 
reading writing structured text, 
internet access 

 

 

Tablet. a. If a problem cannot be readily solved, maintenance 
workers can search the history of earlier repairs of a 
machine looking up video, audio and text that explain 
previous diagnoses and solutions. The search is done on 
a tablet pc sitting on the machine.  

b. Correspondingly, using his Handheld Information 
Collector and the Tablet a maintenance worker can 
create video, audio and text notes to explain the solu-
tion of an especially intractable problem or devise a 
‘best practice’ for a specific problem. 
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10.1.1 The scripts 

The scripts of future use scenarios (Table 10-1) make the concepts of the workshop more exact, co-

herent, and complete and in a few instances concepts have also been abandoned or expanded. The 

technological functions necessary for the user to carry out the scenario has been specified more pre-

cisely. For example, does the scenario ‘Distributed planning of maintenance’ based on concept H 

from the workshop, ‘Planning by maintenance workers’, list the necessary technological functionali-

ties: ‘Scanning barcode, a touch screen, access to spare parts, access to shared calendar and task-list, 

phone.’ From a maintenance workers perspective this functionality should make him able to plan a 

new maintenance task without the involvement of the foreman. How this functionality is going to be 

implemented more exactly is a technical question, which has been left out, while the more impor-

tant question – from the user’s perspective – of the material embodiment of the technology is ans-

wered: The maintenance worker will need a ‘Tablet’, ‘Handheld Information Collector’ and ‘Headset’ 

(see also Figure 10-2). Thus from a work-oriented point of view the functionality and handling of the 

new technology is specified across all scripts. The use scenario or work-flow – the steps involved in 

carrying the designated task in each scenario – has been described with a granularity, which makes it 

possible to imagine how it is in fact going to be done. I shall not re-cite the descriptions here; they 

can be studied in Table 10-1. And to make the scenario easier to grasp and communicate a drawing 

of the scenario has also been added to the scripts. 

In reworking the outcome of the workshop, we mostly worked with the technology concepts of the 

Technology Game although the original idea had been that the Scenario Game should produce the 

future scenarios to be enacted. But the results of Scenario Game did not add to outcome of the 

Technology Game in any significant manner. We also chose to ignore two concepts A, ‘Automatic 

prioritization mechanism’, and G, ‘Registering data about machine components’ because they were 

quite heavily contested in the workshop, and the because concept A – with its focus on centralized 

and automated prioritization, was against our ideological and professional preferences as research-

ers rooted in participatory design and workplace study traditions. Thus, there were limits to how 

much user influence we would permit after all when given the chance to decide on our own. The rest 

of the concepts, however, were only slightly edited and expanded.  

Concept B, ‘Video, audio and text messages between workers’, was reworked into two scenarios 

‘Communication a breakdown’ and ‘Meeting between shifts’. The first scenario is almost a reproduc-

tion of the original concept of better and richer communication among workers, while the second 

scenario expands the situation of handing over information between shifts. More specifically, it was 

inspired by the ‘morning-conference’ at hospitals where doctors and nurses very effectively and effi-

ciently  hand over information about patients from the out-going to the incoming shift working 

around a common-object – typically a video projector. In a similar vein it is suggested that mainten-

ance workers can work around a large screen in the workshop displaying video clips and other media 

about issues encountered during the shift and the task list of the day for shared reference and dis-

cussion. Also concept D, ‘Task list’, was changed by attempting to add a sense of play to the task of 

preventive maintenance. The inspiration here came from the vintage arcade video game ‘Pac Man’. 

Preventive maintenance task are laid out as stars on a map of the factory (like ‘cheeses’ in the laby-

rinth in Pac Man)  and finishing a task is like eating a cheese: you get a bonus point. But like cheeses 

tend to pop again so do maintenance tasks. Stars will soon reappear on the map to ensure a tho-

rough, regular and systematic check-up on the machinery. The rest of the concepts from the work-

shop were kept intact albeit in a more a more elaborated form. Thus the maintenance work of the 
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workshop to be suitable for enactment was transformed into a set of scripted future scenarios for 

maintenance work a long with a handful of mock-ups to handle and manipulate.  In short, a stage set 

for acting.  

10.2 Enacting maintenance work 
Having spend some time reworking the workshop results we were ready for the last ‘official’ event 

of the project process: enactment of the future scenarios back on the shopfloor at Crispy together 

with the two maintenance workers portrayed in the previous fieldwork, Lars and Poul, as the main 

characters. The event was video-recorded and directed by two researchers and including prepara-

tion and instruction the session lasted about 1½ hours for each person (three concepts with Poul and 

four with Lars). In supporting acts the foreman and a production worker also played a role in ‘Meet-

ing between shifts’ and ‘Capturing a breakdown’ respectively. An extra scenario was staged with Lars 

because he – during the enactment – suggested a new concept: ‘Monitoring an error-prone ma-

chine’. His idea was to monitor an error-prone machine with his new ‘Handheld Information Collec-

tor’, so when it breaks down in his absence it is possible to rewind and see what exactly occurred. 

The scenario was staged with the available mock-ups and was a nice example of the evocative and 

creative potential of working with technology mock-ups in situ in an early phase of the design 

process  (cf. Ehn and Sjögren 1992; Kyng 1995). 

To convey the form maintenance work achieves through enactment – the transformation from script 

to staging – I shall analyze one of the enactments. The presentation of the scenario is taken from the 

original project deliverable (Halse et al. 2005). The enactment also contrasts interestingly with the 

observable and reportable nature of maintenance work described in chapter 7. Correspondingly, we 

might say that enacting the scripts tries to make the future of maintenance work observable-

reportable.



 

 
 

1. Poul has been assigned to troubleshoot a 
machine that does not fit bags correctly into 
boxes. 

2. He checks if the problem is listed in the 
history of the machine as a “typical prob-
lem”. It is not. 

3. Since the machine operates very fast Poul 
video records a cycle of the faulty operation. 

4. He tries to get recordings from two differ-
ent angles. 

    

5. The video is transferred to the tablet, and 
Poul watches the cycle again, this time in 
slow motion. He identifies a malfunction in a 
mechanism controlled by the electrical 
boards. 

6. Poul detaches the tablet and takes it with 
him to the other side of the machine. 

7. The system shows the logical position of 
the electrical controller as well as the physi-
cal location. 

8. Looking at the screen and the electric 
boards simultaneously enables Poul to re-
place the controller easily. 
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10.2.1 Enacting ‘Diagnosing & Curing’ 

The enactment of the future scenario ‘Diagnosing & Curing’ is interesting because it on the one hand 

demonstrates how all the stagings articulate the future of maintenance work, while it on the other 

hand is an extreme example of how Poul rewrites the script in the situation. All the stagings express  

– to apply the terms from the Theme Game – at once a familiarity with and estrangement from the 

maintenance practice. By taking place in situ the enactments suggests how the new technological 

concepts might work in practice; they are appropriated into maintenance work and their use be-

comes an almost familiar gesture not least supported by the coherent and apparently routinely ap-

plication of the technology. On the other hand, the strange and exceptionally nature of the situation 

is also clearly marked by the blue color and the recognizable mock-ups being used. Reading the ‘Di-

agnosing & Curing’ and the other scenarios as well there is no doubt that the situation is ‘as if’. The 

playfulness is clearly marked as well. Thus, scenarios communicate a sort of contradictory message 

that is both real and not real at the same time. The reality of the scenarios is therefore very much up 

to the reader to decide. ‘Diagnosing & Curing’ also expresses some general characteristics about 

technology use in maintenance work irrespective of the particular scenario. The environment is not 

an office but a shopfloor where the workers are mobile and hence need technologies which are ro-

bust and does not constrain their physical freedom. The Tablet and the Handheld Information Col-

lector is carried around and must be relatively wieldable and light-weight as such. 

However, ‘Diagnosing & Curing’ also illustrates more particularly – to us who know the original script 

– how the Poul in the situation freely interprets the script for the scenario and to some extent over-

writes the ideas thought up in the workshop22. In the original script, it is envisioned that if a main-

tenance problem cannot readily be solved it should be possible to search through maintenance and 

repair history and be presented – in the form of video, audio and text – with diagnoses and solutions 

to previous problems encountered at the machine (or similar machines). Thus the concept assumes 

that it is possible to share knowledge among workers and across time by the help of new of media 

like video and audio, and that such media in the daily practice of maintenance work are in fact use-

ful. In the staging, though, Poul in the manner in which he appropriates his new ‘tools’ comes to 

question those assumptions.  

The staging of ‘Diagnosing and Curing’ (see Figure 10-4) begins as scripted. Poul is assigned to solve a 

problem with a machine that does not fit bags correctly into boxes (#1), and he dutifully checks on 

the tablet whether a precedent exists but decides – bypassing the central idea of the concept – that 

it is not the case (#2). Instead he takes his Handheld Information Collector and video records the fast 

cycles of the machine from different angles (#3, #4) and transfers the video to the Tablet and watch-

es the recording in slow-motion to identify the problem as caused by a malfunctioning electrical 

board (#5). He then goes on to solve the problem with the electrical circuit. Detaching the Tablet he 

carries it with him to the other side of the machine (#6). Uses the tablet to look up machine draw-

ings of both logical and physical positions of the controller (#7), and carrying the Tablet in the hand 

he is able to replace the controller (#8) finally solving the problem.  

The major intent of the original scenario – to share knowledge about problems and solutions among 

maintenance workers and across time – is ‘over-written’ by Poul’s improvisation and reading of the 

                                                           
22

 ‘Diagnosing & Curing’ was an extreme case in this regard. But all scripts were interpreted – and intended to 
be so – in relation to the situation by the actors, primarily Lars and Poul. 
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concept. Knowledge sharing and video-recorded best practices do not seem to be relevant and in-

teresting to Poul and possibly – we might imagine – to the competent maintenance worker in gener-

al. As a sly old fox he knows what is to know about the machines and familiar with the best solutions 

to known problems.  Instead, he subverts the technology to fit his own purposes. He uses it to probe 

the symptoms of the problem as the necessary pre-condition for identifying and solving the issue. 

What he needs is a better view of the present situation more than an overview of past diagnoses 

and problems to confirm or create his hypothesis. The same is the case in the last part of the scena-

rio where he fixes the controller. Here Poul uses his Tablet to get access to machine drawings of the 

electric boards. Again the issue for Poul is to know the current state of the machine – in this case 

how the electric circuits are constructed – to be able to solve the problem. By using the Tablet as 

such Poul once again takes the scenario into unscripted but relevant territory for his work.  The 

question of updated and accessible machine drawings had been a theme in both the fieldwork and 

the workshop but had not – maybe for lack of time – been addressed by a new concept. This Poul 

remedies by improvising it directly in the staging.  Thus, just as Lars invented a new concept ‘Moni-

toring an error-prone machine’, the enactment for Poul also becomes a creative event and not alone 

a demonstration of the feasibility or lack feasibility of the proposed concepts. 

The enacted scenarios do not pretend – whether they follow the prepared script or are improvised – 

that the technologies in any way are working. The mock-up character as pointed out above and em-

phasized since their inception in participatory design as discussed in chapter 2 are exactly mocked-

up to avoid communicating unrealistic expectations and to encourage continued experimentation 

with the technological concepts at an early stage in design process. However, what might be less 

well communicated by the scenarios is their practical underspecification. When Poul checks the his-

tory of the machine (#2) it is assumed, unproblematically, that the relevant history of the machine 

has already been created by someone else, somewhere else not present in the scenario. Thus behind 

the seemingly trivial question of searching and looking up information lies a complex and disciplined 

practice of entry and maintenance of data about maintenance. Ironically, the system which is sup-

posed to ease maintenance work is itself in need of maintenance to be effective, and the staging 

does not help us evaluate that trade-off or more generally take into account the hinterland of con-

stitutive practices necessary for carrying out the activity illustrated in the staging.  

Hence, the staged scenario might to a certain extent promise more than they can hold if they are 

read as a direct demonstration of the practical feasibility of the scenario, and not as a prelude for 

more analytical and experimental activities. It was strongly pointed out in the final deliverable, that 

these stagings should not be read as final product candidates or anything resembling but rather as 

‘things to think with’ (Halse et al. 2005). Yet, we might ask if not the ability to excite people in the 

project and beyond depends on suggestive and well-rounded scenarios. Had they been more unfi-

nished, more hesitant about their viability, less ‘solution-oriented’, they might have been less effec-

tive as ambassadors of the project. It can be argued again, that the necessary interesting and keep-

ing interested of project stakeholders comes to shape the enacted maintenance work – this time in a 

more conclusive direction than the enactments merit. Paradoxically, we might say, the continued 

change of – in this case maintenance work – is predicated on at least temporary conclusions. If there 

are no results to demonstrate – if the future cannot be made observable-reportable the interests 

will fade, and if the interest fades it is not possible to produce new results. A way to circumscribe 

this predicament is say two things at once, as we did in the final deliverable: ‘Look how promising 
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the scenarios are!’ and ‘Do not take the concepts as product candidates. They are only analytical 

prototypes!’ (cf. Halse et al. 2005). 

10.3 Making maintenance scriptable and stage-able 
With the limited time available for the workshop, to create consistent scenarios for the enactment 

of maintenance work, it was necessary that the outcome subsequently was reworked by the re-

searchers – taking the role as designers – into more coherent ‘scripts for action’. This resulted in six 

scripted scenarios detailing a possible workflow and four mock-ups representation the form-factor 

and material aspects of the technology. 

Enacting the future scenarios in situ on the shopfloor was to a certain extent a means of making the 

future of maintenance work envisioned in the workshop and elaborated in the scripts ‘observable-

reportable’ as the fieldwork earlier in the project had done. But the staging of the planned scenarios 

was also to a certain degree itself a creative event betting on a partly different future. Thus, the 

maintenance workers appropriated the scripts for their own purposes and thereby continued the 

development process. However, the staging is not only a means of extending an imagined social or-

der into the future (successful or not) it is also – to state it in ethnomethodological terms – a reflex-

ive event upon the project; by demonstrating the reasonability of the project, that is, demonstrating 

promising results, the enactment of coherent future scenarios becomes a means for upholding the 

social order of – if not the project – the approach itself. Thus, as in the other phases of the project, 

the specific becoming of maintenance work both serves the particular purposes of the phase and the 

purpose of keeping the stakeholders interested in the project more generally. 
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11 Concluding the project – wrapping it up 

The last phase of the project – which went beyond the official description of fieldwork-workshop-

enactment, was the wrapping up of the project in a format, which described the process of the 

project (to some level of detail) and the results (the seven enacted future scenarios).  The purpose 

was to create a tangible conclusion of the project, while at the same time allow the readers to con-

tinue an exploration of both maintenance work, the new ideas for technology support, and the 

process itself in such detail that it would possible for the project participants – especially IBA – to 

experiment with the various methods used and for the people of Crispy to continue a reflection on 

their work practice based in the material. The deliverable was also intended to be readable and 

sensible to people out-side of the project. That is, the deliverable should be an ambassador for the 

project and its participants and thereby allowing the project to travel further than the group of 

people, who had partaken in the project.  

To accomplish this, we – the researchers – created two booklets one describing the process of the 

project and the other one the results and ideas, that is the a presentation of the staging of the sce-

narios as exemplified above with the ‘Diagnosing and Curing’ scenario and a DVD containing the 

original video-clips from the fieldwork used in the workshop and also video of each staged scenario. 

In addition, the booklets describing a night shift with Lars and a day shift with Poul were included – 

all packaged in a black box (see Figure 11-1).  The deliverable was produced in 24 copies one to each 

participant in project and the rest to their respective organizations.  

The box has been used to 

present the project in various 

fora both in IBA and to a more 

academic audience. Although 

the box has not traveled all by 

itself – someone has to pick it up 

and bring it along – it has argua-

bly played a role in the dissemi-

nating and bringing attention to 

the project supporting a contin-

ued engagement with IBA. How-

ever, it would be pure conjec-

ture to attempt to further assess 

the impact of the box. The point 

here is rather that for things to 

travel they need to be packaged, while at the same time being accessible. There might in other 

words be a trade-off also here about where the ability to travel is bound up to the flexibility of what 

travels. Can the black-box be opened and reconfigured for new potential uses along the road? Is it 

able to adapt itself to new circumstances while still – like Hermes – bring news from a different 

Figure 11-1 Maintenance work: ‘packed and ready’. Deliverable to all project 
participants.  

Dec. Feb. Oct. Apr. Jun. Aug.

. 

Project establishment Fieldwork WS prep. WS Rework WS & staging Concluding proj. 
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place23? Thus we leave the story of maintenance work when it is both open and closed, between 

present and future, traveling towards unknown destinations.  

  

                                                           
23

The idea of a black-box as an immutable mobile, which spreads facts and technology – in this case about 
maintenance work – is of course a reference to Latour (1987; Latour 1990). But where Latour’s black-boxes 
tend to make or break, our black-box was intended to be more flexible and adaptable to local consumption. As 
such it is more akin to de Laet & Mol’s ‘Zimbabwe Bush Pump’ – a ‘fluid actor’ adaptable and thereby more ‘fit’ 
to the ‘socio-technical landscape’ (De Laet and Mol 2000). 
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PART III 
 
DISCUSSING ‘MOBILITY IN MAINTENANCE’ 
Having described ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ and the various articulations of maintenance work in the 

project, I shall now draw out some of the potential implications for participatory design and 

workplace studies in chapter 12. In chapter 13, I suggest in the light of the experiences from ‘Mobili-

ty in Maintenance’ that it might be fruitful to articulate question of representation in research and 

design in terms of ‘representatives’ and ‘constituencies’. 
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12 Discussing ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ 
Through the account of maintenance work in six phases of ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ I have de-

scribed how maintenance work – the object of concern of the project – becomes articulated in vari-

ous ways as a consequence of particular concerns at particular times – some in accordance with re-

search and design protocols – some not. More specifically, I have attempted to demonstrate that 

when particular protocols are followed it is to some extent an act of will (though not an individual 

one). Maintenance work didn’t have to be problematized, made observable, staged, wrapped up, 

etc. It could have been left undone; maintenance work could have been left alone. What I have also 

attempted to demonstrate, however, is that when maintenance work is turned into an object of 

knowledge and design it rarely – if ever – was in complete accordance with the principled protocols 

of participatory design and to an even lesser extent those of workplace studies. Protocols were 

bended, compromised and negotiated in the encounter with non-academic and to a certain degree 

competing interests in practice; and correspondingly were the articulations of maintenance work 

twisted to fit the demands of the situation. Before proceeding with a discussion of the possible con-

sequences of this fact for participatory design and workplace studies let’s iterate what these articu-

lations of maintenance work in each phase of the project are: 

Phase I: Project establishment – making manufacturing/maintenance work problematic 

To get the project started it is necessary to problematize in the first instance manufacturing work 

and later more specifically maintenance work. This is most perspicuously articulated in the project 

charter where unmet needs of the work, like information about and the need for gathering informa-

tion about the production ‘on the spot’, are pointed out.  More generally, the project charter at-

tempts to make manufacturing/maintenance work an interesting, problematic and realistic case 

from the perspectives of use, design and research. This entails making it probable that new technol-

ogies can be designed for the domain (why many technological ideas are already listed in the project 

charter); it necessitates that the partners meet and present themselves; and it requires a project 

plan and project schedule that everybody can endorse, which means a single iteration of fieldwork, 

workshop and enactment. Showing due concern for each other, the project establishment phase is 

dominated by the work of mutual interesting and of charting a course for the common project.  

Phase II: Fieldwork – making maintenance work observable-reportable 

Doing fieldwork is necessitated by the participatory design inspired approach the first phase settled 

on and the hope that the project at some later point might contribute to a workplace study of manu-

facturing/maintenance work. It is necessary to render manufacturing/maintenance work observable-

reportable to make it available for joint exploration in the project and for academic analysis. Howev-

er, this need also means in practice that a large part of manufacturing – production work – becomes 

obscured because production workers don’t want to be video-recorded. Thus, following research 

protocols bringing manufacturing work into plain view results in a considerable reduction of the 

work. Moreover, the practicalities of logistics, technics and ethics significantly shape how the work 

becomes observable-reportable and its loci of consumption determine its form as well. To be able to 

consume the fieldwork in the subsequent workshop it is edited down to small episodes which can be 

collectively explored and for the selection of episodes and for later academic use of the material it is 

analyzed according to categories like coordination, cooperation and mobility, which prefigures it for 

consumption in and around the field of CSCW. 

Phase III: Preparing the workshop – making maintenance work manipulatable 
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If making maintenance work observable-reportable is necessary for joint exploration in the project 

and for academic deliberation out side of the project it is not sufficient to turn maintenance work 

into an object of change and design: it needs to be rendered manipulatable as well, that is an object 

which is permissible and possible to change. Making design games the vehicle of the workshop is a 

means for this purpose24, which they support in four different ways. First, by framing the overall goal 

of the activity as design, the games sanctions change. Second, by not hierarchizing different stakes in 

and views on maintenance work, maintenance work multiplies and destabilizes and thereby under-

mines any essence of maintenance work, which could prevent it from being manipulated. Third, by 

emphasizing the virtual nature of maintenance work as much as its actual nature, maintenance work 

becomes an object in transition. And fourth, by casting maintenance work in design materials like 

video-cards, game boards and Lego bricks direct ‘handles’ are given to the manipulation of mainten-

ance work.  

Although, the rendering manipulatable of maintenance work follows the protocols of participatory 

design, the actual design games were – and hence how maintenance work could be manipulated –

also influenced by the practical circumstances of the project. The fact that the design games were 

only to be played once and for three hours had an important influence on their form e.g. that all vid-

eo-material had to be watched in about an hour and all design games played in three. 

Phase IV: Workshop – making maintenance work public 

What in the earlier phases of the project had been made problematic, observable-reportable and 

manipulatable becomes in the workshop a problem to be observed, reported and manipulated in a 

public setting. The different articulations of maintenance work and the different stakeholders of the 

project are brought together in the same spot to work out their differences. Each design game rend-

ers maintenance work a different res publica. In the Theme Game any differences over maintenance 

work are not pitted against each other. They can co-exist as individual articulations and can be met 

with silence. In the Technology Game where focus changes from telling the present to imagining the 

future of maintenance work the stakes are raised and controversy and dissent arise, but since each 

player is assigned the right and responsibility to propose a concept differences can and must still be 

tolerated. In the last game, the Scenario Game, the public is structured so that unanimous agree-

ment over maintenance work is required and consequently differences are directly confronted and 

mostly worked out and away. Due to the lack of time, however, the result is that differences linger 

and no coherent future scenarios are created. Thus, in and through the different rules of the design 

games the conditions for how maintenance work can become a res publica changes, that is how the 

differences, roughly between use, design and research, are managed when brought together literally 

in the same room.  

Phase V: Reworking and staging scenarios – making maintenance work scriptable and stage-able 

To be able to enact maintenance work in a new and technologically mediated form it was necessary 

to rework the output of the workshop into more coherent ‘scripts for action’ and mock-ups of the 

proposed technologies – to make maintenance work a scriptable object. This resulted in six future 

scenarios, which were staged at the shopfloor at Crispy making maintenance work a ‘real’ imagina-

tion demonstrating the feasibility and viability of the concepts. But making maintenance work stage-

                                                           
24

 The problematization of maintenance work in the first phase of the project of course also justifies and ratio-
nalizes the change and redesign of maintenance work by the way of information technologies.  
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able was also a creative event where the prepared scripts were re-written by actors in relation to the 

concrete demands of the situation. As such the stagings are mechanisms for making the proposed 

new social order plausible and maybe even attractive. But it is also a reflective act on the project 

itself demonstrating to the participants the success of the common endeavor and thereby keeping 

them interested in the project and its approach. 

Phase VI: Concluding the project – making maintenance work mobile 

For the results of the project to have a broader impact beyond the project, it is necessary that they 

are made mobile. They cannot linger among the project participants. For that purpose the project 

process and future scenarios of maintenance work were wrapped up in a black-box at once rigid and 

flexible enough to travel beyond the confines of the project. Maintenance work had become mobile. 

 

In each phase of the project maintenance work changes its face to serve particular purposes. Had 

manufacturing/maintenance work not been problematized as a fecund domain for design of infor-

mation technology, it is doubtful that the project had ever got off ground. Had it not been made ob-

servable-reportable it is doubtful that a collaborative exploration and design process had been poss-

ible and so on and so forth. Thus it is necessary to arrange maintenance work in a particular manner, 

which is not ‘given’. This is maybe clearest in the way in which it is made ‘manipulatable’. The 

present reality of maintenance work is ‘desecrated’ or ‘profaned’ by attempting to estrange partici-

pants in their reading of the fieldwork episodes and in encouraging the design of technologies for 

future maintenance work. The actual and the virtual is sought intertwined. And in all phases main-

tenance work is twisted, invented, packaged, staged, etc., to serve particular purposes sometimes 

with resistance, sometimes not. As such the knowing and designing of maintenance work is infused 

with different powers whether in favor of or against the status quo. In this light, the research and 

design protocols are only one attempt to articulate the object of concern in a particular way, which 

must be worked out with the other partakers in the project. 

Participatory design and workplace studies stipulate – as we have seen in chapter 2 and 30 – a set of 

principles to manage and align use and design practice with each other. ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ is 

able to follow these protocols to a certain degree. A bit of fieldwork is done, a collaborative work-

shop is held and some future concepts are invented, scripted and staged partly in accordance with 

the principles of participatory design. Thus, the differences between users and designers are ma-

naged but they can hardly be said to be aligned particularly well. First, the project takes almost a 

year and a great deal of that time goes with trying to align the people at Crispy with the agenda the 

researchers and the people from IBA have agreed upon – in itself a prolonged effort. Second, the 

attempt to align production workers with fieldwork and QA with collaborative workshop activities 

results in their defection from the project and consequently a large part of the object of concern be-

comes obscured. Third, in the workshop where users, designers and researchers are brought togeth-

er a lot of effort is also used here to align different views about what the future of maintenance 

work should be and fourth the project charter itself is created to attract and align participants and 

prospective participants. Hence, it demands a lot of work and the protocols become necessarily 

compromised to secure the interest of the participants; and thereby a third crucial difference to 

manage is created – apart from the differences between use and design and present and future – 

that between research and the rest. The conditions of doing research are not only up to the re-
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searcher to decide. They cannot dictate the terms of the encounter, but enters a field of power, 

which they can only partly shape according to their own interests. 

Thus doing research into use and design practice meant in our case an effort to manage three kinds 

of differences: First, setting up a format where use and design practice could meet, that is primarily 

making maintenance work observable-reportable in a ‘public sphere’ and invite users into the design 

process; second, attempting to create a difference between present and future maintenance work 

by promoting the creation of new technological concepts by various means and manage that differ-

ence by involving prospective users and designers in the process; and third, attempting to impose a 

set of protocols, which would increase the chance that the project could be used as the basis of an 

academic case. The management of these three differences was greatly intertwined as we have 

seen: how the different participants were aligned affected what could be made ‘researchable’ and 

‘designable’. The question is, now, what the implications of these experiences might be more specif-

ically for participatory design and workplace studies. What does it mean that research and protocols 

must be imposed, most probably become compromised and consequently that the object of concern 

is as much a principled as practical object?  

12.2 Participatory design reconsidered 
In the description of the principles of participatory design in chapter 2, it was argued that participa-

tory design attempts to manage the differences between users, designers and researchers by bring-

ing them closer together and let them work out their incompatibilities. By designing for and with 

users and thereby aligning the goals of research with the problems of practitioners in the tradition of 

action research, the differences between users, designers and researchers do not become insur-

mountable.  However, this protocol for collaboration and research is based on the assumption that 

designers are interested in designing for and with users; that users are interested in participating in 

design and that the goals of research can be fulfilled in and through close collaboration with practi-

tioners. In other words, that the protocols participatory design stipulated can be imposed on prac-

tice without resistance and without further work. The experiences from ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ 

challenge – as we have seen – these assumptions in several respects and thereby raises new ques-

tion about the management of interests in participatory design.  

First, throughout the project ‘interest’ was more a verb than a noun. Interests were not given but 

rather evoked, sustained and sometimes lost even among researchers who could be said to ‘have’ 

the primary interest in the project. The first three months of the project, the establishment phase, 

was very much about mutual interesting. It was not that the interest was simply there because it was 

not even clear what the project was about. There was an initial interest in ‘something like COMIT’ 

but it was transformed first into four different proposals for the project where only the last was 

‘something like COMIT’ (the other primarily about exploring the existing user research practice at 

IBA). It then turned out that the project refocused on ‘something like COMIT’ when the user expe-

rience team could not/was not interested in participating in the project. The project charter further 

evoked and shaped the interests of the constituents and in the negotiation with Crispy we were and 

they were being interested in collaborating. And so and so forth throughout practically the whole 

project where every event is shaped by the necessity of keeping partakers interested, as we have 

seen.  
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Thus, instead of assuming it is in the interest of users and designers to collaborate, we might want to 

think more thoroughly and more concretely, why it should be the case – in each case. In our case, 

‘Mobility in Maintenance’, we might, for example ask, what interest the production workers would 

have in participating in a project, which reveals their work to management, to a software vendor, 

who produces software primarily used for managing work (ERP systems), and to PhD-students, 

whose first and last interest is to earn their degree? Why it necessarily should be in their interest. 

They might quite rightly have sensed that they had nothing in particular to gain from partaking in 

such a project. Quite obviously, IBA did have an interest in the project because it allowed them to 

experiment with new ways of relating to customers and doing user research, while at the same time 

testing and achieving new product ideas. But they also run a risk by involving themselves closely with 

one customer and with researchers who might have different concerns than their own. Experiment-

ing with new methods – challenging existing ways of doing things – might be politically sensitive. It 

might not have been in the interest of the existing user researchers at IBA to participate because it 

would be challenge to their present work. Creating concepts which are too narrowly tailored to Cris-

py’s specific needs or not strategically aligned with the existing product portfolio is also running a 

risk and finally working with researchers also poses the risk of an ‘academization’ of problems mak-

ing them largely irrelevant to the needs of daily practice. Hence, the interest of users and designers 

can probably not and should probably not be taken for granted. This is not to sound cynical – but 

when participatory design no more answers the question: ‘Whose side are we on?’ When it no long-

er takes side – but only administers differences – the rhetoric of user involvement might need to be 

replaced by a more realistic assessment of the interests of and the necessary work of interesting us-

ers and designers in partaking in participatory design. 

Second, if research protocols need to be imposed on users and designers, while being compromised 

in the same act, the question of what it means to do research for and with the users should arguably  

be reconsidered. That is, it is a different relationship of power to manage than participatory design 

traditionally has imagined creating some tricky dilemmas. On the one hand when users and design-

ers have their own ideas of how the encounter with researchers should be structured we can make a 

virtue of necessity and celebrate it as an expression of their greater power. We might say that per-

mitting collaborators to influence research not just as docile objects of research, but as active agents 

meddling with research is in fact a more symmetrical and egalitarian settlement than the old idea of 

researchers unilaterally empowering practitioners – a situation where also researchers and not only 

users and designers will have to put their principles and practices at risk (Danholt 2005; Stengers 

1996; Stengers 2000). On the other hand, we might risk too much. We might loose the ability to 

honor the special accountabilities of research as well as risking being complicit partakers in power 

plays we do not want to engage and might even oppose. But bringing research, design and use prac-

tice on the same practical footing – that is giving up the idea of research as a privileged and non-

situated practice – might in any case let us more clearly appreciate questions of power and empo-

werment. Who is the ‘weak’ part and who needs to be empowered might not always be the us-

ers/workers as traditionally imagined (cf. Greenbaum and Kyng 1991). Rather it should be reconsi-

dered in every instance of collaboration, and to our surprise it might turn out that researchers need 

empowerment as much as anybody else! 

Third, if researchers do not alone decide what can be made researchable it means that some things 

become more difficult to articulate academically. When research is dependent on a close relation-

ship with those being researched the discursive space is transformed. Not all questions are appro-
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priate to ask when the partnership and collaboration must be cared for or more concretely when the 

project – as was the case in ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ – is conducted under a NDA (non-disclosure 

agreement).  The question is – in extension of the previous question raised above – what does it 

mean to the traditional academic virtue of critique? Can we be so close that it becomes difficult to 

assume a critical attitude – a critical distance? Originally, participatory design was critical of western 

capitalist working conditions, but that critical stance was in many projects abandoned in third and 

fourth generation projects when managers and capital interests were invited to participate. Moreo-

ver, the original critical stance was predicated on the careful leaving out of any opposition: differ-

ences were managed by and criticism conditioned upon exclusion. I'm not arguing that the essential 

Marxist critique was abandoned solely, because managers and capitalists had to be dealt with in a 

more intimate way; nevertheless, it is terrible impractical to pursue a critical approach, when we set 

out to design for and with the people and practices (whether ordinary people, workers, managers, 

designers, etc.) who could potentially be a target for critique. Thus, the question is what to do with 

critique when it cannot be exercised at a distance, but has to be managed in close collaborations? 

And do we need critique at all? Is it some pastime academic occupation? Has it run out of steam as 

Latour (2004) thinks?  

In ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ the pressure to be constructive in opposition to being critical was acute-

ly felt throughout most of the project. It was the premise of the project to contribute to the user re-

search methodology at IBA, to create new IT concepts for maintenance work and potentially im-

prove the work practice at IBA. That is, a negative result in the form of critique alone, of methods, 

technologies, and work practice might not have felt like a contribution. The focus on solutions in the 

project charter even before the work at IBA had been explored is testament to the need of demon-

strating the constructive nature of the project and so is the final deliverable in the form of future 

scenarios. They signal the constructive, serious and non-obstructive nature of the project and plays 

along with the participants agendas from the ‘need to collect data at the source’ and ‘not disturbing 

the work’ to the organizing of ‘collaborative workshops’. Not a single critical word is uttered al-

though it might have been in place. For example, we might ask why data should be collected at the 

source, and what kind of vision about work it serves. Why on earth the people from Crispy should 

participate in the collaborative workshop (or the fieldwork for that matter) when everybody knew 

that the chance that the concepts they would come up are ever going to see the light of day is close 

to zero? And an activity which is supposed to re-design maintenance work – as claimed in the project 

charter – is not going to be disturbing when that exactly is the purpose?  The same can be asked of 

several of the other outcomes and activities of the project. We might for example critically question 

whether the role of the enactments is not primarily rhetorical, when many of the practical condi-

tions for their viability are left unexplored? Thus, it can easily be argued that a critical attitude would 

have been appropriate at times, and that the nervous urge for demonstrating constructiveness was  

counterproductive in some cases.  

We shall of course be careful to generalize the experiences from a single attempt to do participatory 

design to participatory design at large. But I will content that the non-critical attitude is not only due 

to particular constellations in ‘Mobility in Maintenance’. It might be a more systematic feature of 

participatory design. It is not that differences have not been a topic in participatory design but they 

are still inscribed in a larger frame of constructiveness. When differences have been addressed (and 

not managed by excluding them) in participatory design it has been suggested to regard them in 

terms of contradictions between users/use and designers/design and present and future (cf. Bertel-
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sen and Bødker 2002; Bødker 1991). Differences are seen as important generators of change and 

therefore an important element of design, that is, they become constructive once again. Differences, 

conflict and critique are appropriated for constructive purposes, they are overcome constructively, 

and as such differences are tamed and a (sort of) harmonious state is reestablished. And hovering 

above this process – if not arranged by – do we find the researchers with whom the other stake-

holders have no differences and nothing to critique. Thus critique is sweetened – managed – by the 

prospect of a better future for all participants promised by the protocols the researchers promote. 

This ethos is found in most of participatory design methods from design games over future work-

shops to the use of ethnographically inspired fieldwork of the present as ‘design material’ for the 

future.  

The point here is not to advocate critique in the abstract or celebrate difference for the sake of dif-

ferences themselves; the point is pragmatic – how we in practice can better understand the partiali-

ty (Haraway 1991) of all the parties of a participatory design project including researchers – their 

partial connection (Strathern 1991) to the project – before we either proclaim or pretend an undiffe-

rentiated symbiosis or differences are clashed in the hope of miraculous syntheses. Thus, the argu-

ment is, that we should pay more attention to what differences are before attempting to overcome  

them (maybe they cannot be overcome), and we should be ready to ask the (hard) critical questions 

about the appropriateness and insistence on or – the opposite –our protocols like participatory de-

sign has done between each generation. In the next chapter, I shall constructively (sic!) outline an 

approach, which might makes us more sensible to the partiality of differences and positions in re-

search, use, design and design. Differences can be managed in many ways (Mol 2002) and the first 

step in doing it effectively is to understand where difference come from and thereby what the lati-

tude of reconfiguration is. 

Lastly, we might ask if participatory design not only in practice but also in principle already is sub-

dued to the power plays of practice. Maybe the injunction to design for and with users has more to 

do with what users have permitted researchers to do than any of the more or less ideological justifi-

cations that are usually proclaimed – like the need for ‘true’ (user) participation in design (Kensing 

and Blomberg 1998). Provocatively, we might ask if researchers have been enrolled by users or de-

signers to promote their agenda at the cost of the researchers’ own program – whatever that might 

be. I'm not claiming that participatory design researchers are simply users and designers’ blind ser-

vants – in many cases it might be the opposite – but if we do not take non-researchers a priori to be 

weak and in need of empowerment, we should consider the possibility that users and designers 

might dominate researchers not just in their concrete encounters, but also in the more principled 

protocols developing over time. When participatory design in its second generation developed more 

user (worker) engaging methodologies for design it was under the pressure from the disinterested-

ness of workers. Similarly, the inclusion of managers and industrialists in participatory design in the 

1990s and 2000s might have been a strategy to avoid irrelevance in a climate where worker partici-

pation – in the ruling discourse – was no longer a sufficient argument in itself. The point is not to 

argue that participatory design should not be responsive to experiences from practice or to broader 

societal developments, but that the distinctive concerns of research apart from the urgent needs of 

practitioners should be more thoroughly considered. When I argue this, it is of course, partly be-

cause of difficulties experienced in ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ with aligning research with the other 

agendas in practice, but it is also to ask if what is central to the raison d’être of research – and aca-

demia more generally – is not exactly that it differs from what goes on in the rest of society? It is too 
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far reaching in this context to enter a general discussion about research policies, but in the case of 

participatory design it should sensitize us to the complexity of managing what I have called the third 

difference between research and use and design. In the next chapter – as mentioned above – I shall 

outline how this difference could potentially be more fruitfully conceptualized. 

12.3 Workplace studies reconsidered 
Critically, we can ask if the difficulties encountered in ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ in aligning research-

ers, users and designers around the same agenda is not due to an inherent (and insurmountable) 

difference between the interests of the three parties, but rather a consequence of the way it was 

done? That the attempt to bring researchers, designers and users in the same spot to work out their 

difference is simply an ineffective and inefficient management strategy and as such the encountered 

troubles are more a methodological artifact than an inherent fact of the relationship between re-

searchers, users and designers? Or if the controversies encountered in the workshop, for example, 

between user and designer representatives are real, and regardless will have to be resolved – if not 

in a face-to-face encounter between the two parties – then somewhere at some point? It is probably 

wise not to attempt to answer these questions in general and conclusively, but it may raise our 

awareness of which differences that have a methodological origin, and which differences that are 

more persistent. Hence, it is possible to imagine that the production workers’ resistance towards 

participation might have more to do with the use of video than an animosity towards researchers, 

software developers and their products more generally. Although, ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ did not 

turn out to be a workplace study, by discussing some of the implications the project might have for 

workplace studies, it is be possible to get a hint about which problems are methodological, and 

which are more fundamental.   

As described in chapter 3 workplace studies attempts to manage the differences among research, 

use and design practice by inserting an ethnography/ethnographer (often have been a researcher) in 

between them as a ‘cultural broker’ (cf. Anderson 1997). Through elaborate ethnographic accounts 

it is supposed that designers can ‘disturb’ the social order in a non-destructive manner, and that re-

searchers can contribute to a growing field of studies of work. As such the problem of research, use 

and design – from the perspective of workplace studies – is primarily an epistemological one. It is 

about figuring out how the social order of work is produced – e.g. the role of the flight strip in air-

traffic control – and thereby be able to design ‘sensible’ information technology which supports ra-

ther than impedes work and to create sensitizing conceptual (academic) frameworks. Based in the 

experiences from the ‘Mobility in Maintenance’, there are three ways we might question this logic.  

First, as questioned already, is it realistic that the research protocols of workplace studies can be 

imposed on practice uncompromised and without further work? Considering difficulties we had in 

negotiating access to ‘the field’ – it took about three months and resulted in two days of fieldwork it 

seems surprising that negotiating access to the field for – say six months – is straightforward and 

that the field is not constrained and shaped in and through such a process. That is, that the outcome 

of the fieldwork is simply a transparent rendering of the field itself without regard to the interests of 

both the people doing the study and the people studied. In ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ the field was 

remarkable different whether made observable-reportable episodically for consumption in the sub-

sequent workshop or analytically for later academic consumption. It might be argued from a 

workplace studies perspective that none of the ways maintenance work was made observable-

reportable in the project is the way it is done in an (ethnomethodological) ethnographic study con-
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veying members’ meanings. It might be true – but it is still made to be consumed somewhere else 

and by someone else. Ethnographic studies are not made for the pleasure of members themselves 

but for a different audience which must be able – very practically – to hold the study in their hand as 

a text being consumable in a reasonable time – it cannot take six months as the study itself. Thus, 

although it might not be formatted episodically and impressionistically – it nevertheless needs to be 

formatted somehow to be usable. Moreover, as we saw in the case of the production workers, the 

fieldwork was not just a reflection of the existing social order (regardless of its quality in that re-

gard); it was a disturbance of that social order itself – which resulted in the withdrawal of the pro-

duction workers from the project. Although the people at Crispy or in any other social organization 

make their activity observable-reportable as a matter of due course – as a way of upholding social 

order as ethnomethodology argues – making it observable-reportable for research purposes and by 

means of research and not ethno methods is a different matter. Most importantly, researchers are 

situated differently, which necessitates different instruments (e.g. video recording for storage, re-

trieval, scrutiny and analysis), and which changes the context and thereby meaning of what is made 

observable-reportable. It might seem like researchers can become full members, but they are posi-

tioned differently and partially connected to the field as pointed out above. As such a workplace 

study might more adequately be understood as an interference with and not as a reference of prac-

tice (Mol 2002). 

This stance is interestingly substantiated by a paper some of the authors of the ATC study recently 

have written. In their account, they now talk about particular ethnomethodological ‘tropes’ inform-

ing the study, and they admit that the study had been dependent on unacknowledged ex situ inter-

views and other activities while it originally had been presented as an in situ investigation in line 

with prerogatives of ethnomethodology  (Randall et al. 2005). Thus, the study is no longer regarded 

as the objective rendering of members’ meanings ‘out-there’, but in fact dependent on ‘tropes’ and 

auxiliary practices ‘in-here’. There is in other words among some practitioners in the tradition of 

workplace studies a growing recognition of the (to an extent) alien character of research protocols 

to the people and practices under study and often need to compromise them25. In this regard, the 

status of the ethnography becomes somewhat more complicated when it needs to stay faithful to 

both the ethnographer’s and members’ concerns. It assumes a dual loyalty – it becomes a double 

agent. 

The second question we can raise in relation to the experiences of ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ and the 

tradition of workplace studies – as was also asked about participatory design –  is to what extent the 

research protocols are not compromised in practice in negotiation with the ‘object of concern’,  but 

already in a sense are compromised in principle. That is, if we think of ethnographic fieldwork as a 

dialogical encounter, the way in which the fieldworker must relate to the field is not only for the 

fieldworker to decide. Participant observation might be what the fieldworker is allowed to carry out, 

but it does not exhaust the possible relations, and thereby articulations of the object of concern. In 

fact, it might be argued that participant observation is preferred not because it relays an essential 

truth, but because it spells fewest troubles for both parties. As such participant observation may be 

regarded as a strategy for the management of differences between ethnographers and in our case 

                                                           
25

 Theorizing and reflecting on the constitutive character of research practice vis-à-vis ‘the field’ may have 
come late in workplace studies but have been a recurrent concern in anthropology for some time (Amit 2000; 
Gupta and Ferguson 1992; Gupta and Ferguson 1997). 
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users. It might be a convenient relationship to have in comparison to, e.g., participatory designs’ ar-

guably more complex relationship with users. Hence, again, provocatively it can be suggested that 

the focus on members’ meanings in workplace studies and in ethnomethodology is a way to avoid 

conflicts with the people under study – a practical provision more than particular care for and inter-

est in members and their meanings.  By learning to parrot members there are simply fewer differ-

ences to manage. To speak in a recognizable manner do not provoke any uncontrollable reactions 

as, for example, an inquiry into air-traffic control as the realization of secret (erotic) fantasies about 

dominance and control (and other interesting subjects) probably would do. Thus, again the ques-

tions that can be asked are a negotiable matter with the object of concern. In this light, ethnographic 

protocols might be convenient, but if truth, if staying true to ‘the Other’, is not a matter of mimesis, 

but one of contribution, the ‘simple’ transmission of members own meanings might not always be 

the most interesting and also risky way to engage the field despite its sympathetic and empathetic 

intentions of understanding. Sometimes a challenge, although more difficult, could arguably be a 

greater contribution if it allows more interesting articulations than members’ own. 

If the management of differences between researchers, designers and users in participatory design 

is difficult – it might be easier in workplace studies, but we might ask: at what expense? In participa-

tory design differences are managed chiefly by bringing people together in the same spot to work 

out conflicts and lack of alignment over different concern in present and future. In contrast, in the 

tradition of workplace studies, the ethnographic account carries the burden of alignment. In there 

possible internal differences among users are handled – maybe by spelling them out, summing them 

up, downplaying them and so on and so forth; furthermore it is expected that the force of the eth-

nography (and maybe the ethnographer) is able to align designers with users. As such, it might in 

some ways be a more practical arrangement to have the fieldworker managing the differences than 

the parties themselves. The ethnography might be an easier ‘site’ to manage differences because 

the ethnographer is the sole author of the spectacle compared to, e.g., the mutual authorship and 

direct confrontation in a workshop. Moreover the ethnographer might be a more nimble traveler 

than the stakeholders in a project. So for practical reasons it can be more painless to bring differenc-

es together and manage them in the ethnography than having representatives working them out in 

the same spot.  

What the ethnography have difficulties in mediating, however, is development. It is not possible for 

users and use practice to change when they/it first have been frozen in an ethnography. Designers 

can only get a limited response to questions raised of the ethnography. As such designers are kindly 

asked to accept the existing social order which they can ‘disturb’ in limited manner, that is, in prac-

tice, support. Thus, the usefulness of a new technology can only be predicted and extrapolated from 

extant ways of going about and not negotiated with the ethnography, where participatory design in 

contrast more emphatically attempts to manage the difference between present and future created 

by design. Similarly, if any differences of interest exist between users’ a workplace study can only 

present them and not manage them actively. Thus, the negotiation of a ‘prioritization mechanism’ 

between designers and users is difficult to manage in an ethnography.  In that case designers will 

have to make up for themselves ‘whose side they are on’ if a solution inevitably favors one party. 

What the ethnography support, however, is the representation of silent or inarticulate aspects of 

work practice in so far the ethnographer can give them a voice.  
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Hence, when the ethnography is used to manage differences they might become more rigid in the 

sense that management of the second difference, that between present and future, is thought to 

follow automatically from managing the first difference, that between users and designers. A crea-

tive leap from present to future is not actually sought and much less governed.  As such workplace 

studies tend to pursue a more conservative agenda than participatory design. This is sometimes re-

fused by arguing that ethnographic studies demonstrate that practice is ‘rife’ with change (Anderson 

1997; Crabtree 1998). It is, however, not a very convincing argument.  There is principled difference 

between demonstrating how a social order is accomplished under all matters of changing circums-

tances and then actively attempt to break with that social order and instigate a new as participatory 

design does. This is not to side either with the progressionism of participatory design or the conser-

vatism of workplace studies – each might have their merit – but to emphasize that they represent 

two different approaches to the relationship between use and design of IT.  

In this chapter I have discussed what experiences in ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ might imply for parti-

cipatory design and workplace studies. I have especially focused on how both practices and prin-

ciples of the two approaches are shaped in the encounter with use and design practice. That re-

search is on par with use and design and their possible alignment is not achieved unproblematically, 

but part of a practical struggle over what the protocols of the encounter should be. Although the 

discussion has been largely critical this should not be read as a dismissal of participatory design and 

workplace studies. Stressing the practicalities of doing research and design also entails taking a 

pragmatic stance towards what is possible; even if compromised both in principle and in practice 

participatory design and workplace studies are still important and valuable proposals of how to 

manage use and design. What I have suggested, though, is that the third difference, that between 

research and the rest should explicitly be part of our considerations and not managed implicitly as a 

‘mere’ practicality. 
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13 Representatives and constituencies 
In the exposition of participatory design and workplace studies in chapter 2 and 3, it was argued that 

the two approaches are two different protocols of representation attempting to manage use and 

design of information technology, present and future. In participatory design users are represented 

directly in the design process, while in workplace studies the ethnography/ethnographer represents 

use practice to designers. With the discussion in the previous chapter in mind, it can now be added 

that in participatory design, the direct participation of researchers permits the alignment of research 

with use and design, and similarly does the ethnography in workplace studies align researchers with 

use practice. But the previous discussion has also questioned the ability to impose these protocols in 

their pure form and emphasized the often compromised character of the encounter. People are par-

tially connected and ethnographies have dual loyalties and are double agents. The question is, now, 

if it is possible to think these relationships in a manner that is both comprehensible and respect their 

complicated nature? This chapter – before the concluding remarks – tries to do this. The chapter 

also attempts to give an answer to the question raised in the introduction in chapter 1: If the object 

of concern – in our case maintenance work – is a consequence of, is articulated in, the project how 

can it represent more than the project itself? Put more succinctly, how can the project be relevant 

beyond its own confines if its output is inextricably bound to the local circumstances of production? 

To help answer these questions I shall enroll some researchers, fishermen and scallops from the 

northwest of France.  

In his rather famous (and some would say infamous) paper ‘Some elements of a sociology of transla-

tion’ (1986), Michel Callon recounts a research project that is engaged in cultivating scallop larvae in 

St Brieuc Bay at the French northwest coast to prevent a diminishing stock of scallops from disap-

pearing – but the story Callon tells is not a traditional tale about marine biologists trying to compre-

hend and control the peculiar habits of a poorly understood species. In Callon’s account the research 

project is an encounter between the spokesmen of three different constituencies:  the scallops in St 

Brieuc Bay, the local fishermen dependent on the lucrative scallop fishing, and the scientific commu-

nity interested in knowledge about scallop life. Because, for obvious practical reasons, the consti-

tuencies cannot all convene, it is only the spokesmen who meet in the project. The scallops are 

represented by larvae, who have anchored on the devices the researchers have set out; the fisher-

men by leaders of their local organization; and the research community by the researchers, who 

have started the project. It is the task of the spokesmen to represent their constituencies in the 

project, while at the same time achieve the common goal – proving that larvae will anchor and grow. 

Thus, the project only succeeds as long as the constituencies do not defect. If scientific colleagues 

doubt the results of the experiment, if fishermen start fishing where the catching devices are put up, 

or if larvae after the first trials stop anchoring, the experiment begins to unravel. So for the project 

to succeed, the spokesmen must handle the double task of keeping the constituencies in line with 

the project, while at the same time in a flexible manner negotiate with the other spokesmen to keep 

them in line as well.  

For our purposes, there are basically two things about Callon’s analysis to pay attention to. First, the 

traditional representationalist image of knowing (in this case scallop life) a passive and homologous 

objective reality is replaced with negotiation with an active and potentially heterologous reality. The 

homologous reality of scallop larvae, fishermen and research community is only upheld as long the 

constituencies stay aligned behind the spokesmen. If parts of the constituencies begin to defect, the 
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representativity of the spokesman fracture and reality becomes a heterologous multiplicity of inarti-

culate entities. The researcher is not representing a general passive object identical to all other of its 

kind. Rather the researcher is negotiating with a spokesman, who only stays representative as long 

as the constituency remains in line. Thus, the subject-object relation of traditional epistemology is 

replaced with an agent-agent relation, where each of the two agents are further related in a one-to-

many relation with a pacified, but potentially active constituency:  

Traditional subject/object relationship s—o  

Two active spokesmen with a pacified constituency in line p:p:p:p—a1—a2—p:p:p:p 

Two active spokesmen with an only partly pacified constituency a:p:a:p—a1—a2—p:p:a:p 

 

What the reality of scallop larvae is, is therefore the outcome of a practical negotiation between 

spokesmen with vested interests and not the mirroring (cf. Rorty 1979) of an objective reality out-

there. We notice that it is essentially the same position I have assumed – that maintenance work in 

‘Mobility in Maintenance’ was the outcome of a negotiation between the different participants. 

Second, and most controversial, Callon’s analysis does not reserve agency for humans, but extends it 

onto non-human scallops as well. It can be debated to what extent this ‘actor-network’ perspective 

(see also Latour 1987; Law 1986) – as it has come to be called – employs a problematic ‘category 

mistake’ or whether it allows for interesting analyses (see Bloor 1999; Callon and Latour 1992; Col-

lins and Yearley 1992a; Collins and Yearley 1992b; Latour 1999). It is a not a debate I shall enter here 

except taking the pragmatic view, that granting agency to non-humans may sensitize us to the ef-

fects created by them  (including human agency), which, I believe, can be fruitful as we shall see be-

low. 

Thus, in accounting for the relationship between research, use and design practice, I suggest that 

Callon’s notion of spokesmen and constituencies can help complicate and clarify our view. I shall use 

the notion of ‘representative’, though, instead of a spokesman, because it more emphatically con-

trast with the traditional notion of a ‘representation’ that it is supposed to replace. As such and fol-

lowing the cue from Callon, I take the ethnographic description of workplace studies and the ‘stake-

holder’ of participatory design to be representatives of constituencies in research and design. What 

this means more specifically, I shall now explain beginning with the implication for participatory de-

sign, because the replacement of the notion of ‘stakeholder’ with ‘representative’ is the most intui-

tive and straightforward.  

13.1 Representatives and constituencies in participatory design 
In participatory design, the stakeholders are usually and simply the participants in a project (in ‘Mo-

bility in Maintenance’, it is among others Lars and Poul, the foreman, program managers from IBA, 

researchers). At times, though, stakeholders are understood more broadly as particular groups in-

volved in a project (Bødker et al. 2004). So maintenance workers, production workers, designers, 

researchers, etc., would be different stakeholder groups we could say. With the notion of represent-

atives and constituencies, however, I want to draw attention to a difference, which is not so often 

expounded in participatory design regardless of stakeholders’ status as individuals or groups: the 

split between the actual participants, which partake directly in a participatory design project and the 

actors they are supposed to represent. That is, the split between representatives and their consti-

tuencies: researchers and the research community; designers and the design community; and users 
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and the use community. Depending on the purpose of a participatory project the different commun-

ities or constituencies may vary in size. If it is in-house development, the use community is probably 

fellow colleagues; if it is development for a market it might potentially be many thousand users. Si-

milarly, the research and design communities may also vary, but probably to a lesser extent.  

Traditionally, participatory design has paid attention to two ‘grand’ splits – what I have called the 

first and the second difference – that between user and designers and that between present and 

future. Thus, the partakers in a participatory design project might have internal differences to work 

out partly as a consequence of the active instigation of a difference between present and future. 

Usually, though, in participatory design accounts, the participants do not deal with external differ-

ences. There are no defections and no treason; no users, designers and researchers, who defect the 

project or is defected by their community. No users, designers, and researchers getting so caught up 

in the design project that they forget where they come from. Even if the consequence is not as dra-

matic as betrayal and treachery – I suggest we should consider being member of a close and com-

mitted collaboration as a participatory design seeks to be always poses the risk of being disloyal. 

That is, it seems implausible that the dual obligation of participatory design participants to negotiate 

internal differences – while at the same attempting to instigate and manage a new difference be-

tween present and future –  should not somehow strain their external relationships to a lesser or 

greater extent. 

Indeed, it was the case in ‘Mobility in Maintenance’. The struggles over which protocols the project 

should follow – the give and take between the partaking organizations over the conditions and fram-

ing of the project – are examples of internal negotiations affecting and influencing external consti-

tuencies. Trying to impose research protocols is not some whimsical idea on behalf of the research-

ers themselves – it is on behalf of the larger research community that they work. But as the thesis 

itself is a testament to, it is a two-way street. The representative will also attempt to realign the con-

stituency with the negotiated outcome of the project. I do this by attempting to affect the discussion 

about participatory design and workplace studies, and thereby (hopefully) remain interesting to and 

a representative of the academic community – although it remains to be seen if the community de-

fects. Regarding the other participants from IBA and Crispy, I have not followed the relationship with 

their respective organizations closely, so it cannot be recounted surely. Nonetheless, there are sev-

eral indications of such a relationship in the project most conspicuously, probably, in the project es-

tablishment phase where the conditions of the project are negotiated and thereby also the relation-

ship to the constituencies. When IBA, for example, suggest that fieldwork can be done in 2-3 hours 

and the researchers wants 2-3 days it is in relation to, but not necessarily in accordance with, the 

conventional user research practices at IBA and what is demanded in research respectively. Similarly, 

I suggest that some of the controversies in the workshop over future technologies – although partly 

an effect of the rules of the design games – also must be regarded as consequences of external ac-

countabilities. When representatives from IBA advocate a more managerial view on technology than 

the researchers’, it is difficult to not regard this difference in relation to their respective constituen-

cies. IBA sells ERP solutions, which is predominantly about governing work processes from the pers-

pective of management. The researchers are rooted in traditions of participatory design, workplace 

studies and the like, where it is not comme il faut to take side with management – even when man-

agement these days is tolerated. Thus, the participants from IBA will have a problem if the outcome 

is not aligned with the business strategy of the company, and researchers likewise if it is not aligned 

with the protocols and ethos of academia – they risk the constituency will defect. 
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Depending on how we look at it, differentiating between representatives and constituencies may 

complicate or simplify the conception of the management of differences between research, design 

and use. Previously, it was suggested, that in effect there are three differences to manage: that be-

tween use and design; that between present and future; and that between research and the rest. 

But if researcher, user, and designer representatives in their joint encounter distinguishes them-

selves from their constituencies a fourth difference must be managed – that between representa-

tives and constituencies. It is probably not unrealistic that the number of differences to take into 

account in such complicated encounters tends to proliferate. However, it can also be approached 

more simply by emphasizing that what matters is the management of differences internally among 

representatives and externally vis-à-vis their respective constituencies. In this regard – and if the 

matter is not conceived from a research perspective – researchers’ participation in the encounter is 

not different from any other interested partaker’s. 

Regarded as such partakers in participatory design must at once take into account the differences 

internal to the project and the differences that over time might separate the project participants 

from their constituency. Thus participants may find themselves in a precarious situation in balancing 

between the demands of their constituency and those of their collaborators. Nonetheless, if we take 

seriously that the participants are representatives of a larger constituency then that is, I suggest, 

their primary accountability. It is where participants are situated and on whom they depend. Users 

are users before they are designers; designers are designers before they involve themselves with us-

ers and researchers are researchers before they venture out to emancipate and empower user and 

designers. After all – when the project is over – it is the constituency they must answer to and it is on 

their behalf that they are part of a participatory design. This, of course, does not preclude a strained 

relationship with the constituency as a consequence of the compromises and developments in the 

project and consequently that conflicting loyalties may arise.  

The concepts of representatives and constituencies sensitize us to the potential conflicts and con-

troversies the encounter with other representatives yield and the – at times – uncomfortable posi-

tion of being-in-between it creates. But it also makes us aware of questions of representativity more 

generally. First, by the notion of ‘defection’, what appears as a homologous unity might turn out to 

be a heterologous disarray of disparate interests. Thus, the diversity might be greater than, for ex-

ample, the idea of the user conveys (or the researchers or the designer for that matter). Second, 

without the enrolment of important constituencies the project risks failure. If, for example, IBA had 

not been enrolled in the project, the chances of irrelevance – if design of information technology is 

the final goal – might have been even larger than they already were. Thus, if important constituen-

cies are left out of the joint encounter – it poses a risk to the long term sustainability of the project. 

Arguably, this is realized in participatory design when managers and industrialists are included in the 

research and design process in the 1990s. To remain relevant participatory design has over its histo-

ry extended the ‘suffrage’ including more representatives of important constituencies. However – as 

we have seen – this has not made the management of differences and alignment of interests easier.  

Over time, the suffrage has also been extended to include more non-humans. The advent of ethno-

graphically inspired fieldwork in the design process meant that non-human representatives of use 

practice had to be dealt with. We have seen how video clips of use practice – like the episodes of 

Lars and Poul – are a popular way to remind participants about users’ everyday activities and con-

cerns.  It is worth noticing, however, that this actor is also carefully managed. It is cut up and cut 
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down to size to be wieldable, and not to be a too dominant representative of the encounter; to not 

stand in the way of the transcendence of the tradition. Thus, ethnography in participatory design – 

at least in the Scandinavian tradition – is assigned a very particular representational role as ‘design 

material’ (Buur et al. 2000) and ‘reminders’ (Kyng 1995) – which leads us to how ethnographic 

workplace studies can be understood in terms of representatives and constituencies. 

13.2 Representatives and constituencies in workplace studies 
In the tradition of workplace studies fieldwork is not regarded as reminding users about their every-

day activities as in participatory design but as representing those activities to designers. In contrast 

to this (traditional) epistemological understanding of ethnography, I want to emphasize its active 

nature as well. The ethnography is a non-human actor (to express it in actor-network terms), and if it 

was not the case, the effectiveness of workplace studies in convincing designers about use practice 

would be entirely incomprehensible. But it is in a sense a weirder representative than the partakers 

in a participatory design project. As a mediator it at once represents the constituencies of author 

and the authored and must be convincing to both parties; it is indeed a double agent as argued in 

the previous chapter. Thus, the manner in which it resolves its schizophrenic state is consequential 

for how well it is able to align its dual constituencies. If users are misrepresented they might defect 

(or later if a technology is build based on a misrepresentation reject it), but if designers or research-

ers can find no interest in the ethnography they might defect as well. The schizophrenia is in full dis-

play in the Lancaster group’s attempt to both do ethnomethodological ethnographies and format 

the results in accordance with general categories like ‘awareness’, ‘coordination’, ‘plans’, etc. for 

designer’s consumption. Similarly, when in ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ the fieldwork is made observa-

ble-reportable in both an episodic and an analytic format its split personality – the desire to serve 

multiple constituencies – is revealed as well.  

If the ethnographical representative has a different identity than human representatives have, it also 

has some different competencies.  It might be less effective in re-aligning constituencies. At least it 

has difficulties engaging a more elaborate dialog like human representatives can – as when a main-

tenance worker discuss the prioritization of work with representatives from IBA.  But then it has dif-

ferent qualities as a representative. As earlier pointed out – and one of the main reasons for using 

ethnographic fieldwork – is that it can represent the inarticulate; the tacit knowledge and skills 

people employ in their everyday. But maybe more importantly – it is capable of representing all the 

non-humans that cannot speak up for them selves, but which are nevertheless important to 

represent. A video-clip (although up till now difficult to include in academic publications), for exam-

ple, conveys very effectively how noisy an environment the shop floor really is. Or the whiteboard on 

the wall there. The ethnography is also a good representative of the immobile constituencies – the 

humans and non-humans that cannot join researchers and designers in the same spot. Where parti-

cipatory design generally regards users as a mobile constituency, workplace studies does not. Users 

are represented in the design process by the hermetic ethnography/ethnographer. And finally, the 

ethnography is also a more practical way to represent the masses to designers and researchers in a 

reasonable detailed manner if so many constituencies are involved, that there is not space in the 

same spot. In an ethnography another page can be added.  
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13.3 The management of differences revisited 
Inspired by Callon’s account of scallop larvae, fishermen and researchers in northwest France I have 

proposed an alternative way to think the representational strategies participatory design and 

workplace studies deploy in governing the differences between use, research and design. For parti-

cipatory design representation is about involving stakeholders in a joint project; for workplace stu-

dies it is about creating representations of use practice for designers. With the notions of ‘repre-

sentative’ and ‘constituency’ I’ve suggested that these relationships can be described more effec-

tively and realistically, while also characterizing the two traditions in similar terms. Hence, the nego-

tiations among representatives and their constituencies embrace the political, epistemic and ontic in 

the same movement; we shall not forget that what scallop larvae are is the outcome of the negotia-

tion between Callon’s spokesmen. More practically, though, this framework can help us to be more 

sensitive to and navigate the complex relationships and accountabilities users, designers and re-

searchers – not to speak of ethnographies – are caught up in.  

First, by differentiating between representatives and constituencies, and by regarding research and 

design as the negotiation among representatives of various kinds, it is possible to articulate the par-

tiality of the encounter more precisely and the intricate questions of loyalty and fidelity it might 

generate. As partakers in a participatory design project we can never be completely true to ‘the 

Other’, to the other participants, because we can never be identical (Haraway 1991) – we are si-

tuated differently and in the end have different accountabilities, allegiances and responsibilities;  on 

the other hand as participants we also risk betraying the constituency if we get caught up in ‘the 

Other’26. Thus, there are both internal and external differences to manage whether we are humans 

partaking in participatory design project or a non-human ethnography. Second, with the notion of an 

active constituency that can back or defect a representative we are made aware that what normally 

is taken to be a unity, ‘the user’, ‘the designer’, ‘the researcher’ is potentially a motley crew, that the 

representative must actively manage to keep in line. This is not least important in a design situation 

where crucial matters for the constituency are being redesigned. An apparent homogeneity can hide 

a larger heterogeneity. Third, the notion of constituency also alerts to us the question of representa-

tivity. For the sake of peace, simple ignorance or mounting practicalities, there might be important 

constituencies, which have been left out. What is won in the ability to govern the encounter inter-

nally with only few representatives can thus be lost in sustainability if fundamental constituencies 

have not been sworn in. Fourth, different kinds of representatives have different kinds of competen-

cies. The ethnography is good at representing the inarticulate, immobile and the many, but might be 

bad promoting change, for example. Here future scenarios or the ‘Black-box’ described in chapter 11 

can be more adequate, or an enthused project participant. In a design context, representational 

competency is more than being ‘vulgarly competent’ or representing your own stakes. It might in-

clude such things as being popular (governing a large constituency), faithful (stay true to the consti-

tuency), articulate (speak up for the constituency), interested (ready to risk one’s assumptions) and 

inspiring (make a difference that makes fewer differences). 

It is true that the notions of representatives and constituencies in some sense makes the manage-

ment of research, use and design appear complex if not outright daunting. But it is complex!  On the 

                                                           
26

 It is of course also possible to switch loyalties and constituency – but it is probably rare. 
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other hand not every complexity needs to be played out in each an every encounter. As such the 

notion of representatives and constituencies is a tool to think. In ‘Mobility in Maintenance’, I will 

suggest, for example, that had we been more aware of the accountabilities we had vis-à-vis our re-

spective constituencies not least the risk we run by being interested in the agenda of other consti-

tuencies, it would have made some things easier. This also means that the competent representative 

is articulate about her external accountabilities, which other representatives might not be able to 

guess. For example, a clearer articulation of what the academic constituency did expect from us as 

researchers could have made it easier to carry out the project in accordance with established re-

search protocols.  Similarly, had IBA been more articulate about how participatory design methods 

benefit and could be incorporated into the organization, the impact of the project could have been 

greater. However, being articulate can also sharpen differences and thereby threaten the existence 

of the project. Being very vocal on behalf of the constituency is not necessarily the best prelude for a 

collaboration. Thus, had we insisted on doing a workplace study over 9 months from the beginning 

of the ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ the project had probably never taken off. The internal as well ex-

ternal alignment is therefore a bit of an art.  

13.4 Generalizing 
In chapter  1 it was questioned how it is possible to research or design anything of general value if 

the object of concern is the outcome of a very particular and situated process. We have seen how 

maintenance work has taken on many different shapes according to all manners of local concerns – 

which on the face of it should invalidate results in a more general context. The quick answer is that it 

is indeed the case. Research and design is local and situated and it cannot be any different. However, 

it is only a problem as long as generality is regarded as fitting some widespread pattern and not 

when generality is seen as an active achievement. I shall briefly outline three approaches to genera-

lization and why Callon’s notion of a active spokesmen/representatives and an active constituency 

makes generality possible without general results.  

In workplace studies the logic of design is founded on the assumption of mimesis. It is the ability of 

in the first place the ethnography/ethnographer and in turn the designer to empathetically mimic or 

mirror members’ meanings, which permit designs to (slightly) ‘disturb’ the social order without it 

breaking. Obviously, the implication of this perspective on design is that ‘scratches’ in the mirror im-

pedes the designers’ ability to design well suited technologies. Precision and accuracy is of prime 

value, and therefore compromised descriptions of use practice should be avoided. In this perspec-

tive the ability to make general descriptions and designs of general value is predicated on the careful 

documentation of the social order and that the social order itself is a general phenomenon. Both 

conditions need to be met, but because many workplace studies with their ethnomethodological 

heritage stress the situated singularity of work, the prospects of generality, descriptive or design 

wise, have not been and are probably not great. And if descriptions are compromised, if the mirror 

inevitable has scratches – as I have argued – the prospects are even weaker. However, among 

workplace studies practitioners generality has never been first priority and as such the damage is 

probably of manageable proportions. 

In participatory design the question of generality of design has not been greatly appreciated either, 

and it might be argued, opposed to some extent. Participatory design is typically not practiced as 

design for the masses, as commercially viable design for large markets. More often – if practiced 

professionally at all – it is development of particular solutions for particular organizations (cf. Bødker 
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et al. 2004). Taking participatory design history and methodologies into account this is of course not 

surprising. Participatory designers have worked in organizations with their needs and only rarely at-

tempted to involve larger constituencies (UTOPIA attempted to turn their designs into a commercial-

ly viable solution for graphics workers, but failed). The injunction to work closely with users over 

long periods of time makes it cumbersome to represent large and varied groups of people. The kinds 

of representatives that participatory design employs are not particular well suited for mass repre-

sentation. Thus, apparently the prospects of general solutions coming out participatory design are 

also bad – but like in the case of workplaces studies it has probably never have been the point ei-

ther. The ethos of participatory design is to pursue localized and situated interventions (Greenbaum 

and Kyng 1991) and not general solutions in particular. 

Now the question of generality is in today’s academic discourse (at least in certain corners) a bit of a 

bête noir, because generality is perceived to be – not the discovery of general features – but the 

eradication of local ways – the implosion of plurality into singularity. Both participatory design and 

workplace studies sit uneasy in relation to these arguments, I would argue. On the one hand they 

honor the local and the particular by attempting to read it and design it in situated terms. On the 

other hand, they attempt to impose a set of general principles – what I have called protocols. There 

are general (academic) standards to be followed. For informants to be true informants they must 

inform the researchers for long periods of time and for users to be true participants, they must par-

take in design. By way of method participatory design and workplace studies attempts to generalize 

the encounter with use and design practice, and because the same protocols have been imposed it 

also becomes possible to compare the results more generally. So to a certain extent it is possible to 

achieve generality in participatory design and workplace studies – but if we follow this line of argu-

mentation it is for different reasons than usually posited. It is not because workplaces are the same 

or because users are interested in participating in design – it is because workplaces have been made 

identical and users made interested in participating. Thus it is possible to create generality through 

powerful intervention (Latour and Woolgar 1986). 

However, if we feel uneasy about this form of generalizing it is because power is associated with 

dominance and disciplining. No doubt, it is an important recognition, which should make us carefully 

consider our practices as researchers and designers (and users). However, it should not allow us to 

not contribute. To give power a more positive spin, I will suggest that it cannot only be dominating, it 

can also be attractive. Again if we think of representatives as passive representations and the consti-

tuencies as passive vis-à-vis research and design it can be difficult to conceive, but if we regard them 

as active it makes more sense. And it also reframes the question of generality. Generalized attrac-

tiveness – the process of becoming broadly attractive – is harder to dismiss as shear domination. 

Still, attraction contains an element of domination – but it might be a positive one where what do-

minates returns something to what is being dominated. In this sense, the will to power is a contribu-

tion – it is empowering – not because someone lacks power, but because more attractive possibili-

ties have been created – although, of course, a risk of fatal attraction is always present. 

Hence, that the object of concern is articulated in and through a different set of power differen-

tiated concerns does not – necessarily – invalidate the object, representationally and politically. It 

might under certain circumstances become an attractive representative (in contrast to a shiny mirror 

or a dominant despot), a novelty – an event – which although different from, can pull one or more 

constituencies into alignment.   
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
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14 Pragmatic pragmatism 
The thesis has argued, that after users and designers of information technology sometime in the 

1970s parted ways, IT design disciplines both in an academic and professional context have been 

occupied with somehow – one way or the other – to manage two differences:  the socio-spatial dif-

ference between use and design practice and the temporal difference between present and future 

as a consequence of the deliberate will to change that design is. More specifically, has the thesis fo-

cused on two IT design disciplines, participatory design and workplace studies, and how they envi-

sion these differences to be managed – or as we have come to call it: what protocols they stipulate 

to govern the encounter between use and design. I have suggested that both participatory design 

and workplace studies apply protocols of representation as a managing device. In participatory de-

sign users are represented directly in design, while in the tradition of workplace studies users are 

represented to designers in the form of ethnographic/ethnographer’s accounts. As such it has also 

been argued that workplace studies in contrast to participatory design only incidentally and not deli-

berately attempts to create and manage the second difference between present and future; it is left 

for (informed) designers to do that. But the crux of the thesis has not been to expose principled pro-

tocols of participatory design and workplace studies in and of themselves. Rather the point has been 

to discuss the realism of these protocols, because in the research activities of the PhD project they 

turned out to be difficult to apply – or rather impose in the encounter with use and design practice.  

The purpose has not been an abandonment of the protocols, but an inquiry into what it takes to im-

plement them in practice – or more precisely the work that was done in the first of two research 

projects ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ with IBA and Crispy (Halse et al. 2005) to partially bring them 

about. The point of focusing on the implementation of the protocols and not the outcome is – in a 

practical and not ideal manner – to discuss the practice of research. By not taking the research 

project as a given, as simply already there, but as a condition for doing research that needs to be es-

tablished, I have sought to contribute to a more realistic account of research practice primarily in 

participatory design, and to a lesser extent in workplace studies, than more purified methodological 

descriptions typically convey. By exposing how much effort that went into creating ‘access’ to the 

field, continuously interesting participants in the project, making people meet up at the same place 

for a workshop, etc., I have wanted to place in the spotlight the ‘hidden work’ that went into making 

the research project possible, and which I have suggested possibly take place in equivalent research 

projects as well. As such, the exposition of the many practicalities of research, which are real and 

needs to be dealt with, is also a critical questioning of the practical feasibility of certain research me-

thodologies. More to the point: If it takes three months to have in effect eight hours of fieldwork 

and close to a year to do a single iteration of fieldwork, workshop and enactment then maybe we 

consider the practicalities of ethnography and participatory design in contrast to their espoused pro-

tocols. Obviously, to derive too quick a conclusion from two projects would be irresponsible and un-

founded. Still, I suggest that it should sensitize to the fact that as researchers we are not just making 

studies of and designing for and with practitioners – we are very much practitioners ourselves. To 

regard research as practice on par with other practices have consequences. I have argued that in 

practicing participatory design and workplace studies, we are not just involved in managing two dif-

ferences as the protocols suggests; we are involved in managing a third difference – that between 

research and the rest. Researchers do not reside as angels looking down on use and design practice 

or moving about as ghosts without meeting resistance (or enthusiasm for that matter). Just as de-

signers and users are separated by a socio-spatial difference, which is problematic and needs to be 
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worked on – so is researchers’ relation to the fields of use and design ‘problematic’. Participatory 

design and workplace studies are – if not explicitly – then implicitly aware of this ‘problem’. The pro-

tocols have been tailored to meet less resistance in the encounter with use and design practice. Par-

ticipatory design in its action research tradition define research as being for and with users and de-

signers, which arguably makes an engagement with use and design practice easier – although when 

differences among participants are permitted to proliferate it becomes harder. Workplace studies by 

being ‘vulgarly competent’, by solidarizing with member’s meanings, arguably makes it less contro-

versial to study those members – at least among members themselves. Hence, to make it possible to 

engage with other practitioners as research and design subjects, participatory design and workplace 

studies have opportunistically fitted their research and design protocols to please ‘the Other’ – I 

have provocatively suggested.  But we shall not forget – despite their complacency – that the proto-

cols, typically, do neither belong to users nor designers – they are scholastic principles first and 

foremost and as such they are not references of but interferences with use and design practice – as 

was evident throughout ‘Mobility in Maintenance’, and as long participatory design and workplace 

studies are relatively marginalized design approaches it will continue to be so for the foreseeable 

future.  

By focusing on the practicalities of research and the practical implementation of principled research 

protocols, the thesis has attempted to broaden the discussion among research practitioners about 

what it takes in practical terms to do research. But it is also an attempt to take serious research as 

practice – that researchers always will be enmeshed in practical concerns. The last point has more 

radical consequences than we immediately realize. That is, when the protocols of research – the cri-

teria of truth and validity, what can be known, what is, what can be made  – need to be imposed in 

the encounter with – in our case use and design – then the practicalities of this imposition are no 

longer just ‘mere’ practicalities. They are a powerful intervention upon the research and design ob-

ject. Evidently, researchers are not omnipotent and the imposition is therefore in reality a negotia-

tion of protocols governing the encounter and thereby what the conditions of the possibility for 

what I have called the ‘object of concern’ can be. The object of concern becomes articulated not just 

as a matter of fact but as a matter of concern (Latour 2004) among the interested ‘stakeholders’ in 

the encounter.  

In accounting for the research project ‘Mobility in Maintenance’, I have sought to describe it as the 

articulation of maintenance work, the object of concern, in and through such negotiations. Because 

the methods that would place maintenance work firmly in the present and/or in the future were 

contested I have attempted to avoid characterizing maintenance work as an object that simply is or 

is simply made – as found or designed. Or put differently, if maintenance work purely ‘is’ or ‘is made’ 

that are two specific articulations, which exist among less purified versions for example maintenance 

work as part of manufacturing or maintenance work as enactment. More precisely, I have described 

maintenance work as articulated in six distinct forms through six phases of the project. Maintenance 

work as: problematic, observable-reportable, manipulatable, public, scriptable-stage-able and mo-

bile. It does not mean that maintenance work only existed in one form in each phase, but that  it was 

the defining articulation, and as such it pertained to concerns particularly important at that time in 

the project. Some of the ways maintenance work gets articulated is due to the imposition of re-

search protocols. Making the work at Crispy observable-reportable is necessitated as a ‘reminder’ of 

the work in the following workshop, and for the ability to make the work researchable. It comes with 

a cost, though. As a consequence the production workers opted out of the project and the ability to 
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know their work was hampered seriously. The same is the case when the work of QA is attempted to 

be made ‘public’ in a workshop; QA drops out of the project. In other words, the intervention neces-

sary for knowing, having and possibly re-designing the object of concern according to protocol arti-

culates it in particular ways but at the same time comes to obscure it considerably.  

What has been pointed out is that the particular articulations of the object of concern are not only a 

consequence of the imposition of specific research and design protocols. The necessity of interesting 

and keeping participants interested in the project is one overarching practical concern shaping main-

tenance work is. Without interest of the participants, the project falls apart and for all practical pur-

poses maintenance work disappears. To avoid this fate, research and design protocols are bended 

and twisted to assure the continued collaboration. Fieldwork becomes a compromise between aca-

demic and commercial conventions and although insufficient for research purpose only one work-

shop is held because it is not possible to find interest in more.  

Seeing the principled protocols of research as neither guaranteeing a priori political nor epistemo-

logical privilege, but in contrast take policy and knowledge as what can be negotiated between in-

terested parties and their particular concerns has consequences for both participatory design and 

workplace studies. If researchers are inadvertently situated differently and consequently have dif-

ferent concerns we should reconsider trying to make researchers, users and designers identical and 

instead think about how their differences necessarily can be managed. Researchers’ goals and inter-

ests can never be identical to those of users’ and designers’. This dream of symbiosis is impossible 

(Haraway 1991). Similarly, ethnographers/ethnographies can’t ever be in complete accordance with 

members’ meanings, because they are not members. Instead we should consider the partiality 

present in different kinds of encounters and the dual or triple loyalties that may arise from the close 

collaboration with people and practices situated differently than our own. How do we as researchers 

engage users and designers having different priorities than our own? How far are we willing to risk 

and compromise our protocols to keep the encounter going, and conversely how far are we willing 

to go to impose our protocols to secure a valid research output? How do we take a critical distance 

when that is appropriate? These are some questions I have proposed we should be ready to answer 

when research is not regarded as privileged in principle, but rather considered a practical compro-

mise where we must assume responsibility for on the one hand the intervention necessary to pro-

mote our own protocols, our own concerns, and on the hand the will to compromise with concerns 

different from our own. 

When researchers cannot be regarded as handing down the protocols for governing the socio-spatial 

difference between use and design practice and the temporal difference between present and fu-

ture but instead are inextricable involved in a menage à trois matters become fairly complex. We 

might indeed ask if things become so entangled that whatever the outcome it does not stand for 

more than the affair researchers, designers and users had for a while. If maintenance work is the 

consequence of and not the precondition for ‘Mobility in Maintenance’, how can we ‘have’, how can 

we ‘know’ maintenance work for another time, and how can any new technological outcome have 

any import outside of the project if it is articulated as a result of its specific circumstances? Are the 

different articulations of maintenance work indexical in the sense that they do not make sense out-

side their specific context of enunciation? And if research and design protocols demand intervention 

have they then not created their object, created an artifact, instead of a fact – don’t we then need to 

reestablish the exact same conditions for having that object again, reenacting the project as Latour 
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and Woolgar (1986) would suggest? To attempt at once to honor the complexity and clarify some of 

these questions I have in chapter 13 of the thesis suggested a framework, which attempts to make it 

conceivable that the encounter of researchers, designers and users is situated, compromised and 

still can have general import. It is not exactly new protocols of representation attempting to sup-

plant those of participatory design and workplace, but a manner in which to think representation 

differently and hopefully more realistically.  

Participating in ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ as academics, we were researchers having to think about 

the concerns of our research community, but also project managers, who had to establish a project 

and make it going with due diligence to our fellow participants’ concerns as well.  To the extent that 

the demands of the research community were different from those of our collaborators we were put 

in a position in between running the risk of loosing the support of one or the other or maybe even 

both. The same can probably be said about the other participants from IBA and Crispy. Collaborating 

with researchers working according to different protocols than their own, they also ran a risk vis-à-

vis their own ‘community’ or organization. To conceive of the encounter, the space where different 

social orders interfere – in our case the space where the orders of research, use and design meddle – 

I have suggested, inspired by Michel Callon, to think of it in terms of the meeting of representatives 

of different constituencies. Representatives have both to take into account the differences they 

might have internally to the encounter with other representatives and externally with their respec-

tive constituencies. If the encounter is going to succeed neither internal nor external differences can 

be disregarded. If the constituencies defect because they no longer feel represented or internal dif-

ferences grow out of hand the meeting will unravel. Thus compromises made with other representa-

tives will have to be re-negotiated with the constituency. The thesis is a case in point of a renegotia-

tion with the academic constituency. In the case of design, conflicts might be sharpened with the 

constituencies because it introduces a novelty first among representatives, which subsequently will 

have to be realigned with the constituencies. The relationship between representatives and consti-

tuencies is therefore a two-way street. Representatives need to stay faithful to their constituency, 

but can also ‘educate’ or – if they are powerful – force the constituency into accepting what comes 

out of the negotiation with other representatives. Again, because what is negotiated between repre-

sentatives and constituencies are the criteria for what counts as real there is no place outside these 

negotiations where the nature of the ‘object of concern’ can be decided. None of the constituencies 

and representatives are granted a priori privilege, but may achieve it a posteori. 

The notion of representatives and constituencies is a way to articulate the difficulties of dual or 

triple loyalties that may arise when use, design and research are brought bear on each other; when 

they interfere. I suspect it is a feeling that many researchers working in the field know whether as 

participatory designers or ethnographers: stay loyal to, but not be carried away in the encounter. 

But representatives are not only humans – they can also be non-humans. I have suggested that we 

shall regard the ethnography as a representative as well. It also have to stay loyal to, in our case us-

ers, while at the same time satisfy the demands of its solicitors whether designers, researchers or 

both. The ethnography will have to convince its constituency that it is a useful representative and as 

such it is not a passive thing, but an agent. It is in fact, as I have argued a double agent like its human 

counterparts with similar dual loyalties also are.  

To be a competent representative in an encounter between interfering social orders, it is therefore 

not enough to ‘vulgarly competent’ or a stakeholder holding on to your stakes – especially not when 
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the meeting is predicated on a will to change, to design. A competent representative should consider 

being popular – the larger constituency it governs the more interesting. It will have to be faithful – to 

stay true to its constituency, which is more than parroting it. It should be articulate and speak up for 

the constituency, but also be interesting to other representatives, that is being able to risk reigning 

assumptions,  and finally it should be inspiring and be able to make a difference that event-ually 

create fewer difference to manage. Not all representatives are equally good – so a pluralistic assem-

bly is probably preferable. 

Finally, the active nature of representatives and constituencies makes it possible to comprehend 

why the essentially situated and compromised outcome of the encounter between representatives 

can have an import beyond the encounter itself. An active representative can convince or force a 

responsive constituency to accept a compromise. Even if the representative have not been faithful 

to the expected protocols a re-alignment is possible. The outcome might even be so attractive that 

the constituency re-aligns itself along with other constituencies creating a generalizing effect. It is 

only if we understand representation as mirroring that compromises, scratches to the mirror, are 

potentially devastating. This, of course, does not mean that any representative will do. The point is 

not to ignore arguments of participatory design that users are good representatives of their every-

day activities and valuable in design; or that thorough ethnographic renderings of the workplace are 

not important in educating designers. The point is rather to be able to more effectively articulate the 

practical conditions under which such representatives must work. 

 

It is somewhat ironic that the thesis has promoted a more realistic and if not practical then at least 

pragmatic approach to the problem of researching and intervening in the relationship between use 

and design of information technology, and then ends with an argument that at least in commonsen-

sical terms might seem baffling and weird. I can almost surely guarantee that the majority of the 

participants in ‘Mobility in Maintenance’ know where maintenance work is. And it is not where I 

have put it: in project charters, video-clips, design games, black-boxes, etc. It is out-there on the 

shopfloor where Lars and Poul work – that is the real maintenance work (although they might have a 

bit difficulties saying exactly where it is). On the other hand they – we – have happily worked with all 

kinds of ‘representatives’ as I have now called them, and that we in the project called ‘representa-

tions’ of maintenance work. There is no quarrel to have with this discrepancy in the way the project 

activities are regarded. It is not that the thesis finally sets straight what the project participants were 

wrong about all along. In the project it worked – as it does in everyday life – to make distinctions 

such as between an object and its representations. That is everyday life. When I have attempted to 

introduce a different set of distinctions – in particular that we should look at how maintenance work 

is articulated in and through the project activities it is a methodological dispensation of common-

sense understandings, which makes us more aware of how – for all practical purposes – mainten-

ance work comes to be, is known and made in interference between different social orders. And 

with the notions of representative and constituencies I have attempted to articulate potential con-

flicts and compromises that may arise in this encounter, and why – despite its situated and troubled 

character – it is still possible that the outcome may carry general import. Hence, it is not an attempt 

to displace commonsense understandings among users and designers, because that would – as eth-

nomethodology reminds us – amount to the creation of a new social order among user and design-

ers, and it is not the purpose – at least in the first place. The argument of the thesis is first and fore-
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most an academic argument directed at specific scholastic discourses about use and design – primar-

ily in the communities of participatory design and workplace studies. By this I do not mean that 

commonsense is necessarily sacrosanct and cannot be challenged; but a challenge should ultimately 

be justified according to its usefulness, usability we might say – and here I mean use in its broadest 

existential sense – and not on the claim to have reached a more fundamental reality – that mainten-

ance work really is a relational effect of the interactions between human and non-human actants, 

which, for example Bruno Latour (1993) would argue. In this regard I distinguish myself from several 

of the authors I have otherwise drawn on in my methodological break with common sense. In addi-

tion to Latour, Annemarie Mol (2002) and John Law (2004) argues that through ethnographic studies 

it is possible to ‘see’ how ontologies ‘come into being’ and ‘wither away’ in everyday practice. The 

problem with these sorts of arguments is that they masquerade as responsible commitments to 

practice, but in reality work by way of metaphysical shortcuts short-circuiting any practical accoun-

tability towards the practices under study. In the reality of the people and practices studied the 

world does not ‘come into being’ and ‘wither away’ as a consequence of their practical affairs. They 

might come to see it that way – one day – but until then they live in a different world with different 

concerns and responsibilities. 

More basically, practice is what it is. Any attempt to get closer by way of different (ethno) methods 

or through the invocation of alternative metaphysics is actually a move away from that practice. As 

Derrida (2002) has noted: in French différer means both to make a difference and to defer. Every 

time we articulate things we make a difference and in the same instance are deferred from what we 

want to articulate. This is also the case with studies of practice. They make a new difference about 

practice – which is not already articulated in practice – and thereby in the same moment defer 

themselves from what they intend to describe. More correctly – and less metaphysically – the minu-

tiae documentation of practicalities is a prelude to manipulation of practice (and that is why we as 

researchers and designers are interested) and not the capturing of what practice is for practitioners 

themselves. Practice is not in need of further foundations – not even by way of ethnographically27 

rendered practicalities. As such and in the last instance, we should not be fundamentalist pragmat-

ists, but pragmatic pragmatists: turning to practicalities ultimately serves practical and not founda-

tional purposes.  

  

                                                           
27

 Mol (2002) rebrands ethnographic studies of practice as ‘praxiography’. Despite the marketing, though, it is 
difficult to see how praxiography methodologically differs from ethnography except in – maybe – the particu-
lar constructivist idiom applied. 
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